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ABSTRACT

There has been an effort toward restmcturing schools, where students are
encouraged to develop their abilities to use their own various cognitive strategies to solve
problems and help themselves to become more effective learners. A group of cognitive
psychologists identifies effective learners as self-regulated leamers who are
metacognitively, motivationally, and behaviorally active. Compared to the effective selfregulated leamers, leamers with impulsive conceptual tempo style interested the researcher
as an indicator of ineffective and inefficient leamers in the process of becoming selfregulated leamers. Previous research studies showed that leamers with an impulsive
conceptual tempo style tended to be ineffective in systematically approaching academic
tasks when compared to leamers with a reflective conceptual tempo style. This study was
concerned with how to prepare computerized learning environments to help the ineffective
leamers become effective self-regulated leamers.
This study investigated the effects of two different Computer-Assisted Instmctional
(CAI) environments and the effects of self-awareness of conceptual tempo styles on college
students' self-regulated learning (SRL) skiQs and their academic achievement scores. Two
different CAI environments were compared in this study: INteUigentiy Contiolled CAI
(INC CAI), and TOtally Leamer-Contiolled CAI (TOLC CAI). ESTC CAI adopted tiie
cognitive apprenticeship teaching method using coaching features, and TOLC CAI did not.
Students' conceptual tempo styles were measured by a computerized version of the
Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFFT) to categorize them as either impulsive or reflective
persons.
Students' SRL skills were measured by Zimmerman's SRL model: a metacognitive
change (self-monitoring levels), a motivational change (self-efficacy levels), and a

Vll

behavioral change (self-leaming activity levels). Acadenuc achievement scores were also
measured.
MANOVA tests revealed that INC CAI was significantiy more effective on college
students' SRL skills than TOLC CAL There were no significant effects on students' SRL
skills and academic achievement scores due to their self-awareness of conceptual tempo
styles. Students in INC CAI showed significantiy higher persistency levels than students
in TOLC CAI. This study proves that the cognitive apprenticeship teaching method using
coaching features in a CAI environment is significantiy more effective on college students'
development of SRL skills thantiaditionalCAI environments.
This study suggests that educators and instmctional designers should invest their
efforts in developing and utilizing CAI that serves as an intelligent partner to human
cognition and that helps students to become self-regulated leamers.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Schools were established in order to help children inherit what has been leamed
through earlier generations and to acquire new skills to adapt to the rapidly changing world.
Maintaining existing cultural values or social standards is a process of being a member of
the society while acquiring new skills and reaching new goals will be a process of
becoming a new generation in the changing world (Schutz, 1991). However, as modem
technology is rapidly developed and knowledge expands, there is much more to learn than
there was a generation or two ago. Furthermore, modem electionic dehvery technology
allows easy access to lots of valuable knowledge, by which people are overwhelmed. Also
schools must deal with students from dissimilar social environments, with different mental
abilities, and varying in knowledge backgrounds. Above all, there has been a concem that
our students are not mastering what they are supposed to leam in school, and what they
leara in school is not related to what their society values (Gardner, 1991,1993; Perkins,
1992).
One of the recent major changes in American schools attempts to solve this
problem: the effort of restmcturing schools. Gardner (1993) points out that "American
education is at a turning point," and he pictures a school of the future as "individualcentered" (p. 68). In his theory of multiple intelligences, Gardner pluralizes the tiaditional
unitary concept of intelligence initiated by Binet. Gardner's restmctured schools address
and develop all the different facets of intelligence equally. His colleague, David Perkins
(1992) also points out that fragile knowledge and poor thinking are two broad shortfalls in
our present educational system. He argues that the major problem is not the knowledge
gap between what is supposed to be leamed and what is being leamed in education, but
rather that we have a "monumental use-of-knowledge gap" (p. 3). He says that "learning is
1

a consequence of thinking" (p. 8). He proposes a future school as a "thinking-centered"
and "effort-centered" school where knowledge is actively used and students should leam as
they think what they are learning about
What both Gardner and Perkins propose is that schools are no longer merely
institutions for education but places where tme leaming takes place. Schools should be
freed from the burden of conducting mimetic education, and the ownership of
accomphshing leaming should be shifted from the school or teacher to the individual
leamer. In the new schools, students are able to develop their abilities to use their own
various cognitive stiategies to solve problems and help themselves to become more
effective leamers (Gardner, 1991; Jones & Idol, 1990; Long, 1990). Self-responsibility
and its effectiveness in the leaming process seems to be a critical factor, which can alter a
typical phenomena associated with leamersfi*oma disadvantageous social/environmental
background. Zimmerman (1994) explains the power of self-responsibility in the leaming
process with several recent research studies comparing immigrant or minority students'
high persistence and achievement with American students' low motivation and achievement
at school.
The question to be answered now is whom we define as ineffective leamers and
effective leamers. Attempts to define ineffective and effective leamers for particular
leaming subjects have been made according to leamers' cognitive styles. For example,
right-brain leamers are good at creative tasks such as arts while they are not very good at
analysis-involving tasks such as mathematics. On the other hand, left-brain leamers are
opposite in their aptitude; they are good at analysis-involving tasks, but not good at creative
tasks (Keefe, 1987). Another cognitive style that has been proven to define ineffective and
effective leamers is conceptual tempo, either impulsive style or reflective style. Although
an impulsive cognitive style is not the primary cause of ineffectiveness of leaming,
impulsive learners tend to apply inefficient ways of solving problems. Reiff (1992)

concludes that impulsive leamers tend to have difficulty in systematically approaching
academic tasks such as setting an appropriate hypothesis and persisting to solve problems
with efficient stiategies. Many research studies have found that impulsive leamers tend to
be more ineffective than reflective leamers in terms of their academic achievement levels
(e.g., Kurtz & Borkowski, 1987; Lan, Repman, Chyung, & Bradley, 1995; Swanson &
Scheumacher, 1986; Smitii & Kemler Nelson, 1988; Walczyk & Hall, 1989).
Compared to ineffective leamers, there has been unanimity among a group of
cognitive psychologists that effective leamers tend to self-regulate (Butier & Winne, 1995).
This group of cognitive psychologists identifies effective leamers as self-regulated or selfdirected leamers. Zimmerman (1989) describes the self-regulated leamers as the ones who
are "metacognitively, motivationally, and behaviorally active participants in their own
leaming process" (p. 4). Rather than being passive recipients of information, selfregulated leamers actively engage in defining their leaming goals and demonstiate a high
degree of contiol over pursuing those goals (Schunk, 1989b). Effective leaming depends
on learners' intentions, self-monitoring steps, and ongoing knowledge constmction
processes (Resnick, 1989). In another words, self-regulated leamers are reflective in their
leaming processes, while impulsive leamers often lack these skills. One of the
disadvantages of being impulsive in leaming processes is that cognitive impulsivity results
in inefficient ways of solving problems; therefore, impulsive leamers experience
unnecessary failure and diminished persistency in leaming tasks.
The next question to ask then is how we help ineffective and inefficient leamers
such as impulsive leamers to become effective and efficient self-regulated leamers. One
way of helping them is to provide appropriate leaming or instmctional environments.
Related to the issue of success and failure in leaming processes, self-regulated leaming
(SRL) theorists argue that the optunal leaming environment for self-regulation is where
leamers will not face unnecessary failure but will receive just enough guidance for leaming

(Atidnson, 1956; Bandura, 1977; Henderson, 1986). This idea of providing just enough
help is well-illustiated by a social cognitive theorist, Vygotsky, and his zone of proximal
development (ZPD). The zone of proximal development is "the distance between the actual
developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of
potential development as determined through problem-solving under adult guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). In other words, the zone
of proximal development is referred to as a range of the learner's potential abihty with
assistance. Although a leamer needs assistance to solve an academic task now, the leamer
win soon be able to accomplish the task without the assistance. A goal of instmction for
self-regulated leaming is to help thetiansitionfrom leaming with assistance to leaming
without assistance.
The idea of helping leamers withtiansitionsfrom assisted leaming to mastered
leaming in the ZPD was a main teaching stiategy in thetiaditionalapprenticeship. The
tiaditional concept of apprenticeship is that a master coaches novice workers through the
processes of observing, assisted practicing, and mastering. The master's main role is to
model performance for the novice workers and to assist them until they self-master.
Today, this is employed as a teaching stiategy in classroom contexts as an apprenticeshiplike instmctional method, called cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, Brown, & Newman,
1989). The classroom activities for the cognitive apprenticeship create situated contexts
where students leam things by trying to solve possible-to-happen problems. The teacher's
role in the cognitive apprenticeship is to model the master-like performance or techniques
for novice students and to assist their leaming until they intemalize the tasks.
However, there seems to be a limitation in the idea of leaming in the ZPD and
teaching with the cognitive apprenticeship. Vygotsky (1978) and otiier cognitive
apprenticeship practitioners (e.g., Collins et al., 1989; Brown & Palincsar, 1989) beUeve
that leamers are able to develop their range of potential for leaming when they are provided

witii one-to-one interaction witii an adult or more capable peers. As a matter of fact,
collaborative leaming with peers has been a frequent subject in educational research. Many
research studies have found its positive effectiveness (e.g.. Brown & Palincsar, 1989;
Chyung, Repman, & Lan, 1995; Sharan, 1980), altiioughtiiereare some negative aspects
in interactions between capable peers and non-capable peers (e.g., Shrock & Stepp, 1991;
Barfurth, 1995). However, a one-to-one relationship between a teacher and each student is
not always practical in reahty, particularly since each individual student has a different
range of potential for leaming rather than afixedstate of ability for a certain grade.
Individualized instmction by a human tutor in each zone of proximal development in a
classroom is not possible.
Concerning the problem of the unrealistic role of a teacher in overlapping zones of
proximal development. Crook (1991) argues that educators should recognize a new tiend
of "marrying cultural psychology and educational technology" (p. 81). He points out that
social cognitive psychology recognizes that human cognition may take place "in a medium
of culture" (p. 82). The medium of culture in our society, particularly in our recent
educational technology environment, is the computer. As technology develops, computers
have been used not only as an instmctional dehvery medium but also as a leaming
environment that provides a virtual context of social interaction. And when intelligent
computer-assisted instmction can model a part of the learner's characteristics and a human
teacher's intelligent responses or context-based feedback to each leamer, human
development then is not just growth in an individual brain but also "an outcome of the
interaction between individual mentality and technologies" (Crook, 1991, p. 82). The
computer that provides interaction between an individual leamer andtiiesubject matter must
be taken into account as a major factor in the leaming environment That is, a Vygotskian
consideration of extemal assistance for leaming in cognitive apprenticeship should not be
restricted to adult guidance or peer help. It can be another type of extemal environment.

including a computer-assisted leaming environment (Pea, 1987; Salomon, 1990; Salomon,
Perkins, & Globerson, 1991).
There are various ways that the computer-assisted leaming environment can support
the cognitive apprenticeship teaching method in regular classrooms. Under the principles
of cognitive apprenticeship, intelligentiy designed tutoring computer programs may provide
leamers with appropriate individualized scaffolding based on the leamers' previous
leaming performance and maximize the human-teacher-like tutoring stiategies. These
computer tutoring programs monitor the learners' performance during the leaming process,
coach them to reach their goal, provide models for them when needed, record their
performance, and provide proper feedback. These potential features of powerful computer
systems enable computers to replace the master's place in apprenticeship so that novice
leamers are able to interact with the master (which is the computer system) and receive just
enough advice and hints for solving problems as a cognitive apprenticeship.
Two typical features of cognitive apprenticeship in computer-assisted instmction
(CAI) programs are to model the desirable performance and to provide verbal or written
scaffolding. Based on Bruner's theory of the spiral curriculum (1966), the degrees of
intensity and directiveness of scaffolding must be positively related to the quality of content
of the leaming subject regardless of the age of leamers, i.e., easy to hard, simple to
complex, and direct scaffolding to indirect scaffolding. On the other hand, the amount and
frequency of scaffolding is negatively related to the leamers' development of self-regulative
leaming stiategies, i.e., frequent scaffolding to infrequent scaffolding.
For example, a computer program may use animation to demonstiate how to
perform a certain procedure. A computer program provides a virtual leaming environment
with scenarios or simulations that may happen in a real situation. A more sophisticated
computer program may suggest the expert's opinion about a particular area so that novice
leamers can compare it with theirs. A computer program may advise leamers to slow

down and reflect more when they seem to keep on making errors without spending enough
time considering options. A computer program can suggest an appropriate next step to go
in the program when learners do not seem to know an appropriate route in leaming. For
more mature leamers, instead of providing direct statements of advice, a computer program
may coach leamers to identify their weaknesses and suggest behaviors which should be
replaced in terms of leaming stiategies in order to overcome the inefficiency in leaming.
As leamers seem to self-regulate in leaming, the inteUigent computer system may gradually
reduce its appearance of scaffolding. These kmds of individualized adaptive scaffolding in
leaming are the unique features of intelUgentiy interactive tutoring computer systems,
which no dehvery media other than human teachers possess.

Statement of the Problem
After considering the limitation in Vygotsky's idea of human teaching in each
individual ZPD, the new teaching approach of cognitive apprenticeship, and Crook's
(1991) argument about marrying cultural psychology and educational technology, it is
reasonable to think that computers can be an altemative to human teachers for self-regulated
leaming. A problem in terms of adopting computers as the instmctional delivery tool for
self-regulated leaming is that not every kind of computer-assisted instmctional programs
can provide an effective and efficient envkonment for cognitive apprenticeship teaching and
self-regulated leaming.
Since thefirstgeneration of programmed instmction with computers was available
in education, computer-assisted instmction has been developed to allow leamer-contiolled
instmction under the assumption of the effectiveness of leamer contiol in developing
learners' responsibilities in leaming processes. However, reviews of research on
computer-assisted instmction reveal a problem of leamers' self-responsibihties in leaming
with totally leamer-contiolled CAI. Although totally leamer-contiolled CAI may improve

leamers' motivation or attitude toward the subject, it does not guarantee their higher
achievement or responsible self-direction in leaming (Gray, 1987; Kinzie & Sulhvan,
1989; Steinberg, 1989). According to Steinberg's review, leamer-contiol alone stiategies
in CAI are less effective than adaptive advisement stiategies in CAI. She explains tiiis
phenomenon as leamers in the leamer-contiolled programs without advisement seem to
spend less tune in the program, therefore they do not master the leaming subject before
they decide to exit from the program. This drawback of total leamer contiol in leaming
also occurs in self-regulated leaming processes. Butier and Winne (1995) argue that when
students are left to regulate thek leaming on their own, they often tend to misevaluate the
quality or completeness of leaming. Therefore, computer-assisted instmctional programs
to develop self-regulated leaming skills must be able to more inteUigentiy interact with
leamers, just as human teachers would. What self-regulated leaming educators want from
computers is "quasi-intelHgent machine assistance for co-operative human learning-teaching
conversations - not automatic standalone teaching machines" (Boyd & Mitchell, 1992, p.
23).
Recentiy developed intelUgent tutoring systems (FTSs) seem to enable individual
leamers to leam within their own ZPDs through help of computer tutor (e.g., CLORIS as
cited in Parkes & Self, 1990; Reciprocal Tutoring Systems as cited in Chan & Chou, 1995;
SHERLOCK as cited in Lesgold, Lajoie, Bunzo, & Eggan, 1992). The principle of ITSs
is "to apply Artificial Intelligent (AI) methods and techniques to develop highly
individualized computer-based instiiictional (CBI) environments" (Seidel & Park, 1994, p.
104). However, a problem istiiatthere has been no attempt to develop inteUigent tutoring
systems to promote self-regulated leaming skUls. The primary aim oftiiedevelopment of
rrSs has emphasized enhancing the machine's instmctional capabiUties to a human-like
level as much as possible, not focused on improving leamers' power to self-regulate their
leaming processes. Self-regulative skiUs are beneficial for leamers because once leamers
8

have acquired the skiUs, they are able to apply the skUls to other situations without a help of
inteUigent machine tutors. Therefore, inteUigentiy interactive computer-assisted
instmctional programs including inteUigent tutoring systems should be designed to enable
the development of self-regulative stiategies in leamers. Figure 1 iUustiates the problem of
designing an appropriate CAI envkonment which can support the effective teaching method
of cognitive apprenticeship in order to help leamers develop self-regulated leaming skiUs.
Effective
Teaching
Methods

Coaching
Stiategies of / \
Cognitive W
Apprenticeship

Effective CAI
Environments
InteUigentiy
Adapted
CAI

Self-Regulated
Leamers
Effective Leamers
Figure 1: Designing an effective CAI environment with an effective teaching
method to develop effective leamers.

Another problem rises concerning the disadvantages of impulsivity in leaming.
Although many research studies have been conducted to provide effective instmction for
impulsive leamers (CampbeU, NeUl, & Dudley, 1989; Jelsma & Van Merrienboer, 1989;
Meichenbaum & Goodman, 1971; Stahl, Rinehart & Erickson, 1986), most of the studies
tend to be narrow in focusing on whether it is possible to tiain inefficient leamers to be
efficient through a tieatment These studies do not concem how to make a better leaming
environment that wiU prevent disadvantageous behaviors from occurring. Before teachers
use a characteristic of leamers as the predictor to label them and judge them as having
leaming problems such as hyperactivity or leaming disabihties, they should consider how

to teach with more appropriate instmctional stiategies. In addition to providing an
^propriate leaming environment, anotiier way to help impulsive leamers is to help them to
be aware of thek cognitive styles and to buUd the inner-power that contiols and leads
leamers toward more productive leaming processes. When ineffective leamers accept
responsibiUty for success or faUure in leaming processes, the appropriately provided
optimal leaming envkonment wiU function better to help them to become effective selfregulated leamers.

Research Questions
Having combined the two ideas of constmcting self-regulated leaming skiUs and
adopting inteUigent tutoring systems into the CAI envkonment, the researcher developed
three research questions. The fkst question was, "What type of computerized envkonment
wUl maximize leamers' abiUties to develop self-regulated leaming skiUs and to enhance
academic achievement scores?" A purpose of this study is to compare the effects of two
different computerized leaming envkonments (INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI [INC CATI that
provides individualized scaffolding and aUows adaptive leamer contiol, and TOtaUy
Leamer-ContioUed CAI [TOLC CAI]) that aUows leamers total responsibiUties in leaming
processes] on the self-regulated leaming skiUs and academic achievement scores, especiaUy
with coUege students.
The second question that the researcher wanted tofindout was whether the coUege
students would perform differentiy in computerized self-regulated leaming envkonments
due to the conceptual tempo style when they were aware of thek own conceptual tempo
style. That is, "WiU the factor of self-awareness of thek individual conceptual tempo style
as impulsive or reflective give the students different degrees of inner power to contiol
themselves in self-regulated leaming processes and different academic achievement results
in the computerized leaming environments?" In another words, "WUl the leamers'
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conceptiial tempo style as impulsivity or reflectivity with self-awareness differentiy affect
the process of becoming self-regulated leamers and high academic achievers in the
computerized leaming envkonments?"
The second question leads to the thkd question about interaction between the two
tieatments: that is, "WiU leamers' conceptual tempo style with self-awareness as impulsive
or reflective in the two different computerized leaming environments (an INteUigent
Contiolled CAI envkonment and a TOtaUy Leamer ContioUed CAI envkonment) interact in
terms of the process of self-regulated leaming and the result of academic achievement
scores?" This question seeks to identify which CAI environment (INC CAI or TOLC
CAI), if they function differentiy for different types of leamers, is the better leaming
envkonment for a certain group of leamers (impulsive or reflective) to become selfregulated leamers and high academic achievers.

Rationale
Fkst of aU, this study attempts to justify the proposal that educators need to be
concemed about developing self-regulated leamers. According to self-regulated leaming
tiieorists (Bandura, 1977,1995; McCombs, 1989; Pkitiich, 1995; Schunk, 1989b;
Zknmerman, 1994), self-regulation is not a stage of development that people wiU reach as
time goes by, or an attribute or a personaUty style that people have or do not have. Selfregulated leaming includes processes and stiategies which should be leamed and can be
taught (Pmtrich, 1995; Zknmerman & Paulsen, 1995). Also, self-regulation is an on-gomg
processtiiroughtiieUfetime (Butier & Winne, 1995; Candy, 1990; Paris & Wkiograd,
1990); therefore, there is no such a moment when teachers can determine that thek students
have become completely self-regulated leamers. Self-regulation or self-dkection is also
various degrees of quaUties (Candy, 1990). As people become self-regulated in a certain
area,tiieyare able totiansfertiieirself-regulating power to other contexts. Therefore,
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teaching our students to approach an acadenuc task with self-regulated leaming stiategies
helps them not only with near-transfer (i.e., transfer to other academic tasks) but also in
far-tiansfer (i.e., transfer to a different context from academic tasks) (Salomon & Perkins,
1987).
This study concerns the development of self-regulated leaming with coUege
students. The rationale for selecting coUege students as subjects in this study can be
supported by many other SRL researcher's statements about the importance of developing
self-regulated leaming stiategies in coUegiate studying (Garcia, 1995; Pintrich, 1995;
Trawick & Como, 1995; Zimmerman & Paulson, 1995). Pintrich (1995) emphasizes the
development of self-regulated leaming especiaUy for coUege students. His rationale is not
only that self-regulated leaming is teachable by instmctors and contioUable by coUege-level
leamers, but also that most coUege Ufe demands management skills of free time which
coUege students did not use during thefixedschedule up to the end of high school.
Zimmerman and Paulson (1995) also agree that self-regulated leaming for coUege students
is necessary because faculty feedback on thek academic performance is limited, especiaUy
in comparison totiiegrade school period. Pmtrich (1995) argues that better coUege life
depends on more efficient ways of studying in terms of how much time to put into what
subject. He suggests that in order to help coUege students to be self-regulated, they "need
to have greater awareness of thek own behavior, motivation, and cognition" (p. 9). The
opportunity to help them to do so is to prepare a classroom envkonment with effective and
efficient instiiiction wheretiiestudents can practicetiiekself-regulated leaming stiategies.
Secondly, this study practices the major formulation for academic self-regulation:
That is, self-regulated leaming is facihtated through the combination of leamers' abUities of
reciprocal regulation with thek covert personal factors, tiiek overt behaviors, and the
leamkig envkonment. This formulation for academic self-regulation has been
conceptuaUzed based on Bandura'stiiadictheory of social cognition (Schunk, 1989b;
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Zknmerman, 1989; Zimmerman & Matinez-Pons, 1990). According to Bandura's theory
of social cognition (1977), human functioning is formulated by reciprocal interactions
between cognitions and other personal factors, behaviors, and environmental variables.
Cognitions, other personal factors, and behaviors are intemal factors, whereas
environmental variables are extemal factors. In the intemal factors, cognitions and other
personal factors are covert functionkig whereas behaviors are overt functioning.
Cognitions are cognitive activities such as rehearsing, goal setting or planning, and
organizing knowledge, while other personal factors may be affective attributes, such as
perceived self-efficacy or self-image. Leamers who perceive themselves as successful
individuals tend to succeed on performance, and gain beneficial outcomes through
psychological effects of expectation of personal efficacy. This cycle of developing efficacy
expectations and outcome expectations affects both initiation and persistence of deskable
behaviors such as leamers' being willing to check thek own performance, to judge thek
own performance, and to seek extemal help. The actual behaviors again modify thek
efficacy beUef. Satisfactory performances increase, continuing motivation to improve their
skills. Even an occasional negative evaluation wiU not necessarUy decrease motivation as
long as they perceive themselves as ongoing capable leamers (Schunk, 1989b). Research
about the effects of self-efficacy on achievement behavior (Atkinson, 1957; Bandura, 1977;
Pintiich & De Groot, 1990; Schunk, 1989a; Schunk & Gunn, 1985) showstiiattiie
stiength of leamers' perceived self-efficacy is correlated with high achievement and high
motivation.
The extemal variable, the leaming envkonment, is the thkd factor in the formulation
of triadic reciprocity in self-regulated learning. Schunk (1989a) asserts that a selfregulatory process in social cognitive theory requkes three sub-processes (self-observation,
self-judgment, and self-reaction), and the development of these subprocesses is assisted by
envkonmental factors such as the teacher's demonstiation, selection of materials, feedback,
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or rewards. The importance of this social environment as a means of assisting performance
is also the cential issue in Vygotsky's book. Mind in Society (1978). In this book,
Vygotsky questioned the relationship between human beings and thek leaming
environment. He proposed that "an essential feature of leaming is that it creates the zone of
proximal development" and the "leaming awakens a variety of intemal developmental
processes" (p. 90). This concept of intemalization is one of the key concepts relevant to
social determination. He argued that environmental assistance is the essential factor to be
provided untU the process of intemaUzation is complete.
This study involves investigation of several important items from each factor of the
triadic formulation in order to develop self-regulated leaming skiUs; that is, variables such
as self-awareness of conceptual tempo style, self-monitoring levels, and self-efficacy levels
(as the covert personal factors), self-learning activity levels and academic achievement
scores (as the behavioral factors), and computer-assisted instmctional programs (as the
extemal leaming envkonment). EspeciaUy, measurement of a combination of selfmonitoring levels, self-efficacy levels, and self-leaming activity levels as dependent
variables in tiiis study wUl show evidence of how leamers develop self-regulated stiategies
through the process of leaming m CAI envkonments. The formula for tiiese combined
measurements is:
Evidence of becoming a self-regulated leamer
= a po.sitive change in (metacognition -i- motivation +
behavior)
= an increased level of (self-monitoring + self-efficacv +
•<;elf-leaming activitv).
Astiiesetiu-eesources for academic self-regulation are developed, academic achievement is
also expected to be improved (Zknmerman & Matinez-Pons, 1990).
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Hvpotheses
The foUowing are the hypotheses m this study, which are drawn from the
previously stated three research questions.
Hypotiiesis 1: There is no significant difference between tiie effect of INteUigentiy
ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) and tiie effect of TOtaUy Leamer-ContioUed CAI (TOLC CAI)
on coUege students' self-regulated leaming skiUs (measured by thek self-monitoring levels,
self-efficacy levels, and self-leaming activity levels), and thek academic achievement
scores.
Sub-hypothesis 1.1: There is no significant difference between the effect of
INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) and tiie effect of TOtaUy LeamerContioUed CAI (TOLC CAI) on college students' self-monitoring levels.
Sub-hypothesis 1.2: There is no significant difference between the effect of
INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) and tiie effect of TOtaUy LeamerContioUed CAI (TOLC CAI) on coUege students' self-efficacy levels.
Sub-hvpothesis 1.3: There is no significant difference between the effect of
INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) and tiie effect of TOtaUy LeamerContioUed CAI (TOLC CAI) on coUege students' self-leaming activity levels.
Sub-hvpothesis 1.4: There is no significant difference between the effect of
INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) and tiie effect of TOtaUy LeamerContioUed CAI (TOLC CAI) on coUege students' acadenuc achievement scores.
A summary of hypothesis 1.1 through hypothesis 1.4 is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: The independent variable and the four dependent variables in
hypothesis 1 group (for the CAI effects).
IV

INC CAI vs. TOLC CAI

Hypothesis 1

^

^^.--^''"^
DVs

Hypothesis 1.1

Self-Monitoring Level

Hypothesis 1.2

Self-Efficacy Level

Hypothesis 1.3

Self-Learning Activity Level

H5T>othesis 1.4

Academic Achievment Score

Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference in the effects of conceptual tempo
style with self-awareness on coUege students' self-regulated leaming skiUs (measured by
their self-monitoring levels, self-efficacy levels, and self-learning activity levels), and thek
academic achievement scores in computer-assisted instmction envkonments.
Sub-hypothesis 2.1: There is no significant difference in the effects of
conceptual tempo style with self-awareness on coUege students' self-monitoring
levels in computer-assisted instmction environments.
Sub-hvpothesis 2.2: There is no significant difference in the effects of
conceptual tempo style with self-awareness on college smdents' self-efficacy levels
in computer-assisted instmction environments.
Sub-hypothesis 2.3: There is no significant difference in the effects of
conceptual tempo style with self-awareness on coUege students' self-leaming
activity levels in computer-assisted instmction environments.
Sub-hypothesis 2.4: There is no significant difference in the effects of
conceptual tempo style with self-awareness on college students' academic
achievement scores in computer-assisted instmction envkonments.
A summary of hypothesis 2.1 through hypothesis 2.4 is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: The independent variable and the four dependent variables in
hypothesis 2 group (for the concepmal tempo style with selfawareness effects).
Conceptual Tempo with Self-awareness
(Impulsive vs. Reflective)

H5^othesis 2

IV
^^^^^--''^^
^ — ' " " ^ DVs

Hypotiiesis 2.1

Self-Monitoring Level

Hypothesis 2.2

Self-Efficacy Level

Hypothesis 2.3

Self-Learning Activity Level

Hypothesis 2.4

Academic Achievment Score

Hypothesis 3: There is no significant interactive effect between conceptual tempo
styles with self-awareness and computer-assisted instmctional environments (INC CAI or
TOLC CAI) on coUege students' self-regulated leaming skUls (measured by their selfmonitoring levels, self-efficacy levels, and self-leaming activity levels), and their academic
achievement scores.
Sub-hypothesis 3.1: There is no significant interactive effect between
conceptual tempo styles with self-awareness and computer-assisted instmctional
envkonments (INC CAI or TOLC CAI) on coUege students' self-monitoring levels.
Sub-hvpothesis 3.2: There is no significant interactive effect between
conceptual tempo styles with self-awareness and computer-assisted instmctional
envkonments (INC CAI or TOLC CAI) on college students' self-efficacy levels.
Sub-hvpothesis 3.3: There is no significant interactive effect between
conceptual tempo styles with self-awareness and computer-assisted instmctional
envkonments (INC CAI or TOLC CAI) on coUege students' self-leaming activity
levels.
Sub-hvpotiiesis 3.4: There is no significant interactive effect between
conceptual tempo styles with self-awareness and computer-assisted instmctional
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envkonments (INC CAI or TOLC CAI) on coUege students' academic achievement
scores.
A summary of hypotiiesis 3.1 through hypothesis 3.4 is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: The kiteraction between the two independent variables and
the four dependent variables in hypothesis 3 group (for the
interactive effects).
Conceptual
CAI ^<I]^mpo

Impulsive

Ho 3.1: Self-Monitoring

INC CAI
Ho 3:
TOLC CAI

Reflective

Ho 3.2: Self-Efficacy
Ho 3.3: Self-Learning Activity
Ho 3.4: Academic Achievement

Definition of Term.s

In this study, the foUowing definitions are appUed to the terms.
Apprenticeship is a means of learning totiansmitthe knowledge requked for expert
practice infieldssuch as painting, sculpting or medicine (CoUins et al., 1989).
Coaching is referred to as "the provision of scaffolding which is the support, in
terms of reminders and help, thattiieapprentice requkes to approximate the execution of
the entire composite of skiUs" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 456).
Cognitive apprenticeship refers to "tiie focus of the leamkig-through-guidedexperience on cognitive and metacognitive, ratiiertiianphysical, skUls, and processes"
(Collins et al., 1989, p. 457). The metiiod of cognitive apprenticeship emphasizes experts'
uses of conceptual and factual knowledge which are exemphfied and situated in the
contexts of solving problems.
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Cognitive feedback provides a leamer "with information that links cues and
achievement" in self-regulated leaming (Butier & Winne, 1995, p. 251). Compared to tiie
cognitive feedback, outcome feedback "provides minimal extemal guidance for a learner
about how to self-regulate" (Butier & Wkme, 1995, p. 250). Intiiisstudy, INC CAI
employed cognitive feedback whUe TOLC CAI utilized only outcome feedback.
Computer-assisted instmction (CAD is instmction deUvered by computers. In
tiaditional CAI, the computer contiols the communication act by soUciting information from
the student in the form of questions and requests.
IntelUgent computer-assisted instinction (ICAD is "an instmctional approach from
artificial inteUigence and cognitive science to teach a range of subject matters" (O'NeU,
Slawson, & Baker, 1991, p. 70).
INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) used in this study is computer-assisted
instmction that provides individualized scaffolding and aUows adaptive contiol between
leamers and the computer instmction during the leaming processes. The teaching stiategy
in INC CAI adopts the cognitive apprenticeship teaching method.
IntelUgent tutoring svstem (ITS) is a computer program that "(a) is capable of
competent problem solving in a domain, (b) can infer a leamer's approximation of
competence, and (c) is able to reduce the difference between its competence and the
leamer's through appUcation of various tutoring stiategies" (Poison & Richardson, 1988,
p. 263). In this study, ITS and ICAI are used as synonyms.
Metacognition is the intemal processing that makes use of cognitive stiategies to
monitor and contiol other leaming and memory process.
ModeUng refers to "cognitive, affective, and behavioral changes that derive from
observkig otiiers" (Schunk, 1989b, p. 86).
Scaffoldkig refers to "the gradual withdrawal of adult contiol and support as a
function of chUdren's increasing mastery of a given task" (Diaz, Neal, & Amaya-WUUams,
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1990, p. 139). Intiiisstudy, INC CAI provided scaffoldmg through a coach button and its
message field.
Self-efficacy is "beUef in one's capabiUties to organize and execute the courses of
action required to manage prospective sitiiations" (Bandura, 1995, p. 2).
Self-motivation is the term used to assume that students' continuing motivation is
derived from thek self-efficacy perceptions and use of self-regulatory processes during
leamkig, in contiast to intiinsic motivation, which knpUestiiatthe motivation is derived
from the task (Zimmerman, 1994).
Self-regulation refers to "the degree that individuals are metacognitively,
motivationaUy, and behaviorally active participants in thek own leaming process"
(Zimmerman, 1989, p. 4). In this study, self-regulated leaming and self-dkected leaming
are used as synonyms.
Self-regulative stiategies are "stiategies associated with process goals such as
monitoring or contiolling affect" (Zimmerman, 1994, p. 11).
TOtaUv Leamer-ContioUed CAI (TOLC CAI) used in this study is computerassisted instmction which aUows leamers to decide thek own leaming sequence, activities,
and pace during the leaming processes.
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CHAPTER n
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter wUl review and discusstiieoreticalUterature and research findings
concemkigtiieresearch questions proposed m Chapter I. The mam subheadkigs m this
chapter are: (1) leamingtiieories,(2) self-regulated leamkigtiieories,(3) constiiicting a
self as a self-regulated leaming agency, and (4) computer-assisted leaming envkonments
for self-regulated leaming.

Leaming Theories
Leaming is generaUy defined as a relatively lifelong-lasting change in behavior or
mental stmctures due to experience (Ormrod, 1990). Leamkig as a behavioral change is a
behavioral perspective whereas leaming as a change m mental stiiictures istiiecognitivists'
point of view.

From Behavioristic to Cognitive Leaming Theories
Behavioristic leaming theories focus on leaming as relationships among observable
behaviors as stimuli and responses. This S-R approach to understanding human leaming,
however, has been criticized by cognitive leaming theorists, including Piagetian
developmentaltiieory,human information processing theory, and social cognitive theory.
GeneraUy, cognitive leaming theorists beUeve in human beings as active agencies in
the leaming process. To human information processing theorists, mental processes are the
most important aspect in leaming. The main mental events for leaming are perceiving the
learning task, receiving instmction, encoding the information, storing the new knowledge,
and retrieving the requested knowledge. The new knowledge is associated with the
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existing knowledge and encoded near to the most relevant knowledge so that it wiU be
easUy retrieved when needed.
Piaget viewed this constmction of new knowledge to be assimilated and/or
accommodated into a cognitive stmcture as a schema. A unique aspect of Piaget's theory is
that maturation limits the progression of the quaUtative development of cognition (Thomas,
1992). Piagetian developmental theorists as weU as social cognitive theorists emphasize the
importance of extemal envkonments for leaming. However, thek notion of extemal
leaming envkonments is not the same as the behavioral perspective on extemal stimuU. To
developmental theorists and social cognitive theorists, the extemal environmental factors
are not merely sources of receiving leaming stimuU or reinforcements but the leaming
contexts where leamers observe, model, manipulate, and interact. Leaming through
inutation in the social contexts is not the same idea as shaping behavior through modeling
in operant conditioning theory.
Social cognitive leaming theories explain the phenomenon of delayed imitation
which modeling through operant conditioning can not explain. Bandura (1995) argues that
people can leam by only watching other people's behaviors (he caUs this vicarious
experience). A behavior leamed by vicarious experience does not need to be performed
knmediately, therefore k may not be observable during the leaming process or within the
leaming context. However, the behavior can be revealed in any other situations by the
leamer's wiU. The leamer's wiU to perform a leamed behavior depends on his/her
expectation ki behavior (efficacy expectation). Efficacy expectation is, however, different
from outcome expectation. An efficacy expectation refers to the confidencetiiatone can
successfully perform tiie task in order to result in a certaki outcome. An outcome
expectation is what one predicts wUl occur as a result of the behavior.
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Leaming Theories with New InteUigences
There is a tiend of proposing new ways of defining intelhgence among cognitive
psychologists. Howard Gardner and David Perkins from Harvard University are active
tiieorists m this movement Gardner's new tiieory of Multiple Intelligences (1993) has
been considered as an evolution in terms of evaluating our students' abUities in more fair
ways. He questions methods of testing an element in brain as the unique measurement of
inteUigence such as an IQ test Instead, he defines intelhgence as "the abiUty to solve
problems, or to fashion products, that are valued in one or more cultural or community
setting" (p .7). He proposes seven different 'intelhgences' (plural from his description) of
solving problems, and he suggests the possibUity of even more than seven intelhgences.
The seven mtelUgences are: (1) linguistic mteUigence, (2) mathematical inteUigence, (3)
spatial inteUigence, (4) musical intelUgence, (5) bodUy-kinestiietic intelhgence, (6)
interpersonal inteUigence, and (7) intiapersonal inteUigence.
Perkins (1995) argues that inteUigence is leamable in his recent book. Outsmarting
IQ. Perkins also agrees with the theory of multiple intelhgences. His particular way of
pluralizing inteUigence is neural inteUigence, experiential inteUigence, and reflective
inteUigence. Neural inteUigence concerns the quaUty of the neurological system.
Experiential inteUigence includes expert-like knowledge and skiUs obtained from daUy
experiences in a certain context (therefore it is context-bound). Reflective inteUigence is
meta-cognitive stiategies, especiaUy self-monitoring, that can cope with unfamiUar
situations. He suggests tiiat neural mteUigence is geneticaUy determined, whUe experiential
intelUgence and reflective inteUigence are leamed.
Gardner or Perkins' new approach to defining inteUigence relates to restmcturing in
mstmction. In Gardner's (1993) view, tiie function of school must be to understand each
individual's cognitive profile, to teach them with an appropriate curriculum according to
their multiple inteUigences, and to assess them with "intelhgence-fair" (p. 72)
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measurement. Gardner (1991) also proposes a new instmctional approach called the
'tiansformative' approach, where a teacher does not merely model but serves as a coach or
faciUtator in order to tiy to encourage students to understand thek own ideas and qualities.
Thistiansformativemetiiod emphasizes on developing creativity whUe the mimetic teaching
method develops basic skiUs.
Related to Gardner's concept oftiansformativeinstmction, Perkins and Salomon
(1989) have mentioned low-road transfer and high-road transfer. Transfer is referred to as
applying specific or general knowledge or skills to other situations. Low-road tiansfer
occurs withki the same or similar leaming context due to mastery leaming, whUe high-road
tiansfer happens in new simations and aUows people to apply thek abstiact principles to
solve problems in unfamiUar situations.
In his new theory of leamable inteUigence, Perkins (1995) also evolves a new
instmctional guideline. He emphasizes that instmction must consider how to teach students
about "knowing your way around" (p. 242). He explains that knowing-your-way-around
is caused by not only experiential inteUigence but also reflective inteUigence. He connects
the power of experiential inteUigence with the low-roadtiansferand reflective inteUigence
with high-road tiansfer. That is, as people get to Taiow their way around' better, they are
able to apply thek knowledge and skiUs to other contexts and even to reflect on solving
totaUy new problems without help.

Self-Regulated Leaming Theories
Self-regulation is a category of leamkig stiategies that helps leamers to become
independentfromextemally given instmctional guidance and to pursue leaming processes
self-dkectively, and which leads to high achievement According to self-regulated leaming
theories, fortunately, self-regulation can be shaped across all ages. Self-regulation is not
seen as a personally style ortiaitwhich must be formed in a certain developmental stage
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and with which people arefixedwith for life. Leaming self-regulation can happen at any
pokit from early chUdhood through adult That is, self-regulation is leamable and
teachable. Zknmerman and Paulsen (1995) arguetiiat"a primary goal of education from
kindergarten through graduate school is to foster independent, self-motivated, selfregulated thinkers and leamers" (p. 13). Academic self-regulation is "a way of
approaching acadenuc tasks that students leam through experience and self-reflection"
(Pintiich, 1995, p. 7). Therefore, developing and maintaining students' self-regulated
leaming skills should be promoted in any age level.
As different psychologists conceptuahze and define leaming differentiy, there are
several perspectives about development of self-regulated leaming: (1) operant view of selfregulated learning, (2) phenomenological view of self-regulated leaming, (3) socialcognitive view of self-regulated leaming, and (4) Vygotskian view of self-regulated
leaming (Zimmerman, 1989). Each self-regulated leaming theory defines self-regulated
leaming with different assumptions, and different instmctional approaches.

Operant View of SRL
Mace, Belfiore, and Shea (1989) define the development of self-regulation as
accompUshed by providing appropriate reinforcements, based on early operant views of
self-regulated leaming influenced by Skinner's operant tiieory. They summarize that the
operant perspective of self-regulated leaming divides the self-regulation process into three
subprocesses, self-monitoring, self-instiiiction, and self-reinforcement. During selfmonitoring processes, people discriminate and observe thek target behavior and record the
target responsefromthe envkonment. The consequence and the reinforcement due to the
target behavior determines potential behavioral changes.
While the self-monitormg process regulates the level of one's behavior, the selfinstmction process builds specific behavior or behavior sequences which are expected to
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lead to positive reinforcement (Mace, Belfiore, & Shea, 1989). An example of selfinstmction may be found in our practical life. That is, some people develop a habit of
putting the maU for paying bills in thefrontof the door so that they wiU not forget to maU
it They instinct themselves in this behavior in order to comply with the rule of paying biUs
by the due date and not receive any penalty.
Self-reinforcement UteraUy involves a satisfying performance as a response which
in tum increases its probabiHty of occurrence when the same stimulus reappears. Signer's
study (1991) would be a good example of self-reinforcement She investigated at-risk
students' self-discipUne in terms of sustaining deskable behaviors in leaming with CAI.
Successful completion of a test with 100% accuracy in the CAI presented them a
hamburger graphic reinforcement on the screen, which was only avaUable foUowing
student discovery. This simple reward sustained its effects as a self-reinforcement
throughout the year. Whenever the students entered the computer lab, they ran to tiie
computers and competed to make the graphic.
These subprocesses of operant self-regulation explain that behaviors become selfregulated based on the way that people contiol themselves and respond to the envkonment
That is, people develop new behaviors and self-regulate tiie new behaviors, m order to
achieve positive reinforcements or to avoid negative responses from the envkonment
depending ontiieconsequences of thek behaviors as stknuh or responses.

Phenomenological View of SRL
Phenomenologicaltiieoriesof self-regulation consider developing self-system
stincture astiiemost knportant factor m foraiulating self-regulation. Accordmg to
McCombs (1989), self-system stinctures are self-defmed concepts of self, which may be
self-belief of whethertiiekidividual leamer possessestiienecessary knowledge or skUls for
leaming and self-image as a successful or unsuccessful leamer. Self-system stmcmres are
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formed and changed as individuals grow from infancy through adulthood by interactions
with the social and physical envkonment.
SeU-regulation is constmcted through the changes of perceived selffrombeing to
becoming (McCombs, 1989). Intiospective observations about the self are the major
approach in the process of self-regulation. Individuals develop tiiek self-images or selfconcepts through self-evaluation processes about thek capabUities and performances in
leaming situations, which in tum promote the development of self-regulation. Therefore,
thefirststep in development of self-regulation is to be aware of a positive self-concept and
to perceive the appropriate leaming task. This accurate perception about self and task helps
leamers to set correct and important goals for themselves. The second step in selfregulation is planning and selecting appropriate stiategies for accomplishing the selfgenerated leaming goal. FinaUy, the thkd step of performance and evaluation leads to
changing self-images as active and responsible leaming agents.
Through the repeated processes of buUding a positive self-image, leamers are aware
of changing themselves from 'being' low-achievers to 'becoming' new effective and
efficient high-achievers, and the power of contiolling learning process is shifted from
teachers totiieleamers (Bandura, 1977; Candy, 1990; Henderson, 1986; Gamer, 1992;
Zknmerman, 1994). Then the leamers are "wiUing and able to assume responsibiUty for
self-regulatmg thek academic achievement" (Zimmerman, 1994, p. 3).

Social Cognitive View of SRL
Social cognitive leamkig theorists view self-regulation in leamkig as produced
through kiteraction betweentiieleaming agency andtiieknmediate leaming envkonment.
The social cognitive view of development of self-regulated leaming skUls is based on a
general principle of social cognitive leamingtiieory;that is, people leam by observing
others' behaviors and the outcomes of those behaviors.
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One of the current social cognitive theorists is Bandura. Bandura's triadic theory
emphasizes the envkonmental factor as a determinant in leaming. According to his theory,
leaming occurs throughtiiereciprocal interactions between self-beUef system, leamkig
envkonments and behaviors (Bandura, 1977; Schunk, 1989b; Zknmerman, 1989).
Bandura (1995) points out that the social models must be simUar to the leamers' own
models so that they can be persuaded to apply the observed experiences to thek situation.
The notion of importance of teaching in social contexts is indicated by Bruner in his
early writing. Toward a Theory of Instruction (1966). Bruner writes that human beings
requke reciprocity in buUding goals and activities among social members and within a
social boundary where theyfindthemselves. Bruner argues that teachers should not be
merely models to imitate but they must be a "day-to-day working model" (p. 124) in order
to be an effective model.
Schunk and Gunn (1985) studied the importance of modeling task strategies and
achievement beUefs on the development of self-efficacy, which is one of the important
motivational factors for developing self-regulation in leaming. The study concluded that
modeling task strategies significantiy aided problem-solving achievement, and modeling
achievement beUefs significantiy influenced self-efficacy. Modeling both task strategy use
and achievement beUefs produced the highest self-efficacy. They also argue that the effects
of self-efficacy and behavioral changes have a recursive impact on each other; that is, selfefficacy is influenced by previous performance experience, and that self-efficacy in tum
affects the foUowing performance.

Vygotskian View of SRL
According to Vygotsky (1978), cogiutive growth is the transformation of processes
from basic functions to higher psychological functions in a social context The basic
functions are unconscious and biological whereas the higher functions are conscious and
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self-regulated "through the use of culmraUy determined tools and symbols" (Diaz et al.,
1990, p. 128). The concept of being conscious in leaming impUes intentions in the
leaming process: that is, the learner is aware of desiring something or wanting to
accomplish sometiimg. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) caUs this an autoteUc experience, where
'auto-' means a self and '-teUc' comes from "telos" meaning a goal m Greek. Therefore an
autoteUc experience refers to a self-contained activity which itself becomes the reward.
Vygotsky (1978) calls thistiansformationprocess 'internalization,' which is an
"intemal reconstruction of an extemal operation" (p. 56). Vygotskian self-regulation
through the intemalization process is typicaUy thought of as occurring in three stages.
Fkst, a chUd's behavior is sociaUyregulatedby the adult in joint interaction. The chUd's
behavior is initiaUy extemaUy formulated through the interpersonal process between the
chUd and an adult. A long series of these intiapersonal processes decreases the power of
the adult's contiols or the 'joint activities,' in Diaz et al.'s term, and increases the role of
self-planned behaviors and cognitive activities within the intemalized adult's commands.
The cluld's behavior is now reconstracted andtiansformedinto an intrapersonal process.
In this step, however, the chUd stiU behaves under the invisible dkections of the adult
When the chUd is finaUy capable of formulating his or her own goals or actions without the
presence of the adult's unstated guidance in mind, the chUd has become self-regulating.
The process of intemalization is observable in its development as shown by the
research smdy conducted by Hatano, Miyake, and Binks (1977) which examined
observable differences between semi-experts and experts with an abacus in using fingers
(Hatano et al., 1977, as cited in Salomon, 1988). In thek study, when an abacus was not
available, semi-experts tended to imitate the movement of thekfingerson an abacus when
they tried to solve a problem, whUe experts did not since they akeady intemahzed thek
skills. After aU, a self-regulating capabUity aUows the chUdren to see themselves as active
and effective contioUers in thek envkonment and toflexiblyadjust to changing situations
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(Diaz et al., 1990). Gallknore and Tharp (1990) agree tiiat tiiis tiansition from otiierassistance to self-assistance is due to intemaUzation and automatization, and the leamer's
performance has to be assisted untU intemalization occurs. They argue that schools should
play a role as tiie kistitutional organization of assisting performance and schools should be
"organized to 'teach' by assistmg performance in tiie zone of proxknal development" (p.
187).
To Vygotsky, with his view of self-regulation as origkiating in social interactions,
the acquisition of self-regulated capacities mainly depends on the quaUty of the social
environment where the chUd is interacting with others. The role of adults in the social
envkonment is to verbaUze plans and goals with chUdren and to faciUtate a gradual shift of
empowerment of contiol in leaming to chUdren. Vygotsky (1978) caUed the envkonment
where the gradual shift of empowerment in leaming would occur "the zone of proximal
development" (p.79). The zone of proximal development (ZPD) is "the distance between
the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level
of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in
coUaboration with more capable peers" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). That is, the ZPD is each
individual's range of potential for leaming. The actual developmental level is "the level of
development of a chUd's mental functions that has been established as a result of certain
akeady completed developmental cycles" (p. 85).
Vygotsky (1978) compared the potentiaUty of development in the ZPD with two
chUdren with an age of 10 years of chronological level but an age of 8 years of mental
level. One of them could develop his mental age only up to an age of nine after one and
half years of illness whUe the other chUd could develop mentaUy to a 12-year-old level.
The difference in the two chUdren's mental development after one and a half years was due
to the difference in interaction with the environment: One was Ul; therefore, he did not have
the same number of opportunities to interact with the adults or peers and receive thek
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guidance or collaboration. After all, the sick chUd had a narrower range of mental
development than the healtiiy child. This Ulustiation showstiiat"a leamer has a range of
potential rathertiiansomefixedstate of ability" (Smagormsky, 1995, p. 196).
Gallimore and Tharp (1990) propose six means of assisting performance:
modeling, contingency management, feeding-back, kistmctmg, questionmg, and cognitive
structuring. The stiategy of modeling is also one of Vygotsky's main stiategies to assist
chUdren intiieZPD. Vygotsky (1978) criticizedtiieclassical psychological
misunderstandmg about chUdren's mitiative activities as a non-indication of mental
development He argued that the concept of the ZPD should help people to reevaluate tiie
role of imitation in leaming as a highly important source of leaming.
FoUowmg Vygotsky's proposal oftiiezone of proximal development, the concept
oftiieZPD has influenced several theoretical and pedagogical approaches such as cognitive
apprenticeship (ColUns et al., 1989) and reciprocal teachmg (Brown & Palmcsar, 1989).

SRL through Cognitive Apprenticeship
Traditional apprenticeship is a teaching method where apprentices leam crafts from
an expert by observing, practicing, and mastering. Cognitive apprenticeship is based on
the idea oftiaditionalapprenticeship, suggestkig that cognitive skiUs can be leamed through
apprenticeship. Collins et al. (1989) point out that the biggest difference between
conventional schooUng and cognitive apprenticeship methods is that the cognitive
apprenticeship leaming employs functional leaming of skiUs and knowledge in a
meaningful social context, which conventional instmction did not provide.
Collins et al. (1989) specify the sequence of cognitive apprenticeship as modeling,
coaching, and fading from the teachers' point of view. From the students' point of view,
students (apprentices) observe a teacher's modeling and practice with scaffolding provided
by the teacher (master). The process of observing and practickig may be related to what
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Vygotsky explained about the process of intemaUzation in the ZPD. Emphasizing
"leammg-through-guided-experience" (CoUms et al., 1989, p. 457) in cognitive
apprenticeship is also associated with the Vygotskian teachmg method of leaming witii an
adult or capable peers withkitiieZPD. The scaffoldmg given bytiieteacher ki cognitive
apprenticeship is the major teaching stiategy in terms of not only mastering the tasks but
also developkig self-regulated leamkig skiUs. ColUns et al. add reflection astiielast step
that leamers need to finish in cognitive apprenticeship leaming. As leamers reach the point
of mastering tasks, they need to compare (reflect) thek performance withtiieexpert's
performance. CoUins et al. see this process of reflection as a means of "adjusting thek
performances" (p. 456) towards mastery. This notion of reflection can be connected to the
function of self-monitoring in self-regulating processes.
As reviewed previously, the different views of self-regulation in leaming are based
on different assumptions about and emphases on the trigger for self-regulation. The
operant view of SRL concems the effects of extemal stimuU to form observable selfregulated behaviors. The phenomenological view of SRL focuses on the motivation to
want to self-regulate, which is caused by people's perception of self-image and self-value.
The social-cognitive view and the Vygotskian view of SRL emphasize the importance of
interaction between leamers and the leaming envkonment
Self-regulated leaming teachers or researchers, however, should not have a narrow
conception of SRL within a particular view of SRL theory, especiaUy consideringtiiatthe
operant view of SRL has the weakest influence on our present educational principles of
SRL. Self-regulation seeks to maximize an individual leamer's learning effectiveness and
efficiency, and each leamer must be considered as possessing different facets and degrees
of multiple inteUigences. Some leamers may maximize leaming with dkect interaction with
a teacher or a coUaborative peer group (as Vygotskian SRL and social cognitive SRL
assert) whUe other leamers may need to be fkst encouraged to have pride and confidence in
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tiiemselves, which wUl maxunally motivate leaming processes (as phenomenological SRL
suggests).
Therefore, to SRL teachers and researchers, the cognitive apprenticeship view of
SRL may be the safest approach to self-regulated leamkig, since k kicorporates each view
of SRL and focuses more on practical instmctional stiategies.

Constincting a Self as a Self-Regulated Leaming Agency
Self-Awareness in Leaming Process
Successful leaming is not only due to the leamer's active involvement but also the
leamer's conscious awareness of the leaming process. Since most SRL models
characterize self-regulation as a conscious event, self-regulated leamers should be aware of
the quaUties of thek own acquked knowledge, beUefs in confidence, motivation to leam,
and leaming progress (Butier & Winne, 1995).
The notion of consciousness-raising in cognition is emphasized by psychologists
and metacognition theorists. Csikszentmihalyi (1990), in his book Flow, emphasizes the
importance of understanding how consciousness works for a human's daUy functioning.
He says that consciousness enables people to react beyond a reflexive and instinctive way
and to 'know' what is happening both outside and inside the person. The contents of
consciousness are also changeable whenever the person wishes. Csikszentmihalyi defines
this power of changeable consciousness as intentions. Intentions are the mental forces that
"arise in consciousness whenever a person is aware of desiring something or wanting to
accomplish something" (p. 27). According to Csikszentmihalyi, when the intentions and
extemaUy given information cause no conflicts with each other, the person can have an
optimal experience, the so-caUed, 'flow condition.' Aflowcondition occurs when people
are aware of the tasks as not too hard to try and not too easy to be bored but with just
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enough chaUenge. Csikszentmihalyi sees that being in aflowchannel makes life more
purposeful and challenging, and therefore more enjoyable.
Paris and Winograd (1990) argue that consciousness benefits leamers in terms of
tiansferring responsibiUty for monitoring leammg from teachers to leamers themselves and
promoting positive self-perceptions in the leamers. They view cognitive self-appraisal and
self-management as two essential features of consciousness in self-perception. Selfappraisal is referred to as "personal reflections about one's knowledge status and abiUties"
(p. 17), whereas self-management is knowing one's cognition in action. Through correctiy
judging one's abUity, leamers wiU be able to set an appropriate and proximal goal (Meyer,
FoUces, & Werner, 1976; Paris & Wkiograd, 1990; Ridley, Schutz, Glanz, & Wemstem,
1992; Vygotsky, 1978), which in tum leads the leamers to be aware of observing
themselves as motivationaUy and behavioraUy maintaining in the leaming process as active
participants (Schunk, 1989a; Zimmerman, 1994) and gaining beneficial outcomes
(Bandura, 1977).
Despite the benefits of consciousness in the leaming process, it is evident that not
many leamers are adept at cognitive self-appraisal. Often, leamers misunderstand tiiek
levels of knowledge or abUities. For example, Horwitz (1988) surveyed university
sttidents about tiiek beUefs m leaming foreign languages, usingtiieBeUefs About
Language Leaming Inventory (BALLI). The BALLI assesses student beliefs infiveareas:
(1) difficulty of language leaming, (2) motivations and expectations, (3) foreign language
aptitude, (4)tiienature of language leamkig, and (5) leaming stiategies. She found
mismatches between student expectations about leaming a foreign language andtiiereaUties
tiiey face intiieclassroom. About forty percent of university students perceivedtiiattiiey
could becomefluentm a target second language in lesstiiantwo years. She concludes tiiat
tills results in fmstiation, disappointinent, and dropping out oftiieprogram in a short time,
leading to large-scale attrition ki foreign language programs. Concemkigtiiisimpediment
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of misconception about abiUties and leaming tasks, Horwitz suggests that teachers must
first understand that students' beliefs vary due to their age, background, and other variables
such as cultural factors. She points out that through discussions with students about their
own preconceptions about learning, the students wUl be aware of their behefs either as
obstacles or as reinforcements for leaming.
Paris and Winograd (1990) also suggest that cognitive self-appraisal and selfmanagement may be discovered by oneself but also can be developed by other people or
through a systematicaUy stmctured leaming environment such as computer-assisted
instmction. Regarding the importance of a stmctured leaming envkonment, Ridley et al.
(1992) beUeve that leamers' metacognitive awareness without leaming stiategy intervention
is not sufficient to maximize thek leaming. Based on this hypothesis, they studied the
interactive effects of goal-setting as the intervention and metacognitive awareness using a
computer simulation program, caUed DOC-Medical Decision Software. The study results
found that leamers with high metacognitive awareness who received a goal-setting
intervention cured significantiy more patients on the computer program than other
interactive groups.
Perceiving self-leaming styles. Educational psychologists have been trying to
conceptuahze different ways that people approach leammg. A way of defimng leamkig
styles is classifying leamers by cognitive styles. Cognitive styles are different from
mteUectual abUities (Keefe, 1987). Styles aretiiepreference or tendencytiiatknowledge or
mformation is processed in a brain whereas abUities are what one can do witii one's
portfoUo of multiple capabiUty profiles.
Conceptual tempo is a cognitive style. Conceptual tempo refers to "an individual's
behavior m a situation where the correct choice is unclear" (Stahl, Rkiehart, & Erickson,
1986, p. 185). Leammg generally requires many problem-solving processes. Such
problem-solvkig processes kivolve complexities, ambiguities, and uncertainties. When
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leamers face an uncertainty, some tend to respond quickly with low accuracy, whereas
other leamers tend to delay responding and consider aU possible altematives before
deciding on a solution, making few errors. Conceptual tempo places leamers in the
category of either reflective style or impulsive style. Leamers with a tendency of quick
responding with low accuracy are defined as impulsive whUe leamers with a tendency of
slow responding with few mistakes are defined as reflective.
Impulsivity is not as same as delinquency or hyperactivity, however. Academic
impulsivity is a lack of reflectiveness and cautiousness in the leaming process and
behavioral responses that are short in duration. Academic unpulsivity is related to
"inefficient problem solving, faUure to generalize newly leamed stiategies, and poorcontiol in social situations" (Kurtz & Borkowski, 1987, p. 130). Perkkis (1995) sees
impulsivity as a cause of "inteUigencetiaps"that in tum hinder creativity and result in
"functional fixedness" (p. 153).
Educational psychologists' efforts to define leaming styles is more than just
diagnosing characteristics of leamers. It is a tool for teachers to accommodate individual
leamer's needs and to support personaUzed or adaptive instmction. This kidividuaUzed
instmction requkes modifying leaming environments. If a leamer seems to have a problem
m approachkig problem-solvmg tasks,tiieteacher needs to develop the leaming
envkonment in a way thattiieleamer would handle better. Several research studies have
tiled to showtiiatthe academic disadvantages of knpulsive leamers were remediable by
special kistmctional stiategies. For example, Meichenbaum and Goodman (1971) sttidied
tiie effect of self-kistinctional (SI)tiakiingwitii a cognitive modeUng stiategy in order to
change knpulsive chUdren's behavior. After observation of a cognitive model, impulsive
children slowed down tiiek response speed, but SItiainingwas still needed to decrease
thek errors.
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Kurtz and Borkowski (1987) examined the relationship between metacognitive
tiakiing in reading with impulsive and reflective chUdren. There were three tieatment
groups: (1) summarization instmction with metacognitivetiaining(executive group), (2)
summarization mstmction only (stiategy group), and (3) no instinction (contiol group).
The study found thattiietwo experimental groups showed a significant improvement in the
posttest scores, but there were no significant changes in chUdren's conceptual tempo
between a pretest and a posttest of MFFT (Matchkig FamiUar Figures Test) due to tiie
tieatments.
CampbeU et al. (1989) studied the effectiveness of computer-assisted selfinstmction (SI)tiainingwith the LOGO computer language for hearing-impaked impulsive
adolescent students. The SItiainingemployed periodic interventions during the students'
performance (e.g., asking "Is this a good start to your plan?", p. 229). The study results
showed that the SI resulted in increased accuracy in LOGO programming. However, the
students who were impulsive measured by a post-MFFT were stiU associated with less
LOGO commands per error (in other words, more errors in LOGO programming) whUe
students who were categorized as reflective by the post-MFFT made less errors. These
results indicate that thetieatmentdid not alter students' cognitive style in terms of
conceptual tempo. This is consistent with the previous review of Kurtz and Borkowski
(1987)'sfindings,but it is not consistent with Meichenbaum and Goodman (1971)'s
finding of successful changing of impulsive leamers' speed and errors.
From the review of the inconsistency in impulsive-reflective research findings, it is
suggestedtiiatteachers' mstmctional efforts should be othertiianteaching to change
leamers' knpulsive style. The ultimate solution for success m personalized mstmction with
kiefficient leamers wUl be to shift the responsibiUties of leaming from a teacher to the
leamers ki a waytiiattiieyperceive themselves correctiy, knowtiieirstiengtiis or
weaknesses, and select appropriate stiategies to adapt to the leaming envkonment
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BiemUler and Meichenbaum (1992) summarize some helpful stiategic skUls for teachers to
utUize for self-dkected mstinction such as goal-setting, plannmg, self-interrogatkig, selfmonitoring, checking answers, askmg for help, using aids, and using memory stiategies.
Perceivkig self-motivation. In a leamkig process, a cential powertiiatpromotes tiie
leaming is the leamer's motivation to leam. There have been many theories about
motivation with different dimensional determinants such as three motivational variables to
achieve (Atidnson, 1957), self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977,1986), self-appraisal (Paris &
Winograd, 1990), mtiinsic value (Pmtiich & De Groot, 1990), and self-beUef system
(McComb, 1989). These variables for motivation influencetiiechoice of activities, the
amount of effort to invest, perseverance on the leaming task (Schunk & Gunn, 1985), and
continuing motivation to leam (Bandura, 1977; Kmzie & SuUivan, 1989; Paris &
Wmograd, 1990).
According to Atkinson (1956), motive, expectancy and incentive are the three
variables requked to motivate people to achieve. The mechanism for motivation is to
maximize satisfaction and to minimize pain. In a leaming process, for example, when a
leamer faces easy tasks, there is less pain to perform but not much satisfaction in terms of
outcome. On the other hand, when the leaming task is too hard, there may be a very
satisfactory feeling if it is successfuUy performed, but up to that point, there wiU be many
psychological dUemmas such as time and effort, stiess, anxiety, or fear of faUure. This
theory is simUar to Csikszentmihalyi's flow theory. Neither too much boredom nor too
much anxiety helps leamers to be in aflowchannel.
Another important area of self-awareness that affects people's motivation and
behaviors is self-efficacy. The concept of efficacy has been intensively studied by
Bandura. According to Bandura (1995), perceived self-efficacy is "beUefs m one's
capabiUties to organize and execute the courses of action required to manage prospective
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situations" (p. 2). That is, self-efficacy is how people perceive and expect themselves as
capable agencies.
The concept of self-efficacy, since proposed by Bandura, has played an knportant
role in understanding leamers' motivation and self-regulated leaming. According to
Bandura (1977,1995), self-efficacy is not just affective perception. It is cognitively
recognized and regulated. Bandura beUeves that self-efficacy is the essence in the selfregulation of motivation. Motivation for performance depends on what people believe, not
on what appears to be. Self-efficacy influences the selection of leaming activities, time and
effort to leam, and the eagemess to accompUsh the leaming task.
Bandura (1977,1995) categorizes four sources of efficacy beUefs: mastery
performance, vicarious experience, social persuasion, and physiological and emotional
states. Bandura sees that mastery performance provides leamers the most effective and
stiong sense of efficacy. A successful performance buUds a baseline of an efficacy beUef.
Frequent successes stiengthen the efficacy beUef. Some faUure experiences do not always
have a significant impact on the positively buUt efficacy beUef (Schunk, 1989b).
Bandura (1995) ranks vicarious experiences through modeling as the second
effective way of gaining self-efficacy. The compared effectiveness of mastery experience
and vicarious experience on developing self-efficacy may be weU explained by Bandura's
early experiment about snake phobia (1977). In his study, he compared the levels of
efficacy expectations among three groups of adult snake phobics: (1) a group who actuaUy
performed dkect handling of snakes after observkig a therapist's performance, (2) a group
who merely watched the therapist's performance, and (3) a group with no tieatment The
efficacy expectations in this study were measured by the probabiUty scales of how much
the subjects thought they could deal with the same snake they saw and/or handled in the
tieatment and with a totaUy different-looking snake. Thefindingsfrom the study show tiiat
tiie group with thefirsttieatment(i.e., direct mastery experience) produced stionger
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efficacy expectations than the second group (i.e., vicarious experience). The contiol group
showed the lowest efficacy expectations. This study also shows an example of
distinguishing between efficacy expectations and outcome expectations. A reason that the
people who performed dkect handling of a snake showed the highest efficacy expectation
may be because they experienced positive outcome expectations of dealkig with a snake
(i.e., they knew that proper handUng of a snake would not be harmful).
The thkd means of improving self-efficacy is social persuasion. Zimmerman and
Ringle's study (1981) is a good example of the effects of a combination of vicarious
experience and verbal persuasion on self-efficacy. They conducted a study about the
effects of model persistence and confidence on self-efficacy changes with fkst and second
graders. Thek methods of modeling were statements with either confidence or pessimism
and model performance with eitherfiveminutes of high persistency or thirty seconds of
low persistency. As predicted, the chUdren who watched the confident model showed a
significantiy longer persistence than chUdren who watched the pessinustic model. The
chUdren who watched the long time persisting model tried for a longer time than the
chUdren who watched the short time persisting model.
Self-efficacy also tends to be diminished by negative emotional states such as test
anxiety. Pintrich and De Groot (1990) studied relationships between self-reported selfefficacy, intrinsic value, test anxiety, stiategy use, and self-regulation. The statistics
summary shows that self-efficacy is stiongly positively correlated with intrinsic value (r =
.48), stiategy use (r = .33), and self-regulation (r = .44), but it is stiongly negatively
related to test anxiety (r = -.34).
Another interesting theory about regulating emotional stiategies in performance is
Garcia (1995)'s discussion about motivational stiategies of defensive pessimism and selfhandicapping. She argues that people regulate thek emotion as weU as cognition, based
upon negotiation of present situations with emotional outcomes of their performance. The
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Stiategy of defensive pessknism copes witiitiiepotential negative outcomes m two ways:
(1) people set unreaUsticaUy low expectations sotiiatin case of faUing,tiierewiU not be
much emotional damage, and (2) people put fortii unusual effort sotiiatfaUure wUl less
Ukely happen. Ontiieotiier hand,tiiestiategy of handicapping is justtiieopposite. That
is, people reduce tiiek effort sotiiattiieydeal witiitiiepossible negative emotional
outcomes, not hurting tiiek pride m capabUities or self-wortii ki case of failing (e.g., "I am
capable of doing it, but I just did not do my best attiiistime").The notion of tiiese
motivational stiategies knpliestiiatself-regulated leamers are not always ones with low
anxiety, high effort, and high self-efficacy.
Zimmerman and Matinez-Pons (1990) studied the differences in self-efficacy and
self-dkected leaming stiategy use due to the students' differences in grade, gender, and
giftedness. They interviewed gifted and regular boys and girls ki 5th, 8tii, and 11th grades
about thek study practices and administered self-efficacy tests on verbal and mathematics.
In the test of verbal efficacy, 11th graders showed a significantiy greater self-efficacy than
8th graders, who also significantiy outscored 5th graders. For mathematics efficacy, 11th
graders and 8th graders showed a significantiy greater self-efficacy than 5th graders. Thek
findings support Bandura's proposal that self-efficacy is cognitively appraised; that is, as
students know more about the leaming subjects, they cognitively perceive themselves as
more capable leamers. Zimmerman and Matinez-Pons found thesefindingsopposite to
other researchers' findings (i.e., Benenson & Dweck, 1986; Nichols, 1978; Stipek, 1981,
as cited in Zimmerman & Matinez-Pons, 1990) about students' tendency of decreasing thek
academic competence as they grow up to the point of entering high school.
Another interestingfindingin Zimmerman and Matinez-Pons' study (1990) was
that gifted students not only significantiy surpassed the regular students on verbal and
mathematics self-efficacy but also used stiategies from each spectrum for self-regulated
leaming in terms of Bandura's triadic diagram: (1) the use of organizing and transforming
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as regulating cognitive process, (2)tiieuse of self-consequating asregulatingone's
behavior, and (3) the use of reviewing notes and seekkig parents' assistance as regulating
one's envkonments. In gender differences, boys showed a significantiy greater selfefficacy level than gkls only on a verbal measure.

Self-Monitoring in Leaming Process
Schutz (1991) views the nature of the human system as an active self-dkected
organism maintaining standards and/or reaching goals. Maintaining standards only aUows
human beings to keep an equiUbrium level within themselves whereas reaching goals helps
them to break the peace and move to another level. He sees that humans need to be
involved in three processes of knowing, leaming, emoting, in order to maintain standards
and reach goals. His concept of 'knowing' may be interpreted as perceiving (or giving an
attention to) the discrepancy between deskable standards and goals and the present
situation, which naturaUy requkes monitoring one's present quaUty of performance.
Schutz sees learning' as a process of reflective and constmctive attempts. His idea of
'emoting' in leaming is evaluation of one's actions in a social context
This notion of knowing, leaming, and emoting is related to Zimmerman and
Paulson (1995)'s explanations about the importance of the self-monitoring process in
leaming. They define self-monitoring as "students' efforts to observe themselves as they
evaluate information about specific personal processes or actions that affect thek leaming
and achievement in school" (p. 14). They seetiiatself-monitormg helps leamers to pay
attention to a particular performance and to discriminate an ineffective perfomiancefroman
effective one. In terms of understandkig an meffective performance, leamers may have to
have standards or goals to compare (as Schutz [1991] points out). Zimmerman and
Paulson (1995) argue that self-monitoring leads leamers to be morereflectivein actions.
This may be associated with Schutz's reflective and constmctive way of actions in leammg.
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Related to Schutz's 'emoting' m leamkig, Zknmerman and Paulson (1995) point out that
the consequence of self-monitormg emotionaUy affects leamers sotiiattiieybecome more
motivated in leaming, which is what Bandura (1977,1995) asserts about the effects of
successful performance on self-efficacy.
Particularly for coUegiate studying, self-monitoring is considered as a very
knportant factor m SRL (Pmtiich, 1995; Trawick & Como, 1995; Zknmerman & Paulson,
1995). Trawick and Como (1995) developed a voUtional enhancement program especially
for community coUege students. The program was designed to improve self-regulated
leaming techiques. It employed special instmctional stiategies such as self-monitoring,
developing positive self-encouraging statements, modeling of stiategies, and feedback from
the instmctor and peers on performance. At the end of the program, they conducted a
formal evaluation through semi-stmctured interviews with the students. Eight out of ten
students interviewed mentioned that the greatest benefit from the program was improved
contiol over handling thek study envkonment, particularlyfromself-monitoring and selfcoaching stiategies.

Computer-Assisted Teaming Envkonments for SRL
Traditional Computer-Assisted Instmction
Since early programmed instmction (PI) evolved as 'teaching machines' in the late
1950s and 1960s through the evolution in hardware due to the appearance of
minicomputers and microcomputers in the 1970s and the early 1980s (Price, 1991), the
computer has been utiUzed as a new instmctional tool for various subjects through
computer-assisted instmction (CAI). The major modes of CAI were typicaUy categorized
by its type of software;tiiatis, either tutorial, driU and practice, simulation, or problem
solving. Other ways of categorizkig CAI include: (1) tutor, tool, or tutee determined by
the difference mtiierelationship of computers witii leamers, and (2)fivelevels of
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taxonomy of computer usage from experiencmg, deUvermg, remforcing, mtegrating, to
utilizkig (Thompson, Sknonson, & Hargrave, 1992).
Computers versus teachers Early recognition about benefits of using computers as
a teachmg tool wastiiatcomputer-assisted mstmction would employ self-pacing, active
leammg, and immediate feedback. This notion of leamer-contioUed mstiiiction m CAI was
appeaUng to botii teachers and leamers (Becker, 1990; Dede, 1987; KuUk, KuUk, &
Cohen, 1980; & Taylor, 1980; as cited m Thompson et al., 1992). Computer-assisted
instiiictional envkonments seemed to have the potential to replacetiaditionalteachercentered lecture with more active and individualized, leamer-centered leaming
envkonments. Therefore, many research studies tried to prove the effectiveness of using
CAI overtiaditionalinstmction with different leaming subjects and with various levels of
leamers.
Most of the early research studies found the effectiveness of using CAI better than
or at least as good as the conventional instmction. Lysiak and WaUace (1976) conducted a
study with the 3rd-grade to 7th-grade students on the effectiveness of leaming reading and
mathematics with CAI and without CAI. They found that CAI students made significantiy
higher standardized test gains than non-CAI students.
Murphy and Appel (1977) evaluated the effectiveness of PLATO IV (Programmed
Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations), which was the fourth generation of a computerassisted instmctional system developed at the University of Ulinois. PLATO IV was found
to be as good as conventional instmctional lessons in community coUege courses of
accountkig, biology, chemistry, EngUsh, and matiiematics in terms of knprovement in
students' achievement GeneraUy, PLATO students showed significantiy more favorable
attitudes toward computers and computer-assisted instmction than non-PLATO students.
Alderman (1978) compared the effect of using TICCIT (Time-Shared Interactive,
Computer-contioUed, Information Television) with the effect of lecture-discussion courses
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ki coUege level kitioductory algebra and EngUsh composition. The college stiidents
significantiy unprovedtiieirachievement scores witii TICCIT. However,tiieTICCIT
users showed a risk kitiiecourse completion rates and more negative attittides toward
TICCITtiiantowardtiieconventional teachmg metiiods. He was skeptical about sttidents'
manageabiUty of self-leamkig with TICCIT.
Morrison and Witiner (1983) mvestigatedtiieeffectiveness of a computer-based job
performance aid against conventional media, a print-based aid, with soldiers. They
performed significantiy more accurately with the computer-based job aidtiiantiieprintbased aid on simple jobs. However, when the job tasks became complicated, there was no
significant difference between using the computer-based job aid and the print-based aid.
Nevertheless, the soldiers preferred the computer-based aid to the print-based aid.
As it appears in the previous review of the early CAI research, educators were
mterested in proving the effectiveness of CAI by comparing it with conventional
instmction. This research design, however, has been intensively criticized by Clark (1983,
1985,1994). He denies that computers and human teachers are comparable. ActuaUy, he
argues that computers as merely a dehvery medium do not influence the quaUty of
instmction. Therefore the early educational computing research design that compared the
effectiveness of different instmctional media (i.e., teacher's voice, printed materials, or
computers) was the cause of confounding in the research findings. The novelty effect of
using the new technology, computers, was an uncontioUed variable in most research
studies, which can not be overlooked. He argues that future research must be designed
with other independent variables such as instmctional methods and stiategies instead of
comparing instmctional media.
Leamer contiol versus program contiol. Since CAI aUows self-paced and
individuaUzed leaming, leamer contiol in CAI has been a widely studied independent
variable in recent CAI research. A typical comparison in the early studies about leamer
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contiol in CAI was leamer contiol versus program contiol. Contiol m leamkig was
beUeved to make k possible for leamers to maketiieirown decisions and totiiggerkitimsic
motivation and perhaps continuing motivation.
For example, Gay (1986) stiidiedtiieeffectiveness of program-contioUed CAI
versus leamer-contioUed CAI where college smdents were aUowed to contiol pace, amount
of practice, or style of kistiiiction. In terms of the achievement measured by a posttest,
students in the program-contioUed CAI performed significantiy bettertiianstudents m tiie
leamer-contioUed CAI. To the students who had high prior conceptual understanding on
the leaming subject of biology, either the leamer-contiolled CAI or the program-contioUed
CAI did not matter. But the students who had low prior conceptual understanding
demonstiated some difficulties in the leamer-contioUed CAI, such as poor decisions on
sequencing and practice time.
Gray's study (1987) was also a comparison of leamer contiol and system contiol in
sociology CAI. Her CAI design was two different types of sequencing in CAI: linear or
flip. In the linear condition, leamers must foUow what is presented on the screen, whereas
in the fUp condition, leamers can jump into another section by choice. The study results
show that leamers in the fUp condition outperformed ones in the linear condition on a
comprehension test But there was no significant difference between the two conditions in
the retention test scores. Another interestingfindkigin her study was that leamers in the
flip condition did not show a favorable attitude toward the CAI. She discusses this
phenomenon, suggestkig that too many decisions to make in CAI (e.g., what to choose and
where to go next) distiact the leamers and cause unfavorable feelings about the instiiictional
tool.
EUermann and Free's study (1990) concemedtiieeffects of self-monitormg in
selectkig a sequence of Japanese characters. They hadtiireeconditions accordmg to the
degree of controlUng the sequence: Kfree condition, a set condition, and a det condition.
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Intiiefree condition, the adult leamers could choose any Japanese character with its
phonetic description to leam. Intiieset condition, a small chunk of characters was selected
bytiiecomputer system, where the leamers were stiU free to choose which character to
leam. The det condition was totaUy contioUed by the system. The study results show that
the leamers in the free condition performed best, and the leamers in the det condition did
worst even though there was a tendency that they spent moretimesolving the problems
than those in thefreecondition. The results investigating leamers' time spent for studying
(lower test scores are related to longer study hours) do not seem to support the general
findings about reflective leamers associated with high achievement and the longtimethey
spend in the leaming process.
Analyzing aU these researchfindingsprovides a useful guideline for designing CAI
based on the principles of cognitive theories. That is, stmctures of CAI must be designed
as considering both the complexity of the leaming task and leamers' limit of capacity.
Leamers who are to acquke new knowledge or skiUs need to occupy thek cognitive
capacity mostiy for perceiving and encoding the new information. CAI should not overburden the leamers m terms of contiol m leaming. TICCIT, in Alderman's study (1978),
was not favored bytiieusers due to its one-way instmction where the students could not
address thek ambigmty duringtiieinstmction. TICCIT was evaluated more favorably by
the students when it was supplemented with a smaU group discussion with a teacher. In
EUermann and Free's study (1990),tiieambiguity m leaming caused kiefficiency mtiiedet
condition. That is, the low-achievers in the det conditiontiiedto overcometiieirdeficiency
by putting longer time oftiials,which was stUl not successful. Meaningful advisement or
help in the det condition would be necessary for the low-achieving, kiefficient leamers. In
Morrison and Witiner's study (1983), astiietasks became complex, CAI did not function
as k did for sknple tasks. The leamers' capacity might be occupied by havkig to receive tiie
complex signals so that eventiienovelty effect of using computer-aided mstmction could
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not appear. This analysis is supported by Gay's study (1986). Students who already had
high prior conceptual understanding did not show a difference ki usingtiieprogramcontioUed CAI andtiieleamer-contiolled CAI. Only students who had low prior
conceptiial understandkig had difficulty usingtiieleamer-controUed CAI. Perhaps tiie
same drawback of leamer-contioUed CAI happened totiieleamer witii low prior conceptiial
understanding;tiiatis, they were occupied with perceiving the new knowledge so that
another task to manage the instmction was too much load for them. This burden of
responsibiUty in leaming might be the cause of the negative attitude toward CAI as seen in
the fUp condition in Gray's study (1987).
Relative effectiveness of leamer control. Another dkection of research on CAI is to
investigate the relative effectiveness of leamer-contioUed CAI. Steinberg (1989), in her
review of Uterature about CAI in the last decade, points out that, instead of comparing
leamer contiol with program contiol, there has been a newtiendfocusing on employing
various instmctional stiategies under leamer contiolled CAI. A frequentiy investigated
instmctional stiategy in CAI research is feedback. Hodes (1985) studied the effectiveness
of corrective and noncorrective feedback in CAI with high school boys and gkls. The
study results show that the boys who received the corrective feedback performed best on
the posttest They were foUowed by the gkls who received the corrective feedback, the
boys who received the noncorrective feedback, and the gkls who received the
noncorrective feedback in order. Even thoughtiiisstudy found a gender dkference in CAI
(boys performed better than gkls in both feedback conditions), it suggests a continuous use
of CAI ki schools ki order to get benefits from its immediate and appropriate responses and
to overcome human teachers' bias of favoring male students over female students.
Another variable of the new dkection m CAI research is leamer contiol with
advisement, which takes benefits of botii leamer-controUed CAI and adaptive computercontioUed CAI. Park and Tennyson (1986) conducted a study to investigate the effects of
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two mstiiictional stiategies: (1) presentation form of examples (eitiier adaptive selection or
fixed selection) and (2) sequence of concepts (eitiier generaUzation or discrimkiation) in
CAI. In the condition of adaptive selection, the mterrogatory question was rephrased by an
expository form of question whentiieleamer chose a wrong answer, whiletiiefixed
selection condition kept on askmg the same mterrogatory question. The results showed
tiiat the adaptive selection was significantiy more effectivetiiantiiefixed selection when
groups were compared by the posttest scores.
Reconsidering leamer contiol in CAL The effectiveness of leamer contiol in CAI
has been reevaluated by many researchers. CAItiiataUows learners fuU contiol over
instmction did not guarantee better achievement or better attitude toward CAI. According
to Steinberg's summary about the studies on the leamer-contioUed CAI m the last decade, a
leamer's power of contiol generaUy seems to eliminate boredom and anxiety in leaming,
but it does not necessarily lead to greater achievement Many researchers agree with that
one explanation is that leamers in the leamer-contioUed CAI seem to get out of the program
before they master the leaming subject (e.g., Lin & Winiecki, 1993; Steinberg, 1989).
Kinzie and SuUivan (1989) also point out the confounding results in the leamer
contiol CAI research. According to thek summary, some research results show that
leamers leam more when they have contiol over leaming, whUe other research studies
conclude that aUowing contiol to leamers makes instmction less effective. From thek own
study, they found no significant difference in achievement between leamer-contioUed CAI
and program-contioUed CAI. However, leamers in the leamer contioltieatmentshowed
significantiy higher preference for using CAI compared to program-contioUed CAI
leamers' preference. What they faUed to point out, however, was that the unfavorable
attitude toward program-contioUed CAI might be due to the requkement that the leamers in
program contiol condition had to review 100 % of the previous lessonsregardlessof thek
performance or willingness.
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Kmzie, SulUvan, and Berdel (1992) conducted anotiier study about leamer contiol
versus program contiol over content review. In this study,tiieyfoundtiiattiierewas a
gender difference in achievement: Boys in the program-contioUed CAI performed much
bettertiianboys m the leamer-contioUed CAI ontiieposttest, and gkls in botiitiieprogramcontioUed CAI andtiieleamer-contiolled CAI did not show significantiy different
performance. However, both boys and gkls m the leamer-contioUed CAI significantiy
preferred to retum to the same leamer-contioUed CAI than ones in the program-contioUed
CAI. Again, this result is consistent with Kinzie and SuUivan (1989)'sfinding,but it is
opposite to what Gray (1987) found m her study. (She found program-contioUed CAI was
more favorable to leamer-contioUed CAI.)
One factor in explaining these inconsistent results is that the studies were different
in terms of thek leamers' characteristics and the leaming subjects. The leaming subject in
Kinzie et al.'s study (1992) was science for 9th graders (solar energy and tarantulas),
whereas Gray's study (1987) was about sociology for undergraduates (concepts and
contioversies surrounding poverty in the United States). Variables such as age and gender
difference in preference to a certain academic subject must not be overlooked in terms of
continuing motivation in leaming.
Reeves (1993) interprets this confounding findings in research on leamer-contiolled
CAI from a different angle. He criticizes the contemporary research studies on leamer
contiol in CAI as a.pseudoscience that faUs to foUow the research rules in the scientific
paradigm. He categorizes the research problems into four groups: definitional problems,
theoretical problems, methodological problems, and analytical problems. Fkst, CAI
research on leamer contiol seems to set a different view of leamer contiol as its variable to
investigate. Therefore, generaUzing those research findings to another setting is against
scientific research guidelines. Second, few studies are based on leammgtiieoriesor
instmctional theories. In order to avoidtiiiscritique, he points outtiiatpeople in the field
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of leamer contiol research need to be involved ki more scholarly activities. Thkd, some
metiiodologicalflawski research such as infrequenttieatmentsor irrelevant outcome
measures maketiieresearch a pseudoscience. Fourtii, smaU sample sizes and uncontioUed
threats to intemal and extemal vaUdities cause a loss of vahdity of the findings.
Combining aU these viewpoints, it should be noted that there must be psychological
reasons ratiier than just 'who-contiols-what' issue m temis of motivation m CAL CAI
leamers seem to evaluate aU the leaming components including pace, sequencing,
branching, content, difficulty, amount of practice, and screen design, and to favor the one
which is most meaningful to them. It is obvious that there is a common factor in the
previously reviewed studies that the negative effects were associated with too much contiol
in CAI or over-contiol by CAI, no matter what types of leamers and learning subjects were
involved (i.e., too much random sequence avaUable in theflipcondition in Gray [1987]'s
study, too much conceptual understanding requked in Gay [1986]'s study, too much
system contiol in the det condition in EUermann and Free [1990]'s study, and too much
system contiol for reviewing contents in Kinzie & SulUvan [1989]'s study).
The notion of meaningfiilness in leaming with CAI is emphasized in Newman
(1987)'s proposal for utilizing computers within a "functional leaming envkonment"
(FLE). She defined 'functional' as activities which must be functional or purposive from
the point of view of the leamers, notfromtiiepoint of view of the teacher. The importance
of meaningfiilness in leamkig and motivation to leam is also emphasized by Bruner (1966).
He pomts out that whentiieleaming tasks are "sUly" (p. 119) m terms of the
meaninglessness for leaming, the leamers lose thek "wiU to leam" (p. 111). The emphasis
on 'wiU to leam' and 'purpose to leam' is derived from the early progressive educational
movement such as John Dewey's theory. According to John Dewey's phUosophy of
education (1944), leaming in the classroom should not be a teacher's one-way lecturing,
but it must be related to individual students' "specific capabiUties, needs, and preferences"
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(p. 130). Education in his ideal democratic school requires students to select thek own
activities that help thek interests and purposes. His faith in active leaming, teaching to
think, and democratic envkonments is very much related to the recent theory of
empowering self-regulation in leaming. Thistiacingback to the phUosophical background
in research emphasizes that, as Reeves (1993) points out, SRL research with CAI must be
based on such educational phUosophies or leaming theories in order to prevent it from
being pseudoscience.

Development of InteUigent Computer Systems
Teaching and leaming is aU about seeking the best way of communication; that is,
sending a message, receiving the message, and interpreting the message in an appropriate
way (Swigger, 1991). Computer-assisted instmction has been trying to imitate human
communication pattems between computers and leamers. Traditional CAI attempted to
model human interaction through a simple form of driU-and-practice, tutorial, simulation,
or games.
However, traditional CAI was not equipped with what human teachers reaUy could
or would do. The computer itself did not have knowledge of the domain it was teaching.
The computer was only a machine programmed to show what a human (teacher or
instmctional designer) wants leamers to see on the screen. Either computer or software
was not able to model students' characteristics such as thek cognitive styles, thek previous
knowledge levels, or thek motivation levels. The software was not smart enough to select
appropriate content or sequence of the material to be presented to each individual leamer.
As reviewed and discussed in the previous section,tiaditionalCAI often provides too much
system contiol or aUows too much leamer contiol in the leaming process. In order to
overcome the lack of human-Uke sensitivity and intelUgence, in the recent decades.
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computer-assisted instmction has been evolving toward adopting the idea of human
mteUigence (Bums & Parlett, 1990; Elsom-Cook, 1990; Seidel & Park, 1994).
CAI as an inteUigent leaming partner. Salomon (1990) distinguishes between
cognitive effects with and cognitive effects ofihe kiteUigent computer tools. The cognitive
effects with computer tools are "effects during the partnership," whereas the cognitive
effects o/computer tools are "effects that resuU from it, as a consequence of k" (p. 523).
In the case of investigating the effects with a computer tool,tiieresearcher is lookmg for
the effects due to using k durkig thetieatinentand after thetieatinent,but witiim the same
context When the researcher wants to know its effects on other contexts, it is tiie effects
of it.
This theory can be explained related to Vygotsky's idea of zone of proximal
development. Performance with computer tools is considered as leaming within the ZPD.
When leamers are able to perform without any extemal guidance, they are no longer within
the ZPD, and they can apply the knowledge to another context due to the effects ofihe
computer tools. The point here is that in order to keep the partnership between the
computer and humans and to produce either the effect with or ofihe technology, it must
interact at least semi-inteUigentiy with the leamers as an extemal guidance or as a tutor.
Computers then become cognitive tools which are capable of functioning as a tutor who
scaffolds humans' cognitive abiUties.
Pea (1987) proposed integrating computer tools with human mteUigence to be
intelUgent partners in a ZPD. He denies CAI learners' "solo performances" in leamkig
because human inteUigence requires "continuing intervention of an inteUigent computer
system" (p. 136). He emphasizes that educational computer programs need to be equipped
with human inteUigence in order totiansferexpertise to leamers. He argues that the
computer programs such as expert systems themselves, however, do not guarantee to
deUver knowledge to novice leamers. Instmctional techniques need to be embedded in the
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programs ki order to make effective use of the systems. He distinguishes computer
systems as pragmatic systems and pedagogic systems by thek functions of kiteracting,
facUitating, and promotmg human inteUigence. Pragmatic systems provide leamers witii
problems to solve, whereas pedagogic systems establish microworids witii rich
opportunities and stmctured envkonments where leamers are guided for discovery
leaming.
Elsom-Cook (1990) connects a means of mcorporating guided learning with a
computer tutoring system for a solution oftiieproblem of 'mert knowledge' (Whitehead,
1932, as cited in Elsom-Cook, 1990). He points outtiiatm order to help sttidents to apply
knowledge in the real world, the role of a teacher is to provide an envkonment where both
the teacher and students tiy to utilize thek knowledge. He proposestiiatin a tutoring
system, the computer itself provides the envkonment for students "with appropriate
assistance and guidance-either when the pupU requests k or when the tutor feels k is
necessary" (p. 10).
InteUigent computer systems. InteUigent computer-assisted instiiiction (ICAI) or
intelUgent tutoring systems (ITS) are the result of approaching education by combining the
principles of artificial inteUigence (AI) and cognitive science to teach various subject matters
in a highly individuaUzed computer-adaptive instmctional envkonments (O'NeU et al.,
1991; Seidel & Park, 1994; Seidel, Park, & Perez, 1988). There seems "no accepted
definition of what it means to teach intelUgentiy" (VanLehn, 1988, p. 55) with computers,
but generaUy teaching with ICAI refers to adjusting in both content and presentation fonn
to the curtent needs and abiUties of each individual leamer. Seidel and Park (1994)
summarize ICAI's features as non-preselecting frames of instmction, both teacher and
leamer-contioUed instmctional activities, human-like responding, and self-evaluating on
mtoring.
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A typical ICAI system architecture consists of three components: (1) knowledge
domain, (2) stiident model, and (3)ttitorialstiategy (Bums & Capps, 1988). Knowledge
domam is a database of the content elementstiiatstudents need to leam. Witii the
knowledge base of a particular area, ICAI is able to solvetiieproblem witii which smdents
may be stiuggUng, like an expert An expert model m an inteUigent mtoring system may be
explained with an artificial intelUgent system caUed an expert system. Early examples of
tiie expert system are MYCIN and NEOMYCIN. MYCIN is an expert system for
diagnosing bacterial infections which was developed for medical students, and
NEOMYCIN is a modified version of MYCD^ (Acker, Lester, Soutiier, & Porter, 1991;
Littman & Soloway, 1988). These kinds of expert systems are programs that embody the
knowledge and expertise of experts in order to make the most appropriate judgments in a
particular area.
The smdent model represents the students' current state of knowledge, individual
differences, and tiiek leamkig needs (Boyd & MitcheU, 1992; VanLehn, 1988). An ITS
constracts an individual smdent model based on the student's history of leaming rather than
on an immediaterightor wrong answer. Data from the smdent model are used to diagnose
the smdent's performance and to present individuaUzed instmction such as selecting
appropriate curriculum, coaching with stiategies, and providing advice for the smdent.
VanLehn (1988) lists the most common uses for the smdent model as advancement,
offering advice, problem generation, and adopting explanations.
The mtorial function ki ICAI adopts the human tutor's behaviors. Halff (1988)
identifies three characteristics of a mtor: (1) a tutor contiols selection and sequence of
materials, (2) a mtor is able to respond to smdents' questions, and (3) a tutor determines
when smdents need help and what kind of helptiieyneed. The mtorial stiategies in ICAI
consist of an instmctional stiategy base, a diagnostic mle base, and a prescriptive mle base.
ICAI infers the model of each smdent's current understanding of the leaming tasks based
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on its expertise model, diagnoses the smdent's needs, and utUizes the results in an
kidividuaUzed instmctional stiategy That is, the quality of ICAI depends on "how robust
tiie kistmctional envkonment is designed, how 'smart'tiiesubject matter expert is, and
how capable andflexibletiie'mstiiictional expert' is witiikitiiemachine" (Bums & Parlett,
1991, p. 8).

Coachkig and Scaffolding in IntelUgent Computer Svstems
Burton (1988) discusses the intelUgent tutoring system's envkonment as a "part of
tiie system specifykig or supportingtiieactivitiestiiatthe student does and the metiiods
avaUable to the student to do those activities" (p. 109). He summarizes the various ways of
offering the envkonment in mtelUgent computer systems as: (1) helping, (2) assisting, (3)
bookkeeping, (4) reacting, (5) modeling, (6) coaching, and (7) tutoring.
WEST (Burton & Brown, 1978, cited m Burton, 1988) is an early example of a
coaching system. It coaches smdents to leam how to play the boardgame "How the West
Was Won" (HTW3). A smdent model is estabUshed based on comparison of the student's
performance and the computer expert knowledge system, and the computer coach intermpts
and provides advice whenever the smdent turns away from the correct path.
Elsom-Cook and Spensley (1990) intioduced the DOMINIE (DOmain INdependent
Instmctional Envkonment) system. The DOMINIE system was designed to provide a tutor
that helps leamers to acquke procedural skiUs, especiaUy in computer applications such as
wordprocessing and spreadsheet usage. The DOMINIE system adopts an interface style of
cognitive apprenticeship to teach a step-by-step procedural performance. It models a
procedure, provides verbal comments, asks leamers to try, and assesses their practice.
Chan and Baskin (1990) proposed a three-agent model, Learning Companion
Systems (LCSs) as an altemative to ITS. The LCSs were developed based on two
hypotheses: (1) theoreticaUy, based on leaming ki Vygotsky's ZPD, and (2)
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psychologically, based ontiieearly Chkiese teachmg metiiod for chUdren of Chinese loyal
families who tended to leam better with a leaming companion than when leaming alone.
The LCSs kicorporate the cognitive benefits of collaborative leaming and competitive
leamkig with a computer leamkig companion as weU as guided leaming witii a computer
mtor. In the LCSs, leamers go through three stages: the imitation stage,tiiedevelopment
stage, and the mtegration stage. Intiieknitation stage, the computer teacher demonstiates
problem-solving and leamers acquire the new syntactic information. In the development
stage, leamers begin to apply the more effective ways of solving problems. In the last
stage of integration, leamers increase thek contiol, relating the old knowledge and the new
knowledge to solve various problems.
BuUding on the LCSs, Chan and Chou (1995) proposed another category of model,
called Reciprocal Tutoring Systems (RTSs). IntiieRTSs, leamers not only leam with the
artificial leaming companion but also teach k. As UteraUy shown, the RTSs adopt Brown
and PaUncsar's (1989) reciprocal teaching stiategies. That is, leamers are "co-leamers" (p.
49) as well as mtees, whUe the computer system stUl remains as a tutor. In thek pUot study
comparing the RTS with a computer mtoring system (CTS), and human mtoring system
(HTS), the RTS users showed the highest posttest average score.
Winkels and Breuker (1990) discuss developing InteUigent Help Systems (IHSs).
The IHSs serve as human coaches who answer questions from the users based on
evaluation of the user's performance, which distinguishes them from other help systems.
The IHSs' coachkig stmcture consists oftiireelayers: (1) didactic goals, (2) discourse
Stiategies, and (3) tactics. Witiitiiedidactic goals,tiiecoach intiieIHSs helpstiieusers to
acquke specific knowledge by applykig leaming principles of didactic relations such as
generaUzation and specification, abstiaction and concretion, inversion, and analogy. Some
typical discourse stiategies in IHSs are announcing message(s), specifying the reason(s) of
interruption, providing information needed by the user, supportingtiieuser's practice, and
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evaluatkig the effects of previous four steps on the user's understanding. There are two
types of written tactics; tactics for teaching knowledge and tactics for guiding leaming. For
example, "Practically, k means: [tiiat]" is for teaching knowledge, and "Do you remember
[what] I have told you" is for guidkig (examplesfromp. 134).
Parkes and Self (1990) proposed merging ITS and interactive video technology to
enhance the apprenticeship approach to teaching and leaming. They adopt four steps of
teaching within an apprenticeship model: (1) modeUng, (2) coachkig, (3) fadmg, and (4)
reflecting. They argue that combining FTSs with interactive video technology benefits in
terms of taking advantage of each medium's features and overcoming its limitations. That
is, rrSs are capable of coaching and fading rather than modeling and reflecting whUe
interactive video technology is useful for modeling and reflecting. They intioduce an
example of interactive video-based inteUigent mtoring envkonment, caUed CLORIS
(Concepmal Language Orientated to the Representation of InstmctionalfilmSequences).
Another interesting example of inteUigent computer coaching envkonment is
SHERLOCK, which was developed fortiainingAk Force technicians about complex
tioubleshooting skiUs, which were usuaUy not acquked during the regular routine
(Lesgold, Lajoie, Bunzo, & Eggan, 1992). SHERLOCK has been designed on the theory
of simated leaming (especially job-simatedtiaining),cognitive apprenticeship, and
kidividuaUzed coaching stiategy (Lajoie & Lesgold, 1989; Lesgold et al., 1992). Lesgold
et al. explaintiiattiieSHERLOCK'S student model is simplertiianother ITSs' model;
consisting of a competence model and a performance model. The competence model
estimates thettainee'scapabUity as either unlearned, perhaps, probably, or strong. The
performance model evaluates thetiainee'sperformance as either good, okay, or bad. They
describe that providkig the least hints in practicing processes is the main coaching stiategy
of SHERLOCK. Lajoie and Lesgold pomt out that SHERLOCK is different from other
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cognitive apprenticeship programs in terms of providkigrealisticenvkonment to practice
skUls that can not be taught m a real context

Summary
The Uteraturereviewedand discussed in this chapter reveals the importance of selfregulation in leaming and suggests a need for an optimal model of a computer-assisted
leaming envkonment for self-regulated leaming. Although self-regulation is defkied in
various ways depending on the different assumptions and points of view about processes
of self-regulation, the general perspective of self-regulated leaming is that people become
conscious, active, responsible, and independent leamers as they develop thek selfregulated leaming skiUs. The factors that lead people to become self-regulated in thek own
leaming processes vary. Most importantiy, in order to become self-regulated, leamers
need to leam to know what they are doing (metacognitive regulation), why they are doing it
(motivational regulation), and how they are doing it (behavioral regulation). These
important factors for self-regulation in leaming are leamable and teachable. How educators
need to prepare optimal envkonments for developing self-regulated leaming skills for
individual leamers is the focus in this study.
From the review of Uterature ki this chapter, the Vygotskian idea of teaching with
dkect interaction between an individual and an instmctor, and the cognitive apprenticeship
teaching method of utiUzing coaching and scaffolding stiategies to provide just enough help
to leamers are considered as appropriate teaching stiategies for self-regulated leaming. The
review of research on computer-assisted mstinction and discussion abouttiiedevelopment
of intelUgent mtoring systems showstiiatcomputers are able to function as mtelUgent
leaming partners or coaching mtors for self-regulated leamkig. Based on the cognitive
apprenticeship teaching model and kiteUigent mtorkig system architecture, computerassisted instmctional programs function as a teacher or a master. CAI programs may
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demonstiate performance to leamers, monitor learners' performance, and coach leamers as
needed or upon request. As leamers perceive themselves as successful and confident, thek
motivation to leam increases. As leamers develop thek self-regulated leaming skills, they
become independent in leaming processes and inteUigent computer systems withdraw the
coaching features. FinaUy, individual leamers can develop thek seU-regulated leaming
skiUs maximaUy by the effective teaching method of cognitive apprenticeship and within the
effective leaming envkonment of an inteUigent mtoring system.
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CHAPTER m
METHODOLOGY

This chapter wiU describe the methodology that was used in this study including
variables, research design, population and sample selection, instruments, and procedures.

Variables
There are two independent variables in this smdy: (1) computer-assisted
instmctional envkonment with two levels (INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI [INC CAI] or
TOtaUy Leamer-ContioUed CAI [TOLC CAI]), and (2) concepmal tempo style with selfawareness (as impulsive or reflective) in leaming processes. Four dependent variables
were measured for evidence of the effects due to the two independent variables: (1) the
degree of self-monitoring activities in leaming processes, (2) the degree of self-efficacy
levels for the leaming tasks, (3) the degree of involvement of self-learning activities, and
(4) the academic achievement scores.

Research Design
The research design for tius smdy is a 2 x 2 factorial design combining two levels
of two independent variables (two different CAI environments [INC CAI or TOLC CAI]
and the concepmal tempo style with self-awareness as knpulsive or reflective). The 2x2
factorial research design is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The 2 x 2 factorial research design with two independent variables.

Population and Sample Selection
This smdy focused on coUege smdents' self-regulated leaming. Seventy five
undergraduate coUege smdents participated in this smdy. The smdents were from a course
witiitiireesections offered bytiieCoUege of Education m a Westem Texas University, in
tiie spring semester m 1996. AU three professors who taught the course agreed to assign a
four-and-a-half hour block of the nine-credk class schedule for participation in this smdy.
The smaUest number of smdents for atieatmentceU was 16, which satisfied the number to
conduct a statistical analysis in this smdy.

Tnstniments

Two kinds of computerized mstiiunents were used fortiiissmdy: A computerized
Matchmg FamUiar Figures Test (MFFT) and two packages of CAI programs.

Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFFl)
Paper version of MFFT. The origmal MFFT was developed by Kagan (Kagan,
Rosman, Day, Albert, «& PhUlips, 1964) m a paper version in order to measure people's
concepmal tempo, reflectivity or knpulsivity. There are two versions oftiieMFFT; a
chUdren's level and an adolescent-adult level. The adolescent's level of MFFT starts witii
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two practice problems, foUowed by twelve acmal problems. In each problem, people are
supposed to match a standardfigurewith the identicalfigurefrom eight altematives. In the
paper version, participants are supposed to point out afigure(that they think it is the
matchingfigure)to the researcher. Then the researcher tells the participants whether it is a
right answer or a wrong answer. The participants need to keep trying imtU therightanswer
is found. A stop watch is usuaUy used to measure a variable of latency which is the time
spent to solve each problem (i.e.,fromthe time a problem is presented to the person up to
the time the person pomts out the fkst solution). The researcher also needs to record the
number of errors each person makes in each problem. After a problem is solved, the
researcherflipsthe page to the next problem and cUckstiiestop watch to start measuring
the spent time (see Figure A-1 m Appendix A).
From a review of the previous smdies with the adolescent-adult level of the paper
version of MFFT, the latency scores have been found to be highly reUable whUe the error
scores were found to be moderately reUable (e.g., r = . 95 for latency, and r = .64 for
ertor, reported by Okun, 1979; r = .76 for latency, and r = .40 for enrors, reported by
Stonner, 1976). The latency and ertor scores were found to be negatively cortelated (r =
-.52 reported by Okun, 1979; r = -.43 reported by Stonner, 1976). The chUdren's level of
the MFFT provides a high predictive vaUdity for age differences (Kagan, 1965, as cited in
Okun, 1979). Witiitiieadolescent-adult level oftiieMFFT, however, onlytiielatency
scores were found to be correlated witii adults' ages, and ertor scores did not provide a
predictive validity for age differences (AndruUs & Bush, 1977, as cited m Okun, 1979).
Computerized version of MFFT. A computerized version oftiieadolescent-adult
level of MFFT was developed bytiieresearcher usmg HyperCard version 2.2. The figures
from the origmal test were scanned and arranged mtiiesame order oftiiepaper version of
tiie MFFT. Each screen was designed to be equivalent to each page oftiiepaper version of
tiie MFFT. Intiiiscomputerized version oftiieMFFT,tiietest administiator's tasks were
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programmed to be performed by the computer, and the data were automaticaUy recorded
into a text file. As soon as a problem screen was shown to individual smdents, the
computer started measuringtiielatency in seconds witii two decimals. Each altemative
figure was labeled with a number from one to eight. Smdents worked on solving the
problem and pressed a number for the altemative of solution. At the momenttiiesmdents
pressed the number of the fkst solution, the latency was calculated and recorded.
Appropriate feedback was provided in terms of bemgrightor wrong. When a problem
was solved, the total number of ertors that the smdent made was summed and recorded in
the computer program. The next problem was automaticaUy shown ontiiescreen and the
same procedure was executed. Another benefit from using this computerized version of the
MFFT was that the researcher could administer the MFFT totiiewhole class of smdents
(maximum number of 26) at one time in a computer lab (see Figure A-2 in Appendix A).
Self-evaluation of concepmal tempo with MFFT. The researcher added a screen at
the end of the MFFT, which showed a summary of performance on the MFFT in order to
help the smdents to self-evaluate thek performance. Smdents were asked how they
evaluated thek performance in the MFFT from the summary record in terms of thek speed
and accuracy in cognition. They were asked to label thek self-evaluated conceptual tempo
style as either impulsive or reflective. The smdents were instmcted that thek concepmal
tempo style would be statisticaUy analyzed and reported in the next class time and they
would be able to compare thek self-evaluation of conceptual tempo style with the result of
the statistical analysis. This activity was designed to help the students develop thek selfmonitoring and self-evaluatmg skiUs (see Figure A-3 in Appendix A).

Computer-Assisted Instmction Programs
Two computer-assisted instmctional programs were designed for the purpose of
this study. The main objective of the CAI was to help smdents in the College of Education
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to grasp the basic concepts of educational measurement and to understand standardized
tests and the kiterpretation. Prior totiieactual research, beta testkig oftiieCAI programs
was accomplished by an experienced HyperCard programmer, and a pUot study was
conducted with 18 volunteer coUege students.
The CAI consisted of two lessons. Each lesson was developed ki a separate CAI
program. The fkst CAI program was about basic concepts and currenttiendsin
educational measurement and testkig. The lesson in the fkst CAI program consisted of six
lesson menu items such as: (1) What is educational measurement? (2) What aretiietypes of
educational decisions? (3) How should classroom teachers measure? (4) What are the two
typical types of tests? (5) Recent/fumre tiends in educational measurement, and (6) Test
The lesson contents in thisfirstCAI program were based on two textbooks about
educational testing and measurement (i.e., Kubiszyn & Borich, 1996; Wiersma & Jurs,
1985).
The second CAI program was about how to apply the basic concept of educational
measurement and testkig in order to interpret a standardized test, Texas Assessment of
Academic Skills (TAAS) test. The lessons in the second CAI program were designed to
help smdents to develop problem-solving skills: students were intioduced to cases of using
the TAAS test and its score reports in a school context. As a teacher, they must read the
smdents' standardized test scores, and make appropriate interpretations. The lesson menu
items in the second CAI program were: (1) What is TAAS? (2) Examples of uses of TAAS
test results, (3) Basic concepts for interpreting TAAS result (scores & standards), (4)
TAAS test report formats (standard & optional), (5) Examples of TAAS test report formats
(demo & practices), and (5) Test (see Figures B-1 and B-2 m Appendix B; Figures C-1 and
C-2 in Appendix C). The contents of the lessons ki this second CAI program were based
on a booklet. Interpreting Assessment Reports: TAiS, which was published by Texas
Education Agency (1994). The outcome knowledge that smdents obtained from these two
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CAI lessons is categorized as problem-solving witii related verbal information (Wager &
Gagne, 1988, as cited m Price, 1991).
The CAI programs were designed based on Gagne's nine events of instmction
(Price, 1991) and developed witii HyperCard 2.2. The mam mstmctional sequence was
gaining attention, informing leamers of lesson objectives, reviewing specific skiUs for
acquiring new knowledge with CAI, presenting stimuU witii distinctive feamres, guided
instmction, eUciting performance, providing immediate feedback, and assessmg
performance without feedback. ThefirstCAI program started witii an example of an
episode of an embarrassing moment with a teacher who did not know enough about
educational measurement and testing. Each conversation kitiieepisode between a teacher
and a parent was shown in two bubbles and was foUowed bytiiesmdents' cUcking on the
previous or next conversation buttons. The conversation could be replayed by clicking the
start conversation button. This episode gained the students' attention about the importance
of leaming educational measurement and testing. The gender of the teacher was presented
to match with each smdent's gender in order to provide a more meaningful episode to the
smdents (see Figure B-3 in Appendix B).
The basic screen interface for the lesson sections consisted of three areas: a titie
area, a lesson field area, and an extia leaming activity button area. Lesson topics were
presented intiietitiearea and the main document of a lesson topic were presented in the
lesson field area. The extia leaming activity button area consisted of four buttons such as
'Key Concepts,' 'Examples,' 'Episodes,' and 'Self-Test' By cUcking the Key Concepts
button, smdents could access extemal database fUes that provided definitions and
explanations of the main key words in the topic. The Examples button and the Episodes
button brought up some examples and episodes related to the specific topic. The Self-Test
button brought smdents to a self-testing quiz section, where they could assess thek own
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knowledge acquisition levels with immediate feedback provided from the computer system
(see Figure B-4 in Appendix B).
Altiiough the contents of the INC CAI programs and the TOLC CAI programs were
identical, the differences between the INC CAI programs and the TOLC CAI programs
were due to the embedded mtorial stiategy in the INC CAI programs. The differences
between the INC CAI programs and the TOLC CAI programs in this study are iUustiated in
the foUowing sections.
INteUigentiy Contiolled (INC) CAI. An obvious difference on the program
interface of the INC CAI programs from the TOLC CAI programs was that the INC CAI
programs adoptedtiiefour steps of tutoring stiategy from cognitive apprenticeship:
modeling, coaching, fading, and reflecting. The tutoring agent for the cognitive
apprenticeship stiategy in the INC CAI programs was a coach button with a message field,
which the TOLC CAI programs did not have. Figure 3 iUustiates the sequence of cognitive
apprenticeship mtoring stiategy in the two lessons of INC CAI programs.

Demo of
Program

Lessons
&Quizzes

Perceived
Self-Efficacy

coaching

reflecting

±
modeling

LESSONl

performance
intiiefinal test

f
fadkig
LESS0N2

Figure 3: Sequence of cognitive apprenticeship tutoring stiategy in INC CAI
programs.
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Through the coach button and its messagefield,tiiestudents interactively
communicated witii the INC CAI programs. At the beginning of the lesson,tiiecoach
button mtioduced itself and explamed the function oftiiecoachkig feamres kitiieprogram.
The coach in the INC CAI demonstiated the appropriate sequence of the lessons, which
was from leaming with lesson fields and extia leaming resources through practicing with a
quiz and successful testing. The coach explained the screen interface in terms of the usage
the extia leaming resources buttons as weU as the concepmal tempo report button. The
coach helped the smdents to practice with using scroUingfields,pop-up buttons, and extia
windows m the program (see Figures B-5, B-6, B-7, B-8, and B-9 ki Appendix B).
Coachmg features in INC CAI included alerting smdents byflashingthe coach
button, suggesting written advice about leaming sequences, providing guidance to specific
leaming buttons, locating appropriate extra learning resources, and preventing undesirable
leaming activities. Decisions about coaching in INC CAI were based on smdent modeUng,
which was another important feature in the INC CAI programs that TOLC CAI did not
have. INC CAItiacedand recorded each smdent's performance in the leaming processes
and constmcted a smdent model. Based on the smdent model, the coach evaluated whether
the individual students needed the coach's scaffolding or not. When the smdents were
evaluated to need a coach's scaffolding, the coach buttonflashed,waiting to be chcked.
When the coach button was chcked, its scaffolding messages were shown in the coach's
message field. The coach suggested an appropriate next step of leaming based on the
evaluation of the smdent's previous leammg route (see Appendix F fortiieexamples of
HyperCard scripts m INC CAI). The coach put its clear face button near totiieextia
leamkig resource button(s), sotiiatthe smdents were able to easUy locate where to review,
also aUowing the smdents self-monitor their leaming processes (see Figure B-10 m
Appendix B). When the smdents knpulsively attempted to jump into the Self-Test section
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witiiout completmg lesson activities, a message wmdow showed, "You didn't complete aU
the leammg activities for this lesson yet. Consult your coach." Thentiiecoach gave advice
for tiie particular situation (see Figure B-11 m Appendix B). The coach also persuaded tiie
smdents not to escape from tiie lesson section witiiout completmg the Self-Test section (see
Figure B-12 m Appendix B). WhentiiestudentsfinishedaU deskable lesson activities, tiie
coach questioned about thek self-confidence level prior to entering the Self-Test section.
This helped the smdents to self-monitor and self-evaluate thek knowledge acquisition level
(see Figure B-13 in Appendix B).
In the Self-Test section, cognitive feedback as weU as outcome feedback was
provided. The cogrutive feedback provided in INC CAI was different from outcome
feedback provided in TOLC CAI in three forms: task validity feedback, cognitive validity
feedback, and functional validity feedback (see Butier & Wirme, 1995). The coach gave a
hint of what to review if smdents requested before they tried to solve the problem. This
prevented the students from experiencing urmecessary faUure, which in mm increased the
smdent's self-efficacy level (task vaUdity feedback, see Figure B-14 in i^pendix B).
When the smdents kept failing to solve a question in the Self-Test section, the coach
suggested reviewing a certain concept and provided a choice of automaticaUy presenting the
right review section for the students. This helped the smdents who wanted to review but
were not able to locate therightsection to review (cognitive vaUdity feedback, see Figure
B-15 in Appendix B). If the students made continuous ertors in solving problems in the
Self-Test section, the coach provided therightanswer for them and suggested to review the
explanation fortiieanswer (outcome feedback and cognitive vaUdity feedback, see Figure
B-16 in Appendix B). The coach prevented the smdents from jumping kito the test section
without completing aU the lesson sections (functional vaUdity feedback, see Figure B-17 m
Appendix B).
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Astiiesmdents proceeded totiiesecond INC CAI program,tiiecoachkig features
were faded. WhiletiiefirstINC CAI program had more dkect, frequent, and stiict
coaching,tiiesecond INC CAI program gave the smdents more responsibUities m leamkig.
This was mtended fortiieshift of leamkig empowerment fromtiiemaster (the computer
coach) totiienovice leamers mtiiecognitive apprenticeship teachmg metiiod. The coach
aUowed the smdents to escapefroma lesson section witiiout completion. The coach
persuaded (mstead of preventing)tiiesmdents not to jump mtotiieSelf-Test section or tiie
Test section without completion. Whentiiesmdents persisted mtiymgto escape,tiiecoach
advised them to come back to achievetiiecompletion level later. Witiitiiemarks on tiie
lesson menu items, the students were given more responsibiUties to self-monitor tiiek
lesson completion levels (see Figure B-18 in Appendix B).
In the Self-Test section, the coach waited to provide feedback to each question untU
the smdents requested it When smdents made correct answers, they were aUowed to go
on without reviewing the coach's feedback. When the smdents were not certain about thek
answers, they could request feedback from the coach. But when the smdents tried to pass
on to the next question without knowing that they did not correctiy solve the problem, the
coach persuaded them to try it again. This was another stiategy to give more
responsibiUties to the smdents and to help them to increase thek self-moiutoring skills in
terms of evaluating thek knowledge acquisition levels and deciding to proceed the next
level of leaming (see Figure B-19 in Appendix B). The coach also tried to persuade the
smdents not to, but aUowed them to escape from the middle of the Self-Test section into
another section (see Figure B-18 in Appendix B). In the test section, the smdents solved
the problems without the coach (see Figure B-20 in Appendix B). Figure 4 shows a
comparison of coaching features between the two INC CAI lessons.
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Figure 4: Coach's fading through the two INC CAI lessons.
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TQtaUv Leamer-Contiolled (TOLC) CAI The lesson contents oftiieTOLC CAI
programs were identical totiioseof the INC CAI programs. However,tiieteachmg model
of cognitive apprenticeship was not mvolved mtiieTOLC CAI programs. IntiieTOLC
CAI programs,tiierewas no coach button and no coaching messagefield,tiiereforetiiere
was no coachkig and scaffoldmg feamre (see Figure C-3 m Appendix C). The TOLC CAI
programs started witii a lesson menu screen. The demonstiation section of an appropriate
sequence of leaming activities was mcluded intiiemenu items;tiierefore,tiiesmdents had
to choose to view k (see Figures C-1 and C-2 in Appendix C). There was no suggestion of
next steps or no persuasion to complete leamkig activities provided by the computer. In tiie
Self-Test section, the students received only outcome feedback;tiiatis, their answers were
evaluated in terms of the correctiveness without any otiier hints or guide for reviewing
related contents. The test section could be taken anytime during the leaming processes by
the students' own choice. The leaming processes were totaUy contiolled by the students.
The smdents with the TOLC CAI programs depended on themselves in terms of pace and
completion of leaming.

Academic Achievement Test
A computerized academic achievement test was admirustered at the end of the
tieatment. The academic achievement test consisted offifteenmultiple choice questions
based on the content presented in the CAI programs. Eight of the 15 questions were from
the fkst CAI lesson, testing basic and general concept acquisition for the topic of
educational measurement and testing. The next seven questions were from the second CAI
lesson, testing TAAS appUcation and interpretation skUls (see Appendix E). Intemal
consistency reUabiUty of the academic achievement scores was checked by a spUt-half
reUabUity method, using the SPSS system. The sample population in the current study was
used to conduct the spUt-half reUabiUty test. The reliabihty for academic achievement
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scores was r = .62. Constiiict vaUdity oftiieacademic achievement test was checked by a
professor and a teaching assistant ki the College of Education.

Data Obtained from Instruments
The data from tiie MFFT, both CAI programs, and the test were saved m a text file.
The data from tiie MFFT were the smdents'timespent for the fkst solution (latency), tiie
numbers of wrong answers before matching therightanswer for each problem (ertors).
The MFFT data were analyzed by the mtegrated model proposed by Salkkid and Wright
(1977) instead of the origmal Kagan's double median spUt procedure. This integrated
model was also preferred by otiier researchers (e.g., Stahl, Rinehart, & Erickson, 1986)
due to two reasons: (1) because it provides meaningful data of efficiency of informationprocessing as weU as a cognitive style, and (2) because it avoids the loss of some
participants that the median spUt procedure must result in. According to the integrated
model, impulsivity index scores were generated from raw error and latency scores by a
formula: Ii = Zei - Zu (where Ii = impulsivity fortiieith individual; Zei = a standard score
for the ith individual's total errors, and Zii = a standard score for the ith individual's mean
latency). Positive I index scores were indicative of impulsivity and negative I index scores
were indicative of reflectivity. The correlation coefficient between the latency and ertor for
the students in this smdy was r = -.48, which is very close to the cortelation coefficient
value of r = -.48 that Salkind and Wright found from their study using the integrated
model. It is also consistent with the negative correlation coefficient values obtained from
other previous studies (e.g., Kagan et al., 1963; Okun, 1979; Stonner, 1976). The intemal
consistency reUabiUties for the ertor and latency were checked by a spUt-half reUabiUty
method, using a SPSS system. The reliabUities of the errors and latency were i = .78 and r
= .81, respectively. This resuU that the reUabiUty oftiieertors were lowertiiantiie
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reUabiUty of the latency was consistent with the previous researchfindings(e.g., Okun,
1979; SaUcind & Wright, 1977; Stonner, 1976)
The data from the two CAI programs started with descriptive information about the
smdents including the smdents' name, gender, age, and etiinic group. The data also
mcludedtiietieatmentcondition mdicators (i.e., I for INC CAI, T for TOLC CAI, 1 for tiie
impulsive group, and 2 for the reflective group), the lesson number (1 or 2), and tiie
smdents' leaming pattems in the program in terms of the navigated routes, the number of
lesson menu items they completed, and the total time that they spent for completing the CAI
programs.
During the CAI programs, the smdents' self-leaming activity levels were measured
by thefrequencyof thek attended/intended leaming activities. The attended/intended
leaming activities were the smdents' overt behaviors such as when they wanted to leam
with intention, they cUcked buttons and spent time to leam the contents. The self-leaming
activity level was determined by the summed frequency of cUcking leaming activity buttons
such as the 'Key Concept' button, the 'Examples' button, the 'Episodes' button, or the
'Self-Test' button. Whenever the students cUcked the buttons,tiieaccumulated frequency
was calculated across the two lessons. The data recorded each card number with the
frequency of cUcks on the leaming resource buttons and thetimespent on the leammg
resource windows. The INC CAI condition mcluded another observation of tiie frequency
of cUcks on the coach button.
For each question intiieacademic achievement test, a self-efficacy level was asked
before the smdents were allowed to answertiiequestion. The self-efficacy level was
measured as eitiier 'Itiikikso' or 'I doubt it' ki terms oftiieirself-evaluation of abUity to
answertiiequestion (see Figures D-1 and D-2 m Appendix D). AUtiieself-efficacy levels
obtained from the 15 test question items were summed at the end of the test. The smdents'
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perfonnance to each test question item was recorded as 'Y' for arightanswer or 'N' for a
wrong answer.
Self-monitoring levels were measured by the difference between the smdents'
confidence level m solving problems mtiietest and thek acmal performance. The selfefficacy level was used as the mdicator of self-evaluation of confidence in solvmg
problems. The self-monitoring levels were recorded as 'low' or 'high.' For example, if a
smdent evaluated himself^erself as being confident in successfuUy solving a question in
the test and acmaUy solved the problem accurately, the smdent's self-monitoring level on
tiie question was recorded as high. If a smdent's evaluation of confidence level for solving
a question in the test and the acmal performance did not match, the smdent's selfmorutoring level for the question was recorded as low. The number of high selfmonitoring levels was summed at the end of the test.
In addition to the data for the dependent variables, the smdents' lesson completion
levels and time spent for leaming with the CAI programs were recorded by the CAI
programs in order to measure thek efforts in leaming with CAI. The lesson completion
levels were evaluated based on the appropriate leaming sequence guidance for each lesson
menu item; that is, from the leaming with the lessonfield,to exploring for the extia
leaming resources and completing the Self-Test When the smdents completed the leaming
activities through the appropriate sequence of lesson menu item, the lesson completion level
for the lesson menu item was given "y." Otherwise, the lesson completion level for the
lesson menu item was given "n" (e.g., skipping a Self-Test section). The test section with
10 questions was also included in the lesson menu items. The total number of the
completed lesson menu items for each CAI program was recorded. The raw numbers of
completed lesson menu items were converted to percentage in scale. The reason for
converting the raw values of completed lesson menu items to percentages was that INC
CAI and TOLC CAI had dkferent numbers of lesson menu items. INC CAI consisted of
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six lesson menu items for the first lesson and another six lesson menu items for the second
lesson. TOLC CAI consisted of seven lesson menu items for the fkst lesson and another
seven lesson menu items for the second lesson since the intioductory demonstration section
was included in the lesson menu items in TOLC CAI programs. For the each lesson, the
total numbers of completed lesson menu items were divided by six (for INC CAI) or by
seven (for TOLC CAI) and multipUed by 100, which was used as the lesson completion
level The time spent for leaming with each CAI program was the time between opening
the program and quitting the program. The time spent for leaming was measured by the
two CAI programs by seconds in scale
The sequence of the research procedure and data coUection is shown in Figure 5.

MFFT

Concepmal
Tempo

f
Two CAI Lessons

Test

w
Self-EfScacy
Level
Self-Morutoring
Level
Lesson Completion Level
Academic Achievanent
Spent Time
Score

Self-Learning
Activity Level

Figure 5: Sequence of research procedure and data coUection.
Procedures
The research smdy was conducted attiieCoUege of Education in a westem Texas
University mtiieearly sprmg semester, 1996. The research activities were mcluded m
three undergraduate classes' curriculum schedule. The research procedure schedule is
shown in Table 4.
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Table 4: Research procedure schedule.
Class

Treatment

Time Requked
(approximately)

Class #1

#1
MFFT

30min.

Class #2

#2
(1) Report of MFFT Results
(2) Lesson 1 & Break
(3) Lesson 2 & Break
(4) Achievement Test

20min.
llOmin.
110 min.
20min.

Treatments
The computer lab m the CoUege of Education at a westem Texas University was
used to administer thetieatmentsof this smdy. Twenty-four Macintosh LC EI computers,
two Macintosh Ilsi computers, one Macintosh LC 475 were used. The computerized
version of MFFT was administered a week beforetiieCAItieatments.Fromtiiestatistical
analysis of the data obtainedfromtiieMFFT,tiiesmdents were defined either as knpulsive
or reflective. Whentiiesmdents came mto the computer lab about two weeks after tiie
MFFTtieatment,these two sub-groups of smdents (an knpulsive group or a reflective
group) were randomly, but proportionaUy aUocated mto two CAItieatinentgroups using a
stiatified random sampUng technique (Hmkle, Wiersma, & Jurs, 1994). Oncetiiesmdents
were assigned to one of the two CAI envkonments,tiieyusedtiiesame CAI envkonment
tiiroughtiieend oftiietieatinent.Data obtakiedfromtiieMFFT were knported totiieCAI
programs kicludkigtiieachievement test section. The knported data weretiansferredto a
sentence of eitiier'T remember my reflectivity" or "I remember my knpulsivity" and k
appeared ontiiecomer of each screen m order to helptiiesmdents to mamtamtiiekselfawareness of concepmal tempo styles duringtiietieatinent.Three computer diskettes were
provided to each student: two diskettes fortiietwo CAI lessons and one diskette for tiie
achievement test. Data obtained from tiie CAI programs andtiieachievement test were
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saved in the diskettes as text files. A note book was provided to each student forfreenotetaking. Individual smdents were aUowed to have enough time to finish each CAI program
based on thek self-pace of leaming.
In bothtieatments,the researcher's role in the computer lab was to assist the
smdents oitiy with technical problems associated with using the computer and mouse.
Since the CAI programs were designed as individualized mtoring systems, any assistance
for contents or testing during the CAI was not provided.

Summary

This chapter described the methodology used in this smdy, including variables,
research design, population and sample selection, instruments, and procedure. There were
two independent variables in this study: (1) computer-assisted instmctional envkonment
with two levels (an INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI [INC CAI] and a TOtaUy LeamerContioUed CAI [TOLC CAI]), or (2) concepmal tempo style with self-awareness (CTSA)
in leaming processes (i.e., leamers were aware of themselves as impulsive or reflective).
With these two independent variables, this smdy was designed as a 2 X 2 factorial design.
This smdy was conducted at a westem Texas University in the spring semester,
1996. Seventy-five undergraduate coUege students in the CoUege of Education in tiie
westem Texas Uruversity participated in this smdy. Two kinds of instruments were used
in this smdy: a computerized adolescent-adult version of the Matching FamiUar Figures
Test (MFFT) and two different kinds of computer-assisted instiiictional programs (INC
CAI and TOLC CAI). The paper version oftiieMFFT, origmaUy developed by Kagan
(1966), was converted into a computerized version of MFFT with HyperCard 2.2.
Smdents' concepmal tempo styles were measured by the computerized MFFT and analyzed
by tiie mtegrated model proposed by SaUdnd and Wright (1977). The CAI mstruments
were developed by the researcher witii HyperCard 2.2. The CAI programs were designed
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to help smdents in the CoUege of Education to acquke the basic concepts of educational
measurement and standardized tests, and the associated interpretation skills. INC CAI,
which adopted the cognitive apprenticeship teaching method, used coaching stiategies to
provide "leaming-through-guided-experience" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 457), while TOLC
CAI permitted the smdents total responsibiUty in leaming.
The computerized MFFT was administered prior totiieCAI tieatment The data
obtamed from the MFFT were analyzed and reported to the students before they were
assigned to one of the two CAI groups. Four dependent variables were used to measure
the differences in smdents' self-regulated leaming skiUs: (1) the degree of self-monitoring
activities in leaming processes, (2) the degree of self-efficacy levels for the leaming tasks,
(3) the degree of involvement of self-leaming activities, and (4) the academic achievement
scores. The self-learning activity levels were measured by the number of cUcks on leaming
activity buttons in CAI programs. The self-efficacy levels were asked prior to the each
question in the achievement test The self-monitoring levels were measured by the
metacognitive discrepancy between the smdents' expectations and thek actual
performances. An academic achievement test that consisted witii 15 multiple questions was
admmistered attiieend oftiieCAI lessons. AUtiiesedata were automaticaUy recorded by
the CAI programs and saved m text files.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The purpose oftiussmdy was to mvestigatetiieeffects of intelUgentiy contioUed
computer-assisted mstiiiction and totaUy leamer contioUed computer-assisted mstiiictidn
andtiieeffects of concepmal tempo style witii self-awareness (as knpulsive or reflective),
on coUege smdents' self-regulated leaming skUls and thek academic achievement scores.
Seventy-five undergraduate smdents at the CoUege of Education in a Westem Texas
University participated m this smdy. The smdents were mostiy white females between 20
and 30 years of age. Among the 75 smdents, 68 smdents were white (90.7%), 70 smdents
were female (93.3%), and 65 smdents were between 20 and 29 years of age (86.7%) (see
Table 5).
The computerized adolescent-adult version of Matching FamUiar Figures Test
(MFFT) was used to measure the smdents' concepmal tempo styles as impulsive or
reflective. Among the seventy-five smdents, 32 smdents were defined as impulsive and 43
smdents were reflective. Using a stiatified random sampling method, smdents in each
category of conceptual tempo styles were randomly, but proportionaUy, assigned to one of
two CAItieatments,either INC CAI or TOLC CAI. Among the 32 impulsive smdents, 16
smdents were assigned to the INC CAI group and another 16 students were assigned to the
TOLC CAI group. Among the 43 reflective smdents, 22 smdents were assigned to the
INC CAI group and 21 smdents were assigned to the TOLC CAI group (see Table 6).
The CAI programs consisted of two lessons: (1) educational measurement and
testing, and (2) Texas Assessment of Academic SkiUs (TAAS). After the completion of tiie
two CAI lessons, an academic achievement test was administered. By the end of the
tieatment, data to measure the smdents' self-regulated leaming skills as weU as thek
achievement scores were obtained. The smdents' seU-regulated leaming skiUs were
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Table 5: Demographic information fortiieentke sample.

GENDER

FEMALE
MALE

AGE

Frequency

Percent

Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

70

93.3

70

93.3

5

6.7

75

100.0

Percent

Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Frequency

20-29

65

86.7

65

86.7

30-39

8

10.7

73

97.3

40+

2

2.7

75

100.0

Percent

Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

68

90.7

68

90.7

7

9.3

75

100.0

ETHNIC
GROUP
WHITE
HISPANIC

Frequency
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Table 6: Demographic information bytieatmentgroup.

TOLC CAI
(n=37)

INC CAI
(n=38)

CAI Group

Impulsive
(n=16)

Reflective
(n=22)

Impulsive
(n=16)

Reflective
(n=21)

13

22

15

20

3

0

1

1

20-29

14

19

12

20

30-39

1

2

4

1

40+

1

1

0

0

15

21

15

17

1

1

1

4

Concepmal
Tempo Group
GENDER
Female
Male
AGE

ETHNIC
White
Hispanic
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measured with three different perspectives, proposed by Zimmerman (1989): metacognitive
change, motivational change, and behavioral change in leaming. The self-monitoring
levels, self-efficacy levels, and self-leaming activity levels were measured to observe the
smdents' metacognitive change, motivational change, and behavioral change, respectively.
In addition to the data of sek-regulaled leaming skiUs and achievement scores, the
smdents' lesson completion levels and time spent for leaming with the CAI programs were
recorded. The lesson completion levels were measured by the percentage of number of the
completed lesson menu items in the CAI programs. The maximum numbers of the lesson
menu items for the INC CAI group and the TOLC CAI group were 12 and 14,
respectively. The time spent for leaming was measured by the two CAI programs by
seconds m scale. The time spent for leaming with each CAI program was from the time the
smdents opened the CAI program to thetimetiieyquit the CAI program. The seconds of
time spent for the two CAI programs were added and converted to minutes with two
decimal points in scale.
This chapter presents methods of data analyses, and statistical testing for each
hypothesis including demographic information about the smdents and descriptive statistics
for tiie data for tius smdy. The SAS system and SPSS system m a VAX mamframe were
used to analyze the data.
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Metiiods of Data Analyses
Fkst, a significance of cortelationship between the dependent variables was tested
to determine whetiier separate analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests or multivariate analysis
of variance (MANOVA) tests were appropriate. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient
matiix showed that two paks of the dependent variables were stiongly correlated. The
Pearson Correlation Coefficient between the self-monitoring levels and academic
achievement scores was .71, andtiiePearson Correlation Coefficient between the selfefficacy levels and the sehf-monitormg levels was .60. Botii r values were significant with
an alpha level of .01. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient r values between tiie selfefficacy levels andtiieself-leanting activity levels and between tiie self-efficacy levels and
the academic achievement scores were -.14 and .14, respectively (see Table 7). A
Bartiett's test of Sphericity (SPSS Inc, 1986) also detected stiong cortelations among tiie
four dependent variables with F (4, 71) = 2.15, ji < .00.

Table 7: Pearson cortelation coefiticients matrix.
Pearson Correlation Coefficients / Prob > IRI under Ho: Rho=0 / N=50
Dependent Variables

SM

SM
Self-monitoring levels
SE
Self-efficacy levels
SA
Self-activity levels
AA
Academic
achievement scores

1.00

SE

SA

AA

.60**

-.07

.71**

-.14

.14

1.00

.13

1.00

1.00
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Witii the results from tiie two cortelationship tests, the researcher decided to reject
the nuU hypothesis of non-cortelation among the dependent variables and selected a
MANOVA technique to analyze the significance of effects of the two independent variables
(two CAI envkonments and conceptual tempo styles when leamers were aware of
themselves as knpulsive or reflective) on the multiple dependent variables without causing
mflation of experimentwise Type I and Type n ertor rates (Barker & Barker, 1984; Bray &
MaxweU, 1985). The nuU hypotheses below were tested at the alpha level, .05 of
significance by MANOVA tests for the three main hypotheses and analysis of variance
(ANOVA) tests for the sub-hypotheses under each main hypothesis. Interpretations of
separate ANOVA tests for the sub-hypotheses were made ortiy when the main hypothesis
was rejected by the MANOVA test
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference between the effect of an
INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) and tiie effect of a TOtaUy Leamer-ContioUed CAI
(TOLC CAI) on coUege smdents' self-regulated leaming skiUs (measured by thek selfmorutoring levels, self-efficacy levels, and self-learning activity levels), and their academic
achievement scores.
Sub-hvpothesis 1.1: There is no significant difference between the effect of
an INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) and tiie effect of a TOtaUy LeamerContioUed CAI (TOLC CAI) on coUege students' self-monitoring levels.
Sub-hypothesis 1.2: There is no significant difference between the effect of
an INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) and tiie effect of a TOtaUy LeamerContiolled CAI (TOLC CAI) on coUege students' self-efficacy levels.
Sub-hypothesis 1.3: There is no significant difference between the effect of
an INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) and tiie effect of a TOtaUy LeamerContioUed CAI (TOLC CAI) on coUege students' self-leaming activity levels.
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Sub-hvpotiiesis 1.4: There is no significant difference between the effect of
an INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI (INC CAI) andtiieeffect of a TOtally LeamerContioUed CAI (TOLC CAI) on coUege students' academic achievement scores.
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant dkference in the effects of concepmal tempo
style with self-awareness on coUege smdents' self-regulated leaming skiUs (measured by
tiiek self-monitoring levels, self-efficacy levels, and self-leanting activity levels), and thek
academic achievement scores in computer-assisted instinction envkonments (an
INteUigentiy ContioUed CAI [INC CAT) and a TOtaUy Leamer-ContioUed CAI [TOLC
CAI])
Sub-hypothesis 2.1: There is no significant difference in the effects of
concepmal tempo style with self-awareness (as impulsive or reflective) on coUege
smdents' self-morutoring levels in computer-assisted instmction environments.
Sub-hypothesis 2.2: There is no significant difference in the effects of
concepmal tempo style with self-awareness (as impulsive or reflective) on coUege
smdents' self-efficacy levels in computer-assisted instmction envkonments.
Sub-hvpothesis 2.3: There is no significant difference in the effects of
concepmal tempo style with self-awareness (as impulsive or reflective) on coUege
smdents' self-leaming activity levels in computer-assisted instmction environments.
Sub-hypothesis 2.4: There is no significant difference in the effects of
concepmal tempo style with self-awareness (as impulsive or reflective) on coUege
smdents' academic achievement scores in computer-assisted instmction
envkonments.
Hypothesis 3: There is no significant interactive effect between conceptual tempo
styles with self-awareness (as impulsive or reflective) and computer-assisted kistiiictional
envkonments (INC CAI or TOLC CAI) on coUege smdents' self-regulated leammg skiUs
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(measured by thek self-monitormg levels, self-efficacy levels, and seU-leaming activity
levels), and thek academic achievement scores.
Sub-hypothesis 3.1: There is no significant interactive effect between
conceptual tempo styles with self-awareness (as impulsive or reflective) and
computer-assisted instmctional envkonments (INC CAI or TOLC CAI) on coUege
smdents' self-morutoring levels.
Sub-hypothesis 3.2: There is no significant interactive effect between
conceptual tempo styles with self-awareness (as impulsive or reflective) and
computer-assisted instmctional envkonments (INC CAI or TOLC CAI) on coUege
students' self-efficacy levels.
Sub-hypothesis 3.3: There is no significant interactive effect between
conceptual tempo styles with self-awareness (as impulsive or reflective) and
computer-assisted instmctional envkonments (INC CAI or TOLC CAI) on coUege
smdents' self-leaming activity levels.
Sub-hvpothesis 3.4: There is no significant interactive effect between
concepmal tempo styles with self-awareness (as impulsive or reflective) and
computer-assisted kistmctional envkonments (INC CAI or TOLC CAI) on coUege
smdents' academic achievement scores.
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Statistical Analy.ses
Due totiiesigrtificant cortelationships amongtiiedependent variables observed
from tiie Pearson Cortelation Coefficient matrix andtiieBartiett's test of sphericity, the
researcher utUized a two-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) technique for
this study. Prior to the hypothesis testing, she testedtiieassumptions of multivariate
normaUty and the homogeneity of variance for the sample of smdents who participated in
this study.
In order to assess the tenabiUty of assumptions of multivariate normaUty and the
homogeneity of variance in using MANOVA, the general procedure for assessing
violations in MANOVA suggested by Stevens (1992) was foUowed. Skicetiienumber of
smdents in each group was not more than twenty (two groups had 16 students), separate
univariate normaUty tests on each variable were conducted. From reviewing univariate
normaUty on each variable using the Shapko-Wilk statistics, the assumption of normaUty
for the variable of self-leaming activity levels was found tenable (^ <.50). The
assumptions of normaUty for the three other variables were not found tenable.
In order to check the assumption of homogeneity of the covariance matrices,
Bartiett-Box F test and Cochrans-C test were appUed. The nuU hypothesis of homogeneity
of variance for the variable of self-monitoring levels was rejected by the Cochrans C (18,
4) = .45, c < .03, and tiie Bartiett-Box F (3, 8611) = 2.93, p < .03. The null hypotiiesis
of homogeneity of variance for the variable of self-efficacy levels was retained by the
Cochrans C (18, 4) = .43, £ < .05, and tiie Bartiett-Box F (3, 8611) = 1.76, g < .15. The
nuU hypothesis of homogeneity of variance fortiievariable of self-leaming activity levels
was rejected by tiie Cochrans C (18,4) = .50, u < 00, and tiie Bartiett-Box F (3, 8611) =
3.29, n < .02. The nuU hypotiiesis of homogeneity of variance for the variable of academic
achievement scores was retained by the Cochrans £ (18,4) = .46, ji < .02, and the
Bartiett-Box F (3, 8611) = 2.09, p < .10. The multivariate homogeneity of variance was
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rejected by tiie Boxs M = 83.04, £ (30,11755) = 2.47, n < 0.00. That is,tiieassumption
of multivariate homogeneity of covariance matiices was not tenable. However, as Stevens
(1992) points out, "it is very unlikely that the equal covariance matrices assumption would
ever UteraUy be satisfied in practice" (p. 256). Stevens also points out that when the group
sizes were approximately equal, the type I ertor is only sUghtiy affected bytiieviolation of
the assumption of homogeneity of covariance matrices.

Statistical Analysis for Hypothesis 1 Group
The nuU hypothesis of CAI effect was that there would be no significant difference
betweentiieeffects of INC CAI and TOLC CAI on coUege smdents' self-regulated leaming
skills and thek academic achievement scores. The dependent variables were thek selfmorutoring levels, self-efficacy levels, self-leaming activity levels, and academic
achievement scores. That is, the CAI effect hypothesis was that the means of the
dependent variables in the INC CAI group and the means of the dependent variables in the
TOLC CAI group would be same when these means were compared simultaneously, as
iUustiated in Figure 6.

H,:

i ^'' i

VM,/
(Mnp, when
M: population mean,
n: Dependent Variables [SM, SE, SA, & AA], and
p: Between-Group [INC CAI or TOLC CAI])
Figure 6: NuU hypotiiesis of overaU CAI effects for four dependent variables.
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The nuU hypotiiesis of CAI effect was tested by a MANOVA. Reviewing tiie
Wilks' lambda, multivariate F statistic, and its associated p value derived from the
MANOVA test fortiieCAI effect hypothesis, a significant multivariate effect oftiietwo
different computer-assisted instmction programs on the four dependent variables was
detected. The Wilks' lambda value was .61, its cortesponding F value was 10.82, and its
p value was .00, which is less than .05 of significant alpha level. The p values for Pillai's
tiace value, HotelUng-Lawley tiace value, and Roy's greatest root value produced the same
results (see Table 8). Therefore, the researcher faUed to accept the nuU hypothesis of no
overaU CAI effect on the four dependent variables.

Table 8: The MANOVA table fortiiehypotiiesis of no overaU CAI effect

STATISTICS

Value

F

HoDF

ErtorDF

WUks'Lambda

Pr>F

.61

10.82

4

68

.00

PUlai's Trace

.38

10.82

4

68

.00

HoteUmg-Lawley Trace

.63

10.82

4

68

.00

Roy's Greatest Root

J8

10.82

4

68

.00

The sigrtificant MANOVA result was foUowed by two-way ANOVA analyses on
tiie four dependent variables. It was found thattiiesignificant CAI effectsfromMANOVA
test were attributed by the significant effects of self-leammg activity levels (see Table 9).
That is, the self-leammg activity levels betweentiieINC CAI group andtiieTOLC CAI
group were significantiy dkferent [F (1, 71)= 38.50, u < 0.00]. Students mtiieINC CAI
group showed significantiy more self-leaming activities (M = 111.39, ^ = 16.56) in
terms of cUcking the leaming activity buttons than students in the TOLC CAI group (M =
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Table 9: The two-way ANOVA sununary table for each dependent variable.
Dependent Variable: Self-monitoring Levels
Source

df

S^

F

E

Model

3

317.66

.33

.80

CAI
Concepmal Tempo
with Self-awareness
(CTSA)

1

17.02

.05

.81

1

74.64

.23

.63

CAI* CTSA

1

225.99

.70

.40

Ertor

71

23028.11

Total

74

23345.77

F

E

Dependent Variable: Self-efficacy Levels

ss

Source

df

Model

3

890.07

.57

.63

CAI
Concepmal Tempo
with Self-awareness
(CTSA)

1

1.67

.00

.95

1

43.35

.08

.77

CAI* CTSA

1

845.04

1.62

.20

Ertor

71

37079.70

Total

74

37969.77
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Table 9: Continued.

Dependent Variable: Self-learrung Activity Levels
Source

df

Model

3

CAI
Concepmal Tempo
with Self-awareness
(CTSA)
CAI* CTSA

F

12

17328.86

13.10

.00

1

16981.77

38.50

.00

1

55.56

.13

.72

1

291.51

.66

.41

Ertor

71

31317.72

Total

74

48646.58

^

Dependent Variable: Academic Achievement Scores
Source
Model

ss

^

JL

3

484.05

.66

.57

CAI
Concepmal Tempo
with Self-awareness
(CTSA)

1

20.39

.08

.77

1

458.23

1.89

.17

CAI * CTSA

1

4.48

.02

.89

Ertor

71

17234.46

Total

74

17718.51
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81.29, SD = 24.44) (see Table 10 & Figure 7). Therefore, tiie nuU sub-hypotiiesis 1 was
rejected.
The otiier variables, self-monitoring levels, self-efficacy levels, and academic
achievement scores, were not significantiy different betweentiietwo CAI groups [F (1, 71)
= .05, n < .81; F (1, 71) = .23, £ < .63; F (1, 71) = .70, £ < .40, respectively].
Therefore, tiie other three nuU sub-hypotheses were retained. For the smdents intiieINC
CAI group, the means fortiieself-monitoring levels, the self-monitoring levels,tiieselfefficacy levels, and the academic achievement scores were 75.26 (SD = 19.04), 88.94 (SD
= 24.81), and 78.59 (SD = 17.06), respectively. For smdents mtiieTOLC CAI group,
the means for the self-monitoring levels, the self-efficacy levels, and the academic
achievement scores were 76.21 (SD = 16.59), 88.64 (SD = 20.53), and 79.63 (SD =
13.87), respectively.

Statistical Analysis for Hypothesis 2 Group
The nuU hypothesis of concepmal tempo style with self-awareness effects (CTSA)
was that there would be no significant difference between the effects of conceptual tempo
style with self-awareness as impulsive or reflective on coUege smdents' self-regulated
leaming skills and thek academic achievement scores. The dependent variables were thek
self-morutoring levels, self-efficacy levels, self-learning activity levels, and academic
achievement scores. That is, the nuU hypothesis of concepmal tempo style with selfawareness effects was that, when smdents were aware of thek own concepmal tempo style
(as impulsive or reflective), the means of the dependent variables in the impulsive group
and the means of the dependent variables in the reflective group would be same when these
means were compared simultaneously. The nuU hypothesis is Ulustrated in Figure 8.
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Table 10: Descriptive statistics for the CAI groups.

Dependent
Variables
SM
Self-monitoring
levels
SE
Self-efficacy
levels
SA
Self-learning activity
levels
AA
Acadenuc
achievement scores

INC CAI
(n=38)

TOLC CAI
(n=37)

Overall
(N=75)

M

75.23

76.21

75.73

SD

19.04

16.59

17.76

M

88.94

88.64

88.80

SD

24.81

20.53

22.65

M

111.39

81.29

96.54

SD

16.56

24.44

25.63

M

78.59

79.63

79.11

SD

17.06

13.87

15.47
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Figure 7: Mean differences of dependent variables betweentiieCAI groups.
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Figure 7: Continued.
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Figure 8: NuU hypothesis of overaU concepmal tempo style with self-awareness
effects for four dependent variables.

Reviewing the WUks' lambda, multivariate F statistic, and its associated p value
derived from the MANOVA test, a significant multivariate effect of concepmal tempo style
with self-awareness was not detected. The Wilks' lambda value was .94, its
cortesponding F value was .95, and its p value was .43. The p values for PiUai's trace
value, Hotelling-Lawley trace value, and Roy's greatest root value produced the same
results (see Table 11). Therefore, the researcher retained the nuU hypothesis of no overaU
concepmal tempo style with self-awareness effects on the dependent variables, and no
furtiier interpretation about the separate univariate analysis tests on each dependent variable
were made. That is, when coUege students were aware of their conceptual tempo style
(knpulsive or reflective), their performance was not significantiy different from each other
m terms of tiiek self-regulated leamkig skUls and academic achievement scores.
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Table 11: The MANOVA table for the hypothesis of no overaU conceptual tempo style witii
self-awareness effect

STATISTICS

Value

WUks' Lambda

.94

PUlai's Trace
HotelUng-Lawley Trace
Roy's Greatest Root

Ho. DF

Ertor DF

Pr>F

.95

4

68

.43

.05

.95

4

68

.43

.05

.95

4

68

.43

^

.95

4

68

.43
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However, as shown in Table 12 and Figure 9, the researcher observed that the
means of the self-monitoring levels, self-efficacy levels, and academic achievement scores
obtained from tiie reflective group were higher than the means obtained from the impulsive
group whUe the mean of self-leaming activity levels obtained from the impulsive group was
higher than the mean obtained from the reflective group. For the smdents who were selfaware of thek impulsivity, the means for the self-monitoring levels, the self-efficacy levels,
the self-leaming activity levels, and the academic achievement scores were 74.58 (SD =
19.19), 87.91 (SD = 24.50), 97.34 (SD = 23.76), and 76.25 (SD = 17.26), respectively.
For the students who were self-aware of their reflectivity, the means for the self-morutoring
levels, the self-efficacy levels, the self-leaming activity levels, and the academic
achievement scores were 76.58 (SD = 16.80), 89.45 (SD = 21.44), 95.95 (SD = 27.21),
and 81.24 (SD. = 13.82), respectively. GeneraUy speakmg, students who were self-aware
of thek reflectivity had higher self-efficacy, self-monitored better, and scored higher in the
acadenuc achievement test than the smdents who were self-aware of thek impulsivity. The
difference in the academic achievement scores between the smdents who were self-aware of
thek reflectivity and those who were self-aware of thek impulsivity were very obvious
(76.25 for tiie knpulsive group and 81.24 for the reflective group whentiielowest score
was 72 andtiiehighest score was 82). Also of mterest wastiiefacttiiatstudents who were
self-aware of thek knpulsivity were more self-active ki leaming processes in terms of
kiteracting with the CAI programs.
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Table 12: Descriptive statistics for concepmal tempo style witii self-awareness (CTSA)
groups.

CTSA

CTSA

OveraU

Impulsive

Reflective

(N=75)

(n=32)

(n=43)

M

74.58

76.58

75.73

SD

19.19

16.80

17.76

M

87.91

89.45

88.80

m

24.50

21.44

22.65

M

97.34

95.95

96.54

SD

23.76

27.21

25.63

M

76.25

81.24

79.11

SD

17.26

13.82

15.47

Dependent
Variables
SM
Self-morutoring
levels
SE
Self-efficacy
levels
SA
Self-leaming activity
levels
AA
Acadenuc
achievement scores

100

97.34 95.95
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Figure 9: Mean differences of dependent variables between the conceptual tempo
with self-awareness groups.
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Statistical Analvsis for Hvpotiiesis 3 Group
The nuU hypotiiesis of mteractive effect wastiiattiierewould be no signkicant
mteractive effects betweentiietwo different CAI envkonments andtiiestudents' conceptual
tempo style witii self-awareness on coUege students' self-regulated leamkig skUls and tiiek
acadenuc achievement scores. In anotiier words,tiiemeans oftiiedependent variables
obtakied from tiie knpulsive smdents witii INC CAI,tiiereflective students witii INC CAI,
tiie knpulsive smdents witii TOLC CAI, andtiiereflective smdents witii TOLC CAI would
be same when these means were compared simultaneously. The nuU hypothesis is
Ulustrated in Figure 10.
M
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M: population mean,
n: Dependent Variables (SM, SE, SA, & AA),
p: Between-Group [INC CAI or TOLC CAI], and
q: Within-Group [Impulsive or Reflective])
Figure 10. NuU hypothesis of overall interactive effects of treatments for four
dependent variables.

Reviewing the Wilks' lambda, multivariate F statistic, and its associated p value
derived from the MANOVA test for the interactive effect hypotiiesis, a significant
interactive multivariate effect was not detected. The WiUcs' lambda value was .97, its
cortesponding F value was .47, and its p value was .75. The p values for PiUai's trace
value, HoteUing-Lawley trace value, and Roy's greatest root value produced the same
results (see Table 13). Therefore, the researcher retained the nuU hypothesis of no
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mteractive effect of the two independent variables on the dependent variables, and no
further interpretation about the separate imivariate analysis tests on each dependent variable
were made. Table 14 shows the descriptive information about the each interaction group.

Table 13: The MANOVA table for the hypothesis of no overaU interactive effect

STATISTICS

Value

F

Ho. DF

Ertor DF

Pr>F

WUks' Lambda

.97

.47

4

68

.75

PiUai's Trace

.02

.47

4

68

.75

HoteUing-Lawley Trace

.02

.47

4

68

.75

Roy's Greatest Root

.02

.47

4

68

.75
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Table 14: Descriptive statistics for the interaction groups.

INC CAI
(n=38)

CTSA
CTSA
CTSA
CTSA
Impulsive Reflective Impulsive Reflective
(n=21)
(n=22)
(n=16)
(n=16)

Dependent
Variables

SM
Self-morutoring
levels
SE
Self-efficacy
levels
SA
Self-leaming activity
levels
AA
Academic
achievement scores

TOLC CAI
(n=37)

OveraU
(N=75)

M

72.08

77.57

77.57

75.55

75.73

m

24.36

14.18

12.40

19.47

17.76

M

84.16

92.42

91.66

86.34

88.80

m

30.19

20.08

17.29

22.84

22.65

M

114.68

109.00

80.00

82.28

96.54

SD

14.40

17.92

17.84

28.88

25.63

M

75.41

80.90

77.08

81.58

79.11

SD

21.46

13.05

12.40

14.89

15.47
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Analvses on Efforts in learning with CAI
In addition to testing research nuU hypotheses,tiieresearcher was mterested in
analyzmgtiiestudents' efforts m leaming with two CAI programs measured bytiieklesson
completion levels andtimespent for leaming. The efforts in leamkig were measured by tiie
percentages of completed lesson menu items Gesson completion level), andtiietotal tkne
tiiat each smdent spent for botiitiiefkst CAI lesson andtiiesecond CAI lesson (time spent
for leaming).
In the results of a MANOVA repeated measures analysis, the researcher detected
significant effects oftiieCAI treatment ontiiesmdents' overaU lesson completion levels [F
(1,71) = 26.26,2 < .(X)]. The MANOVA repeated measures analysis on the lesson
completion levels with the two lessons as a within treatment variable detected significant
effects of botii lesson differences [F (1, 71) = 85.06, p < .00] and CAI by lesson
differences [F (1, 71) = 22.27, ji < .00]. But k did not detect signkicant effects of
concepmal tempo with self-awareness by lessons [F (1, 71) = 2.73. £ < .10] and the
mteractive effects of CAI and CTSA by lessons [F (1, 71) = .30, p < .58] ontiielesson
completion levels (see Table 15).
Another MANOVA repeated measures analysis detected significant effects of the
conceptual tempo style with self-awareness on the smdents' overaU time spent for leaming
[F (1,71) = 17.47, ^ < .00]. The MANOVA repeated measures analysis on the time spent
for leaming with the two lessons as a witiiin treatment variable detected signkicant effects
of both lesson differences [F (1, 71) = 73.32, p < .(X)] and CAI by lesson dkferences [F
(1,71) = 14.07, p < .(X)]. But it did not detect significant effects of conceptual tempo with
self-awareness by lessons [F (1, 71) = .03. p < .85] and the mteractive effects of CAI and
CTSA by lessons [F (1, 71) = 1.79, p < .18] on the tkne spent for leaming (see Table 16).
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Table 15: The MANOVA summary table fortiieCAI, CTSA, and the mteractive effects on
the lesson completion levels in lesson 1 and lesson 2.

Source

df

M§

E

g_

BETWEEN CELLS
CAI

1

23525.64

26.26

.00

CTSA

1

4033.17

4.50

.03

CAI * CTSA

1

1936.54

2.16

.14

Ertor (between)

71

895.87

Lesson

1

2551.11

85.06

.00

CAI by Lesson

1

667.98

22.27

.00

CTSA by Lesson

1

81.87

2.73

.10

CAI by CTSA by
Lesson

1

8.98

.30

.58

Ertor (within)

71

29.99

WITHIN CELLS
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Table 16: The MANOVA summary table fortiieCAI, CTSA, andtiiemteractive effects on
the time spent for leaming in lesson 1 and lesson 2.

Source

gf

MS

E

E

BETWEEN CELLS
CAI

1

7394.73

17.47

.00

CTSA

1

238.38

.56

.45

CAI * CTSA

1

26.29

.06

.80

Ertor (between)

71

423.17

Lesson

1

19501.03

73.32

.00

CAI by Lesson

1

3741.30

14.07

.00

CTSA by Lesson

1

8.89

.03

.85

CAI by CTSA by
Lesson

1

476.73

1.79

.18

Ertor (within)

71

265.98

WITHIN CELLS
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The means of lesson completion levels fortiieINC CAI group and fortiieTOLC
CAI group were 95.61 (SD = 12.66) and 75.48 (SD = 18.78). The means of time spent
for leanung fortiieINC CAI group and fortiieTOLC CAI group were 139.05 (SD =
25.70) and 110.84 (SD = 31.69). Students mtiieINC CAI group completed more lesson
contents and spent moretimefor completmg lessonstiiantiiesmdents mtiieTOLC CAI
group (see Table 17 and Figure 11).
A sknple effect repeated measures test revealedtiiattiiedkferences oftiiemeans of
lesson completion levels between two lessons for botii CAI groups were significantiy
dkferent [F (1, 71) = 12.19, p < .00 for INC CAI, and F (1, 71) = 100.14, p < .00 for
TOLC CATj (see Table 18). FortiieINC CAI group,tiiemeans of lesson completion
levels for tiie lesson 1 and for tiie lesson 2 were 97.40 and 93.41, respectively. For tiie
TOLC CAI group, the mean of lesson completion levels fortiielesson 1 and fortiielesson
2 were 77.60 and 73.35, respectively (see Table 19). That is, from the lesson completion
level of 87.84 for the fkst lesson to 79.33 for the second lesson for the total sample was a
significant drop. So was a decrease from 97.40 to 93.41 fortiieINC CAI group and from
77.60 to 73.35 for the TOLC CAI group. For the fkst lesson, the lesson completion levels
of 97.40 m INC CAI and 77.60 m TOLC CAI were sigmficantiy dkferent The same
interpretation is appUed to the second lesson, with 93.41 in INC CAI and 73.35 in TOLC
CAI.
The ANOVA test detected a signkicant effect of concepmal tempo with selfawareness on the students' lesson completion levels [F (1, 71) = 4.50, p < .03], but not on
time spent for leaming [F (1, 71) = .56, p < .45]. However, from the observation of the
means, the reflective students spent more time for leaming than the impulsive smdents.
The means of completion levels for the impulsive group and for the reflective group were
82.36 and 88.15, respectively. The means of time spent for leaming for the impulsive
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Table 17: Means of lesson completion levels and time spent for leaming between CAI
groups.

INC CAI
(n=38)

TOLC CAI
(n=37)

OveraU
(N=75)

M

95.61

75.48

85.68

SD

12.66

18.78

18.83

M

139.05

110.84

125.13

SD

25.70

31.69

31.94

Variables
Lesson
Completion
Levels

Tkne Spent
forLeartung

110

Max
100 n

95.61

• INC CAI
B TOLC CAI

Min

Lesson Completion Levels

110.84

• INC CAI
0 TOLC CAI

^^^^t^n^

Time Spent for Learning (min.)

Figure 11: Mean differences of lesson completion levels and time spent for leaming
between CAI groups.
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Table 18: The ANOVA repeated measures summary table for the CAI effects on the mean
differences of lesson completion levels between lesson 1 and lesson 2.

Source

^

MS

WITHIN CELLS

71

29.99

INC CAI by
Lesson

1

365.50

12.19

.00

TOLC CAI by
Lesson

1

3003.31

100.14

.00

F

E

Table 19: Mean differences of lesson completion levels between lesson 1 and lesson 2 for
each CAI group.

Lesson

ESTCCAI

TOLC CAI

1

97.40

77.60

87.84

2

93.41

73.35

79.33

TOTAL

95.61

75.48
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OveraU

group and for the reflective group were 122.03 and 127.44, respectively (see Table 20 and
Figure 12).
There was no kiteraction effect oftiieCAI types and concepmal tempo witii sekawareness on lesson completion levels [F (1,71) = 2.16, p < .14] andtiietimespent for
leammg [F (1, 71) = .06, p < .80]. However, an interestingfindingfrom the observation
oftiiemean values was that the knpulsive smdents m the TOLC CAI group completed tiie
least lesson menu items (M = 70.98, SD = 19.94) and spenttiieshortesttimefor leamkig
(M = 106.99, SD = 35.01) whUe the reflective smdents mtiieINC CAI group completed
the most lesson menu items (M = 96.96, SD = 4.84) and spent the most tkne for leaming
(M = 140.48, SD = 28.57)tiianother groups (see Table 21 and Figure 13).

Analyses on I^.aming ResponsibiUty Shift in INC CAI
The main teaching strategy in INC CAI was the cogrutive ^prenticeship teaching
method, using coaching strategies. The coaching feamres in INC CAI were diminished
toward the second CAI lesson in order to aUow smdents more responsibiUty in leaming.
The researcher was interested in how much of the power of leaming was shiftedfromthe
coach to the smdents and how independent they became in terms of thek self-learning
activity levels per a request of help from the coach.
Within the INC CAI group, the frequencies of utiUzing the coaching features (the
number of cUcks on the coach button) in the lesson 1 and in the lesson 2 were recorded
separately. The frequency mean values of cUcks on the coach button fortiielesson 1 and
for the lesson 2 were 74.91 and 35.51, respectively (see Table 22).
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Table 20: Means of lesson completion levels and tkne spent for leanung between
concepmal tempo with self-awareness groups.

Impulsive
(n=32)

Variables
Lesson
Completion
Levels

Time Spent
for Leamkig

Reflective
(n=43)

OveraU
(N= 75)

M

82.36

88.15

85.68

SD

22.33

15.55

18.83

M

122.03

127.44

125.13

SD

32.57

31.66

31.94
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Max

100 1

88.15
• Impulsive

75 •

0 Reflective
50 •

25
Min

Lesson Completion Levels

Max
199 n

152 122.03

127.44

• Impulsive
D Reflective

105 •

Min

58

•fa^a^UUMUMidi

Time Spent for Learning (min.)

Figure 12: Mean differences of lesson completion levels and time spent for leaming
between concepmal tempo with self-awareness groups.
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Table 21: Means of lesson completion levels and time spent for leamkig for each
interaction group between CAI groups and conceptual tempo with sek-awareness
groups.

INC CAI
(n=38)
Variables

Lesson
Completion
Levels
Time Spent
forLeaiTiing

TOLC CAI
(n=37)

CTSA
CTSA
CTSA
CTSA
Impulsive Reflective Impulsive Reflective
(n=16)
(n=22)
(n=16)
(n=21)

OVERALL
•(N=75)

M

93.75

96.96

70.98

78.91

85.68

SD

18.88

4.84

19.94

17.56

18.83

M

137.08

140.48

106.99

113.78

125.13

SD

21.98

28.57

35.01

29.45

31.94
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96.96

93.75

70.98

Impulsive
in INC CAI

Reflective
in INC CAI

Impulsive
in TOLC
CAI

78.91

Reflective
in TOLC
CAI

Lesson Completion Levels

140.48
^^^^BP"T

A% s

;.

Impulsive
in INC CAI

106.99

s

113.78

:..-5.<.

Reflective
in INC CAI

Impulsive
in TOLC
CAI
Time Spent for Learning (min.)

Reflective
in TOLC
CAI

Figure 13: Mean differences of lesson completion levels and time spent for leaming
for each interaction group between CAI groups and conceptual tempo with
self-awareness groups.
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The frequencies of cUcking on the leammg activity buttons fortiielesson 1 and the
lesson 2 were also separately recorded. The frequency mean values of clicks on the
leaming activity buttons fortiielesson 1 and fortiielesson 2 were 27.13 (SD = 7.48) and
84.26 (SD = 14.64), respectively (see Table 23). Smcetiienumbers of available coach
buttons were dkferent between the lesson 1 and the lesson 2, ratios of the mean of
frequencies of self-leammg activity per the mean of frequencies of using the coach buttons
were used to measure the leaming responsibiUty shift. The ratios for the lesson 1 and for
tiie lesson 2 were .38 (SD = .19) and 5.48 (SD = 13.30), respectively (see Table 24).
An ANOVA repeated measures test on the dkference m the ratios between the two
CAI lessons detected that there was a significant shift of the smdents' independence from
the coaching feamres from the lesson 1 to the lesson 2 IF (1, 37) = 5.55, p < .02] (see
Table 25). That is, as the coach withdrew the degree of coaching feamres in the lesson 2,
the smdents in the INC CAI increased thek behavioral responsibiUties in leaming processes
and involved themselves more actively in leaming, reducing the amount of help requested
from the coach button.
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Table 22: Descriptive information about utiUzkig the coach button for each lesson.
Number of CUcks
on Coach Button

M

SD

Lesson 1

74.91

18.65

Lesson 2

35.51

19.20

Total

110.43

32.89

Table 23: Descriptive irkormation about sek-leaming activity levels for each lesson.

Self-leammg Activity Levels (SA)

M

Sg

Lesson 1

27.13

7.48

Lesson 2

84.26

14.64
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Table 24: Descriptive irkormation about the ratio of sek-leaming activity levels per
a click on the coach button for each lesson.
Self-leammg Activity Levels per a CUck
on Coach Button

M

SD

Lesson 1

.39

.19

Lesson 2

5.46

13.30

Table 25: The ANOVA repeated measures test result for the ratios of sek-leaming activity
levels per a cUck on coach button (SA/COACH) in lesson 1 and lesson 2 within
INC CAI group.

SS

^

MS

WITHIN CELLS

3267.51

37

88.31

Lesson

489.85

1

489.85
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E

e_

5.55

.02

Summary
This chapter presented the statistical analyses on the hypotheses for this smdy. The
researcher first analyzed the cortelationships among the four dependent variables. From
tiie observation of the results obtained from the Pearson Cortelation Coefficient matrix and
a Bartiett's test of sphericity, the researcher found that the dependent variables were
signkicantiy cortelated with each other. Therefore, the researcher determmed to use
MANOVA techruques to conduct the hypothesis testing. Prior to the hypothesis testing,
the researcher conducted tests for the assumption of normaUty of distribution and the
assumption of homogeneity of covariance matrices for each dependent variable. The
assumption of normal distribution on the variable of sek-leaming activity levels was found
to be tenable, whUe the assumptions for the other three variables were not Using BartiettBox F tests and Cochrans-C tests, the assumption of multivariate homogeneity of variance
was found to be not tenable. However, since violation of the assumptions of normaUty of
distribution and multivariate homogeneity of covariance matrices seems to likely occur in
practice as Stevens (1992) points out, hypothesis testing for this smdy proceeded.
Using MANOVA techniques, the nuU hypotiiesis of CAI effects on multivariate
variables was rejected. The smdents in the INC CAI group mvolved significantiy more
self-actively in thek leaming processes than the smdents in the TOLC CAI group. The
self-efficacy levels, self-morutoring levels, and academic achievement scores were not
significantiy different betweentiieINC CAI group and the TOLC CAI group. The nuU
hypotheses of smdents' concepmal tempo with sek-awareness effects (CTSA) and the
mteractive effects of CAI and CTSA were retained. The students who were sek-aware of
themselves as impulsive or reflective were not significantiy dkferent in terms of thek sekregulated leaming skills and academic achievement scores. Thek concepmal tempo styles
did not significantiy differentiy kiteract with the extemal computerized leaming
envkonments, eitiier INC CAI or TOLC CAI.
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Smdents' effort-levels were measured by thek lesson completion levels and time
spent for leammg. MANOVA tests revealed that students usmg INC CAI showed
sigruficantiy greater effort-level ki leaming than smdents using TOLC CAI. The smdents
in the INC CAI group completed significantiy more lessons and spent significantiy more
time for leaming than the smdents in the TOLC CAI group. Impulsive smdents and
reflective smdents did not show significantiy dkferent effort-levels. Thek conceptual
tempo styles did not significantiy interact with the different computerized leaming
envkonments in terms of efforts in learning.
The coaching features adopted from the cogrutive apprenticeship teaching method
affected the students with INC CAI to use behavioraUy active and persistent leaming
processes. Although smdents in both the INC CAI group and TOLC CAI group
significantiy decreased the lesson completion levels in the second CAI lesson, there was
further proof that smdents in INC CAI increased thek responsibiUties in leaming processes
m the second INC CAI lesson. Within the INC CAI group, a leaming responsibiUty shift
from the coach to the students was found by comparingtiieratio of the students' sekleaming activity levels divided by the frequencies of thek utilization of the coaching
feamres. The ANOVA repeated measures analysis on the ratio indicated that as the smdents
went to the second INC CAI lesson, they were no longer dependent on the coach's
suggestions. They were able to become involved in highly active leaming processes
without the coach's scaffolding.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

Introduction
The researcher's primary concem in this smdy was ineffective leamers compared to
effective leamers. Ineffective leamers are not ortiy academicaUy low-achievers but also
poor-reflectors in terms of developing altemate solutions. Among the various cognitive
style categories, concepmal tempo styles interestedtiieresearcher as an indicator of
ineffective and effective leamers. Concepmal tempo styles categorize leamers as either
impulsive persons or reflective persons. According to the previous research review, a
problem of impulsive leamers is that they tend to employ inefficient problem solving
strategies. Cogrutive impulsivity compared to reflectivity was found to be disadvantageous
in leaming simations because it hinders leamers in reflecting on possible altematives in
problem solving simations and causes them to have more chances to experience faUure.
Concerning the disadvantages of cogrutive impulsivity, there have been many
research smdies to help impulsive leamers. However, many research smdies found that
extemaUy provided training or instmction was not enough to alter leamers' cogrutive style
(e.g., CampbeU et al., 1989; Kurtz & Borkowski, 1987; Meichenbaum & Goodman,
1971). An altemate effective strategy to help impulsive leamers to avoid thek cognitive
disadvantages would be to help them to be aware of thek cognitive styles so that they can
control thek cogrutive tendency and improve thek weaknesses in leaming processes.
Another solution for impulsive leamers to become effective learners was to help
them to acquke effective learrung skills. A problem of impulsive leamers is that they tend
to employ inefficient problem solving skiUs. Accordmg to sek-regulated leaming theorists,
effective leamers are "metacogrutively, motivationally, and behavioraUy active participants
in their own leaming process" (Zimmerman, 1989, p. 4). That is, sek-regulated leaming
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skUls are effective leammg skUlstiiatimpulsive leamers need to acquire. Impulsive
leamers may be taught how to become metacogrutively, motivationaUy, and behavioraUy
active in thek leamkig processes. Educators, then, need to develop effective teaching
strategies to helptiiemacquke the sek-regulated leaming skUls m optknal leamkig
envkonments.
The second concem in this smdy was what kind of leaming envkonment educators
should prepare and which teachmg strategy would be the most effective in order to teach
ineffective leamers to become effective sek-regulated leamers. As Schutz (1991) argues,
the human system is an active organism that wants to emerge from a state of maintaining
standards to a state of reaching new goals. What needs to be prepared by educators are
optimal leaming envkonments. In this smdy, computerized leaming envkonments were
chosen to be adequate for teaching sek-regulated leaming skUls due to the interactive
individualized instmction and immediate feedback capabiUties.
As reviewed in Chapter n, the effectiveness of TOLC CAI type of programs that
aUow leamers to have a total control in leaming processes has been examined in many CAI
research smdies. Total leamer conttol in CAI pronused to increase leamers' positive
attimdes toward the leaming subject along with the benefit of individualized sek-paced
leaming. But it was found that novice leamers tended to escape from the instmction before
they mastered the contents. An interpretation of this phenomenon was that novice leamers
often misevaluated thek knowledge acquisition levels. Leamers' poor decisions about
leaming pace, sequence, and length in leamer-controUed CAI were found by many research
studies (e.g.. Gay, 1986; Sternberg, 1989). EspeciaUy whentiieleamkig subject requkes
leamers to use extensive irkormation-processing capacities, totaUy leamer-controUed CAI
was too much burden for them to handle (e.g.. Gay, 1986; Gray, 1987). TotaUy leamercontroUed CAI seemed not to be very promising.
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Concemmg tiie disadvantage of total leamer control m CAI,tiierehas been anotiier
trend of research on CAI that investigates the relative effectiveness of leamer-controUed
CAI. Accordmg to Sternberg's review of Uteramre about recent CAI (1989), leamer
control with advisement benefits leamers in terms of eliminating boredom or anxiety in
leamkig even tiiough k does not guarantee higher achievement The component of
advisement was an effective teachmg strategy. Reflecting on the effectiveness of adopting
advismg teachmg strategies in traditional CAI, tiie researcher considered tiie cognitive
apprenticeship teaching method as an effective teachmg strategy in CAI for meffective
leamers. The cogrutive apprenticeship teaching metiiod (Collins et al., 1989) is rooted m
the traditional apprenticeship teaching method where a novice apprentice leams skUls by
observing a master's performance. The cogrutive apprenticeship teaching method
emphasizes "leaming-tiirough-guided-experience" (ColUns et al., 1989, p. 457). The
sequence of cogrutive apprenticeship is from modeling and coaching to fading and
reflecting. There are several intelUgent mtoring systems that adopted coaching mechanism
(e.g., mSs, 1990; LCSs, 1990; RTSs, 1995; SHERLOCK, 1992). But adopting tiie
cogrutive apprenticeship teaching method in CAI has not been attempted before; therefore it
was an interesting researchable variable.
Based on the researcher's observation briefly described above, she conducted a
study that investigated the effects of two dkferent CAI envkonments and the effects of
concepmal tempo style with sek-awareness on coUege students' sek-regulated skiUs and
thek academic achievement scores. The two dkferent types of CAI programs that were
compared ki tiiis study were: (1) INteUigentiy Contt-oUed CAI (INC CAI) and (2) TOtaUy
Leamer-ContiroUed CAI (TOLC CAI). The INC CAI adopted tiie cognitive apprenticeship
teachmg method, and the TOLC CAI did not. The smdents' conceptual tempo styles were
measured by a computerized version of Matching FamiUar Figures Test (MFFT) to
categorize them as either impulsive or reflective persons.
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This smdy was conducted kitiieearly spring semester in 1996. Seventy-five
coUege smdents in the College of Education at a westem Texas University participated in
tills study. The researcher developed the computerized MFFT and two dkferent CAI
programs, an INteUigentiy ControUed CAI (INC CAI) and a TOtaUy Leamer ControUed
CAI (TOLC CAI), usmg HyperCard 2.2. The CAI programs consisted of two lessons
about educational measurement and testing and Texas Assessment of Academic SkUls
(TAAS) test. The coUege smdents' sek-regulated leaming skiUs were measured by three
dimensions as Zimmerman (1989) proposed; metacogrutively, motivationaUy, and
behavioraUy. Students' metacogrutive changes, motivational changes, and behavioral
changes due to the treatments were observed by the degrees of thek sek-morutoring levels,
sek-efficacy levels, and sek-leaming activity levels, respectively.
The data were analyzed by MANOVA techniques. NuU hypothesis 1 was rejected
by the MANOVA test with WUks' lambda value of .61, the F value of 10.82 and its p value
of .(X). That is, INC CAI significantiy affected the coUege smdents' sek-regulated leaming
skUls. Among the four dependent variables, sek-leaming activity levels were found to
provide the greatest contribution to the significance of effect Smdents in the INC CAI
group were significantiy more actively involved in their leaming processes than the
smdents in the TOLC CAI group. NuU hypotheses 2 and 3 were retained with Wilks'
lambda value of .43 and .75, respectively. That is, the smdents' conceptual tempo style
with sek-awareness (as impulsive or reflective) did not dkferentiy affect thek sek-regulated
leaming skiUs and academic achievement scores. The students who were sek-aware of
different conceptual tempo styles did not perform significantiy dkferentiy in terms of thek
sek-regulated leaming skUls and academic achievement test scores in the two dkferent CAI
environments. FoUowing is a discussion about thefindingsobtained from the analyses of
data, limitations of this study, and suggestions for future research.
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Discussion and Conclusions
The CAI Effects on Self-regulated Learning Skills and
Academic Achievement Scores
The results of data analysis fortiiehypotiiesis for the effects of the CAI showed
tiiat there was a signkicantiy different effect of INC CAI and TOLC CAI on coUege
students' sek-regulated leaming skills and academic achievement scores. According to the
separate ANOVA tests, the significance was found due totiiesmdents' sek-leaming
activity levels. The smdents in the INC CAI group were significantiy more sek-active in
tiiek leaming processes thantiiesmdents in the TOLC CAI group m terms oftiienumber of
cUcks on the leaming activity buttons. That is, among the three dimensions of sekregulated leaming skills (metacogrution, motivation, and behavior), INC CAI influenced
the smdents' behavioral change the most.
It was apparent that the coaching features in INC CAI adopted from the cogrutive
apprenticeship teaching method did function as expected in terms of improving leamers'
performance. The difference in teaching methods between INC CAI and TOLC CAI was
that INC CAI employed a coach's scaffolding strategies whUe TOLC CAI used a traditional
computerized simple assessment feedback. Except for the coach button and its message
field in INC CAI, the lesson contents and the screen designs were the same between the
two CAI lessons. This impUes that the coach's appearance and its scaffolding was
important enough to cause the smdents to become behavioraUy active and sek-regulated
leamers.
The cogrutive apprenticeship teaching method also affected the smdents' other
behavioral changes: Persistence in leaming. Persistence in leaming was measured by the
smdents' lesson completion levels and tkne spent for leaming. FromtiieMANOVA test,
the effort-levels betweentiiesmdents using INC CAI and the students usmg TOLC CAI
were sigruficantiy different. From the separate ANOVA tests, it was found that both lesson
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completion levels and time spent for leaming contributed totiiesignificance of the effect
The students ki the INC CAI group completed more lesson menu items and spent more
time for leamingtiianthe smdents m the TOLC CAI group.
At this point during the analyses, the researcher was interested m how the cogrutive
apprenticeship teachmg method reaUy functioned in terms of alteringtiiesmdents'
behaviors. One way toj-eveal it was to analyze the pattem of leaming behaviors between
the fkst lesson and the second lesson observed within the INC CAI group. As described in
Chapter m, tiie coachkig features in INC CAI faded mtiiesecond lesson, based on tiie
cogrutive apprenticeship teaching metiiod (see Figure 4). This was mtended to aUow
smdents more responsibUities in leaming processes in order for them to become sekregulated leamers. An interestingfindingwithin the INC CAI group was that the smdents
became independent from the coach as they went toward the second CAI lesson. The
difference in the ratio of the number of cUcks ontiieleaming activity buttons divided by the
number of cUcks on the coach button for the fkst lesson and the ratio of the number of
cUcks on the leaming activity buttons divided by the number of cUcks on the coach button
for the second lesson teUs how independent they becamefromthe coaching features as they
leamed from the fkst CAI lesson to the second CAI lesson. The ANOVA repeated
measures test result showed that the second ratio significantiy increased from the fkst ratio.
The means of the ratios for thefirstlesson and for tiie second lesson were .38 and 5.48,
respectively. That is, the smdents became able to manage the leaming activities without
requiring the coach's strict advice during the second lesson. The smdents no longer needed
tiie coach's advice as much as they did in the fkst lesson, but they were stiU able to
accompUsh whattiieywere supposed to do. This mdicatestiiattiieresponsibiUty of
leaming has been shifted from tiie coach to the smdents as the coach lessened in influence
during the second CAI lesson.
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These behavioral changes may be also explained by what Chan and Baskin (1990)
proposed as a leamer's three leammg stages: the imitation stage, the development stage,
and the mtegration stage. The smdents m INC CAI ntight foUow whattiiecoach suggested
m the fkst lesson (the imitation stage). Throughtiieknitation stage,tiieyacquked the
appropriate leaming behaviors as a habk (tiie development stage) so thattiieykept
foUowing the appropriate leaming sequence to complete the second lesson even without the
coach's strict scaffolding (the integration stage). The researcher asserts that the fkst stage
of imitation for the master's modeling is very critical for novice leamers in cogrutive
apprenticeship teaching envkonments.
In this smdy, the imitation and modeling stage was optional among the lesson menu
items in TOLC CAI. From her observation of participants during the research period, the
researcher noticed that the smdents in the TOLC CAI group who did not review the fkst
menu item, 'About how to use this program,' tended to ignore the usage of the extra
leaming buttons, which in mm resulted in thek low sek-leaming activity levels, whUe the
smdents who reviewed it seemed to develop thek own pattems of navigating the extra
leaming buttons. From the data analysis, 85% of smdents in the TOLC CAI group selected
the fkst lesson menu item. Within the TOLC CAI group, there were strong positive
cortelationships between the number selectmg thefirstlesson menu item and the sekleaming activity levels and lesson completion levels for the rest of the lessons (r = .37, r =
.40, respectively). That is, as smdents experienced the imitation and modeUng stage, they
tended to be more sek-active and complete more lesson items, and vice versa. On the other
hand, INC CAI was designed to have smdents automaticaUy mvolved intiiemodeling and
inutation stage before they received the CAI instmction. Therefore, 100% of smdents in
INC CAI observed how they were supposed to behave for successful leaming from the
coach's modeling section. This might cause the significant dkferences oftiiesek-leaming
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activity levels and lesson completion levels betweentiieINC CAI group andtiieTOLC CAI
group.
Anotiier analysis to investigate the effects of cognitive apprenticeship teaching
method in INC CAI was to compare the lesson completion levels between the fkst lesson
and the second lesson. The mean of lesson completion levels for the second lesson was
lowertiiantiieone fortiiefirstlesson m INC CAI case (97.80 fortiiefkst lesson, and
93.42 for the second lesson). This could be due to the decreased degree of use of the
coachmg features in the second lesson. The students were provided less dkect and less
strict scaffolding by the coach in the second lesson. Under the assumption that the degree
of coaching feamres in INC CAI would be positively cortelated to the smdents' lesson
completion levels and time spent for leaming, the smdents in the second INC CAI lesson
where the coach withdrew were expected to dimirush thek lesson completion levels and
time spent for leaming to the level of the TOLC CAI group. The expectation was not found
to be trae. Not ortiy did the degree of thek lesson completion levels and time spent for
leaming not drop down to the level of the TOLC CAI group, but the decrease of lesson
completion levels in the second lesson observed in the INC CAI group was also observed
in the TOLC CAI group (77.60 for thefirstlesson, and 73.35 for the second lesson). This
impUes that the decreased lesson completion levels in the INC CAI group was not because
the coach' withdrawal. It could be due to other reasons such as becomingtiredor bored
toward the end of the second CAI lesson. The researcher observedtiiatsome smdents in
botii CAI groups tended to get tked from sitting m front of the computer for more than
tiiree hours (the maximum time spent was 199 nunutes) even thoughtiieywere aUowed to
have break time as needed.
Despite the significant effect of INC CAI on the smdents' behavioral change, INC
CAI was not significantiy more effective than TOLC CAI ontiiesmdents' metacognitive
change, motivational change, or thek academic achievement scores. According to the
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separate ANOVA tests ontiiefour dependent variables, the sek-monitoring levels, sekefficacy levels, and academic achievement scores did not contribute totiiesignificance.
This may be explained by several reasons. Fkst, measurement of metacogrutive change or
motivational change is more difficult than the measurement of behavioral change. The
number of cUcks on the buttons was absolute and quantitative enough to be measured and
analyzed. The sek-morutoring levels and sek-efficacy levels are quaUtative components
which can not be easUy questioned by a sentence and measured simply with a yes or no
response. The instruments to measure the sek-morutoring levels and sek-efficacy levels
requke introspective observations (McCombs, 1989). This also knplies that evaluation of
cogrutive apprenticeship is not simply measuring the level of desked skiUs. In the
traditional apprenticeship, ortiy performance of skiUs was measured for mastery. Cognitive
apprenticeship includes measurement of knowledge and reflection as weU as the acquisition
of skiUs. The last step in the cogrutive apprenticeship teaching method, how novice
leamers reach a mastery level of knowledge and reflect upon themselves as accomplished,
is difficult to measure.
The non-significant effects of the CAI on the three dependent variables may be also
explained related to the non-tenabiUty of assumptions of normaUty oftiiethree dependent
variables. In Chapter IV, the researcher detected that the sample of smdents were from a
normaUy distributed population in terms of thek sek-leaming activity levels, but not in
terms of thek sek-efficacy levels, sek-monitoring levels, and academic achievement scores.
The violation of the assumptions of normal distribution of population could be one reason
tiiattiietreatment was not significantiy effective ontiiestudents' sek-efficacy levels, sekmonitoring levels, and academic achievement scores. The violation of assumptions of
normal distribution can be explamed by problems in complexity of the lesson contents and
smdents' cognitive abiUties. The lesson contents kitiieCAI lessons might not be complex
enough to result in significant differences intiiethree variables. Also, since the sample of
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smdents was selected from students who were taking a course ki a College of Education at
a Westem Texas Uruversity (which was a nartow scale of samphng), the smdents might be
homogeneous m terms of thek cogrutive abiUties. Smdents with sknUar cognitive abiUties
could result in non-significant effects of leaming with CAI. SknpUcity of the CAI lesson
contents and/or students' similar cognitive abiUties could make a majority oftiiemfeel very
confident of what they leamed and predict how they were able to perform after leaming.

The Concepmal Tempo with Self-awareness Effects on
Sek-regulated Ii^.aming Skills and Academic Achievement Scores
The MANOVA test did not detect a significant effect of concepmal tempo style with
sek-awareness (CTSA) on coUege smdents' sek-regulated leaming skills and academic
achievement scores. That is, when smdents were aware of thek concepmal tempo style (as
impulsive or reflective), there was no significant difference in thek performance measured
by thek sek-monitoring levels, sek-efficacy levels, sek-leaming activity levels and
academic achievement scores. The non-significance of the CTSA effects can be influenced
by several factors. Fkst, the sample group of students was homogeneous in terms of thek
conceptual tempo styles so that categorizing them into two groups, either an impulsive
group or a reflective group, was not very meaningful. Although the smdents' latency in
MFFT was found to be normaUy distributed (Shapiro-WiUc statistics =.97, p < .26,
skewness = .01), the assumption of normaUty for the variable of ertors was found nontenable (Shapko-WUk statistics = .88, p < .00). The average of number of ertors that tiie
smdents made mtiieMFFT was merely .54 witii a standard deviation of .47;tiiatis, the
smdents made a less than one ertor intiieMFFT on average. As a matter of fact, accordmg
to the data analysis, 75% of smdents made lesstiianone ertor m the MFFT (i.e., 75
quantUe = .83) and the skewness of the distribution was .89. This mdicates thattiiesample
group of students was heterogeneous in terms of latency but very homogeneous in terms of
tiiek concepmal recognition abiUties.
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Witiitiienon-significance of CTSA effects, however,tiieresearcher proposes an
altemate way of mterpretingtiiisresult. That is,tiienon-significance of CTSA effects may
indicate that thett-eattnentof sek-awareness of concepmal tempo style might promote tiie
knpulsive students' cautiousness abouttiiekcognitive weaknesses m leaming and
unproved thek sek-responsibiUty in leamkig sotiiattiieycould perform close to the
reflective smdents' levels and k did not result in a significant difference of the results. This
interpretation, however, is ortiy an assumption and it can be confirmed when the two
groups of concepmal tempo style with sek-awareness are compared with another control
group who does not receive the treatment of sek-awareness of concepmal tempo style
within a pre-test and post-test design.

The Interactive Effects of CAI and CTSA on Sek-regulated
Ii>.aming Skills and Academic Achievement Scores
The MANOVA test did not detect the significant interactive effects of concepmal
tempo style with sek-awareness (CTSA) and the two different CAI envkonments on
coUege students' sek-regulated leaming skills and academic achievement scores. This
result of non-interactive effects of the two treatments on sek-regulated leaming skills and
academic achievement scores could be explained relative to the non-significant effects of
concepmal tempo style with sek-awareness treatment According to Diaz et al. (1990),
sek-regulation in leaming requkes a prerequisite intemal process: sek-control. The sekcontrol process comes before leamers become truly sek-regulated in leanung. Sek-control
is referted to as compUance of "intemaUzed caregiver commands" (Diaz et al., 1990, p.
129) m a stimuU-and-response fashion. After leamers acquke thek sek-control
capabiUties, they become able to formulate thek own plans of actions, which is sekregitiation. In this smdy, the researcher interprets that the CTSA treatment was not
significantiy effective so that k ntight not bring the smdents to the point where they could
reaUy regulate thek strengths and weaknesses in learrung processes. It could be because
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tiie mtemalized caregiver command (ie.,tiieconcepmal tempo style report and appearance
of the reminding icon on the CAI screens) was not powerful enough or because its duration
was not long enough to help the smdents developtiiekown strategies of leammg m tiie
computerized environments.
In conclusion, the researcher argues that educators or instmctional designers should
invest thek efforts in developing and utiUzing computer-assisted instmction as effective
mteractive learning envkonments m order to help smdents to become effective leamers. As
Clark (1983,1985,1994) argues, computers are merely a deUvery tool. The totaUy leamer
ControUed CAI in this smdy proved that leamers did not gain benefits from the simple
computerized deUvery tool in terms of thek development of sek-regulated leaming skiUs.
Computers can not replace the human teacher's position. As Pea (1987) asserts, computer
programs themselves do not guarantee to deUver knowledge to novice leamers. Computer
programs need to be equipped with special instmctional strategies in order for leamers to
experience cogrutive effects with the computer tools (Salomon, 1990). When computerassisted instmction adopts an effective teaching strategy, it meaningfuUy functions to model
leaming as human teachers would do and computers can become inteUigent partners to
human cogitition.

Significance oftiieSmdv
This smdy investigated a new computer-assisted instmctional approach for
developing sek-regulated leaming skiUs, which has been theoreticaUy discussed but not
actuaUy practiced in a classroom. Computer-assisted instmction has proven to be
beneficial, especiaUy due to its individualizable instmction. The potential benefit of
individuaUzed and interactive instmction using computers supports the idea of leaming in
tiie zone of proximal development and teaching through the cognitive apprenticeship. In
this smdy, the new instmctional components in CAI programs were examined in order to
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help each leamer to become a sek-regulated leamer. This smdy provided a possibiUty of
combirung the idea of inteUigentiy adapted computer-assisted instmction and cogrutive
apprenticeship teachmg method into the individualized leammg context m classrooms for
sek-regulated leaming.
From the smdy results, it was proved that an effectively designed computer-assisted
instmction envkonment was beneficial for coUege smdents to develop thek sek-regulated
leaming skiUs in order to become effective leamers. The effective CAI envkonment
examined in this smdy was inteUigentiy adopted leamer-controUed CAI with the cogrutive
apprenticeship teaching method. This new CAI envkonment was found to be signkicantiy
more effective than the traditional CAI envkonment This adds another reason to remind
educators about the importance of leaming envkonments. Many educational psychologists
argue about the importance of leaming envkonments. Bandura's triadic theory proposes
the reciprocal interactions between the leamers, thek behaviors, and the leaming
envkonments and emphasizes the envkonmental factor as a determinant in leaming
(Schunk, 1989b). Having been evaluated as an effective teaching method by several
^pUcations in classrooms such as Palincsar and Brown's reciprocal teaching of reading,
ScardamaUa and Bereiter's procedural faciUtation of writing, and Schoerkeld's method for
teaching mathematical problem solving (see CoUins et al., 1989), the cogrutive
apprenticeship teaching method in CAI provided a meaningful social context where novice
leamers could interact with the computerized teacher to acquke skills and knowledge.
Results from this smdy support Newman (1987)'s proposal of "functional leaming
envkonment" (FLE) m CAI. The coachmg feamres in the mteUigentiy controUed CAI m
this study were meaningfuUy functional from the leamers' point of view, therefore the
leamers could make purposive use of the coach to improve thek sek-regulated leaming
skiUs. Eventually, smdents' self-regulated leaming skiUs developed by the effects with the
intelUgentiy controUed CAI can be used m other contexts due to the effects ofihe
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mteUigentiy controUed CAI. From the teachers' point of view or CAI designers' pokit of
view,tillsstudy adds furtiier support for ColUns et al.'s argument (1989) that effective
teaching must employ "the focus of the leaming-through-guided-experience on cognitive
and metacognitive, rather than physical, skills, and processes" (p. 457). Traditional CAI
envkonments wiU become more effective when the computer programs monitor leamers'
metacogrutive levels, motivational levels, and behavioral levels, and appropriately interact
with the individual leamers. Using meaningfuUy guided instmction in CAI, leamers wiU
be able to achieve new knowledge and skills without experiencing urmecessary faUure in
simated contexts of solving problems. FinaUy, transfer of responsibUity in leaming from a
teacher to leamers andfroma group of leamers to an individual leamer wiU occur.
This smdy supports Pintrich's argument (1995) that sek-regulated leaming skiUs
are teachable by teachers' using various strategies and controUable by leamers' high
intention in the coUege context The teaching strategies used in the effective CAI
envkonment in this smdy were scaffolded instmction and cogrutive coaching with
modeling, dkect explanation, mumal dialogue, and encouragement. Effectiveness of the
scaffolded instmction and cogrutive coaching has been supported by many educational
researchers (e.g., BiemUer & Meichenbaum, 1992; Brown & Palincsar, 1989; Collins et
al., 1989; Henderson, 1986; Lajoie & Lesgold, 1989; Paris & Winograd, 1990).
This smdy examined a new way of measuring acadenuc sek-regulation. In this
smdy, sek-regulated leaming skUls were not merely evaluated by acadenuc achievement
scores. They were measured by three other dimensional changes (based on Zirmnerman's
sek-regulation model): a metacognitive change, a motivational change, and a behavioral
change. A possible measurement of metacogrutive changes in sek-regulated leaming is to
see how leamers set a goal for a leaming task and sek-monitor thek performance during the
learning process. As leamers become sek-regulated, they are expected to set an appropriate
goal for themselves based on thek sek-evaluation of the previous performance. A
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motivational change m sek-regulated leaming processes istiieenhancement oftiieleamer's
sek-efficacy. Selectmg an appropriate goal and displaying enough effort to perform tiie
leammg task wiU result m frequent and on-going success kitiieleaming process, and tiiis
wUl mttunmcreasetiiesek-efficacy level. The perceived high sek-efficacy value
contmuously motivatestiieleamer to leam, and this motivation is "partly rooted m
cognitive activities" (Bandura, 1977, p. 193). The kiteraction between cognition and
motivation helps the leamer to regulate the leaming processes. A behavioral change m sekregulated learning processes would be the improvement in frequencies of sek-selected
leaming activities and efforts in leaming processes. In this study, these three possible
changes in sek-regulated leaming processes were used to measure smdents' sek-regulated
leaming skills. This measurement provides a more appropriate vision on sek-regulated
leaming for educators or researchers in the future.
This smdy also provides a notion of the importance of understanding leamers' own
cogrutive styles in computerized leaming envkonments as beneficial instmctional
irkormation for teachers. Impulsive leamers have been the concem of educational
researchers because of thek disadvantages in leaming and under-achievement (e.g., Kurtz
& Borkowski, 1987; Lan, Repman, Chyung, & Bradley, 1996; Swanson & Scheumacher,
1986; Smitii & Kemler Nelson, 1988; Walczyk & HaU, 1989). There have been research
smdies to provide effective instmction for impulsive leamers (CampbeU et al., 1989;
Jelsma & Van Merrienboer, 1989; Meichenbaum & Goodman, 1971; Stahl, Rinehart &
Erickson, 1986). These smdies usuaUy focus on whether it is possible to train inefficient
leamers to be efficient through the tteatment However, this smdy proposed that the
altemate solution for impulsive leamers to become effective leamers would be to help them
to be aware of thek advantages or disadvantages and to gain irmer power to control
themselves in leaming processes. This study suggests that having leamers know about
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tiiek advantages and disadvantages of conceptual tempo styles should be taken into account
as a possible fumre research question.

Limitations of th^ Smdv and Future Research Suggestions
This smdy has several Umitations to consider in generaUzing the results. FoUowing
are lintitations of this smdy, especiaUy those associated with the non-significant results of
concepmal tempo style with sek-awareness effects, and suggestions for the future research.
1. The non-tenabiUty in the assumptions of the normaUty and homogeneity in this
smdy is a concem, altiiough as Stevens (1992) points out, "k is very unUkely tiiat tiie equal
covariance matrices assumption would ever UteraUy be satisfied in practice" (p. 256). The
number of smdents in each ceU in the 2 x 2 factorial design was enough to conduct
statistical analyses but not enough to have high power. This might result in the nontenabiUty of the assumptions of normaUty and homogeneity in this study. For future
research, it is recommended to increase the sample size to enhance the power of statistical
irkerence.
Another concem related to sampling would be that the smdents were very
homogeneous in terms of gender. Ninety-three percent of the smdents were female. It is a
fact that there are more female smdents than male smdents in coUeges of education in most
coed uruversities. When reviewing Kinzie et al.'s research finding (1992) that female
smdents were not significantiy different in both a program-controUed CAI and a leamercontroUed CAI whUe male smdents were better in a program-controUed CAI, a gender
effect in CAI envkonments must be considered. Zimmerman and Matinez-Pons' smdy
(1990) also shows an evidence of gender differences in use of sek-regulated leaming
strategies; female smdents used more sek-regulated leaming strategies such as record
keeping, and goal-setting and planning than male smdents. For fumre research, it is
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recommended to have an equivalent ratio of female and male participants and investigate
gender effects on sek-regulated leaming skills in computerized leaming envkonments.
2. This smdy found a significant multivariate effect oftiietypes of CAI on the four
dependent variables. However, the significance of CAI effect was limited to the sekleaming activity levels. The sek-monitoring levels, sek-efficacy levels, and academic
achievement scores did not contribute to the significance. The reason that CAI did not
significantiy affect sek-morutoring levels or sek-efficacy levels might be due to the
difficulty in measuring those categories. The instruments that measured sek-morutoring
levels or sek-efficacy levels in this smdy might need to be reconstmcted to measure them
more accurately. More than fifteen question items for the achievement test is recommended
in order to assess smdents' knowledge more thoroughly. Future research may be
conducted with different sub-scales of metacogrutive changes, motivational changes, and
behavioral changes such as goal-setting and planning, seeking irkormation, seeking social
assistance, record-keeping, sek-evaluatmg, and sek-consequating, using memory
strategies such as orgaruzing and rehearsing.
Even with better instruments for sek-efficacy level measurement, however, there
are other psychological factors that hinder researchers' abiUty to measure accurate sekefficacy levels. As reviewed in Chapter n, Garcia (1995) proposes two psychological
strategies that some leamers adopt in sek-regulated leaming: a strategy of defensive
pessimism and a strategy of sek-handicapping. In this study, the researcher observed three
cases of smdents who appeared to use the strategy of defensive pessknism. Two of the
students set low sek-efficacy levels for aUtiiequestion items mtiieachievement test even
thoughtiieywere able to achieve scores of 80 and 87. Another smdent set the same low
sek-efficacy levels for aU but one question item and achieved a score of 66. That is, these
smdents seemed to purposely set the lowest sek-efficacy levels ui order to emotionaUy
prepare for the worst result These three extreme outiiers also causedtiienon-tenabiUty of
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normal distribution for the dependent variable of sek-efficacy levels. This psychological
variable that threatens the smdy results could not be controUed.
Another explanation about non-significant effect oftiieCAI on sek-efficacy levels
can be made by a review of Flanuner's (1995) developmental analysis of control beUefs.
He hypothesizes that sek-beUef systems such as control beUefs or sek-esteem are
constmcted through several subdevelopmental stages and fuUy developed by thetimeof
adolescence, as being influenced by several extemaUy provided conditions such as
educational practices, experiences in irkancy and preschool age, personaUties, and
ecological and culmral factors. That is, individuals' sek-beUef systems in domain-specific
experiences after thek adolescence are determined by the general structures. In this study,
the coUege smdents ntight akeady have developed thek general sek-beUef systems toward
academic leaming subjects so that the measurement of thek sek-efficacy levels in this smdy
was a reflection of thek general sek-beUef systems, not thek sek-efficacy levels in the
specific academic domain. Also, sek-regulated leaming requkes "active, goal-dkected,
sek-control of behavior, motivation, and cogrution" (Pintrich, 1995, p. 5). But whUe
chUdren view "leaming as an activity" (Bereiter & ScardamaUa, 1989, p. 366), adults see
learning as a goal to achieve; therefore, age differences may result in different outcomes in
development of sek-regulated leaming skiUs. Consideration of this developmental issue
related to sek-regulated leaming led the researcher totiiefurtiier discussion in the foUowing
section.
3. Teachmg and leaming sek-regulated leamkig skUls can occur at any age (Butier
SL Wkme, 1995; Candy, 1990; Paris & Winograd, 1990). In tius smdy, coUege smdents
were involved. As the rationale section m Chapter I noted, selecting coUege smdents as
participants in this smdy is supported by many other SRL researchers' statements about the
knportance of developing sek-regulated leaming stt-ategies m coUegiate smdying (e.g.,
Garcia, 1995; Pmtrich, 1995; Trawick & Como, 1995; Zknmennan & Paulson, 1995).
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However, some people may arguetiiatcoUege smdents' readiness for sek-regulated
leaming has been defmed by various Ike experiences, and teachmgtiiemto become sekregulated would not be easy as much as teaching young chUdren. Long and Harkins
(1994) smdied a relationship between certam chUdhood experiences and adult sek-dkected
leaming readmess. They found that age, chUdhood experience, and educational level were
significantiy related to aduk sek-dkected readmess. They did not fmd significant
relationships from socioeconomic level, birth order, famUy type, siblings, gender, and
race. From this developmental point of view, younger smdents could be also a promising
population to investigate.
Another study related to the developmental issue in sek-regulated leaming is
Zimmerman and Matinez-Pons' comparison smdy (1990) of sek-efficacy and sek-regulated
leaming strategy use with 5th-, 8tii- and 1 Ith-graders. They found that in general, 1 Itiigraders surpassed 8th-graders, who in mm surpassed 5th-graders on verbal efficacy,
mathematical efficacy, and sek-regulated leaming strategy use. That is, as smdents go
through elementary, jimior high, and high school, they akeady tend to intemaUze thek sekefficacy and become capable of utilizing various sek-regulated leaming strategies.
However, jimior high and high school graders are stUl evaluated as not capable of
independent leamkig by thek classroom teachers. Thomas (1993, as cited in Hoban &
Sersland, 1996) points out that typical middle grade schools are not ideal for providing
instmction in sek-regulated leaming. Therefore, it wiU be interesting to investigate k
preparation of sek-regulated leaming envkonments for students in early grades wiU benefit
them more in terms of effectiveness of acquisition of sek-regulated leaming skills and
opporturuties of transferring the effective strategy to other contexts.
4. The non-significance of concepmal tempo style with sek-awareness effects was
an inconsistent resultfromthe previous research findings. Most research smdies found
impulsive people were low-achievers and inefficient leamers compared to reflective people.
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In this smdy,tiieknpulsive smdents were not significantiy different from the reflective
smdents m terms of tiiek sek-regulated leamkig skUls and academic achievement scores.
However, witiiout a control group to compare,tiieresearcher was not able to infer whether
the sek-awareness treattnent did causetiieknpulsive smdents to be able to achieve as much
as the reflective smdents. For future research, k is recommended to design to have another
control group without the treattnent of conceptual tempo style with sek-awareness to
determine whether the treatment reaUy enhanced impulsive individuals' sek-regitiated
leaming skills.
5. The smdents' motivation to leam with the CAI was very high at the beginning of
the fkst CAI lesson. Most smdents seemed to keep thek motivation to leam with CAI
throughout the research time. The researcher observed that most smdents took notes from
the computer screen very eagerly in a quiet learning atmosphere. However, the total length
of research time seemed too long. Even though enoughfreebreak time was aUowed, some
smdents seemed to show fatigue in leaming with computers by the end of the second CAI
lesson. The researcher observed that some smdents did not take break time in order to
finish aU the lessons and leave. This might affect the significant drop oftiielesson
completion levels in the second CAI lessons observed by the entke group of smdents. It
would have been appropriate k each CAI lesson was assigned to a different class time.
With an appropriate distribution of CAI lessons, future research may also consider a design
of additional CAI lessons.
6. In terms of the coaching features in the INC CAI program, it is recommended
that future research develop more than two CAI lessons so that the withdrawal of the
coaching features can be graduaUy happen as smdents leam across the sequence of the
lessons. Development of sek-regulated leaming is recursive and gradual. Sequential CAI
lessons and a repeated measure analysis techruque wUl detect the gradual development of
sek-regulated leaming. It is also recommended that future research may develop a more
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sophisticated mteUigent coachmg system. There are many potentials for INC CAI used ki
tills study to be developed as an mteUigent coaching system. A Umitation of tiiis smdy was
tiiattiiewitiidrawal of tiie coachmg stt-ategy was fixed ratiiertiiantruly adapted to tiie
mdividual smdent In an mteUigent coachmg system, leammg responsibUities between tiie
coach and an mdividual smdent can be shifted accordmg to tiie evaluation of smdent's
previous perfonnance.
In order to develop an mtelUgent coaching system, there wiU be much more to
consider m terms of desigmng and developmg the software. A more sophisticated platform
tiian HyperCard wiU be needed. More than a skigle developer wUl be requked to be
mvolved as a long-term team project If computers with enough RAM size are avaUable,
the coach's written messages can be recorded as digitized audio cUps, and individual
smdents may listen to the coach's voice with headphones. The modeling section may be
transferted to animation. Stories of meaningful episodes may be developed in QuickTime
movie cUps that wiU bring smdents into a virtual simation, which cogrutive apprenticeship
emphasizes and where teachers' uses of concepmal and facmal knowledge are exemplified
and simated in the contexts of solving problems.
7. The researcher observed that note-taking with CAI was very helpful to motivate
smdents in this smdy. The smdents were told to consider the CAI as a substimte for a
human teacher's lecmre because this research activity was a part of thek class schedule and
the lesson contents was related to thek course syUabus. Many smdents seriously took
notes from the contents of CAI and reviewed the notes prior to the academic achievement
test. This was very interesting compared to what the researcher observed in her pUot smdy
where a smaU sample of smdents who were not provided a notebook when they
volunteered to evaluate the CAI instruments. The smdents without note-taking tended to
fUp through the screens without serious motivation to acquke tiie knowledge. It is
recommended for the fumre research on CAI to prepare the CAI envkonments as famUiar to
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tiie leamers' real classroom simations as possible so that learners transfer and utiUze thek
own usual leaming strategies into computerized leaming environments as weU. Nurturing
instmctional techruques such as think-aloud, cooperative learrung, reciprocal teaching,
note-taking, and evaluative discussions used in regular classrooms can be used in CAI
classrooms.
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Figure A-1: An example of questions in paper-and-pencU version of MFFT

Figure A-2: An example of screen m computerized MFFT.
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MFFTI

MM

Please Think About Vourself..,

6

Summary of Performance

Question No

Spent Time
before
First Match

No. of Errors
before
Correct Match

Questloni
Queslion2
Questions
Quest1on4
Questions
Questions
Question?
Questiond
Question9
Question 10
Question 11
Question 12

3
3
11
6
8
9
21
3
6
30
4
I

sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec

2
2
1
0
3
1
2
2
1
4
2
0

Rounded
Rueroge:

9

sec

2

The MFFT summary indicates that, in
overage, you spent 9 seconds until you
decided the first onsuier for each
problem of the matching figure and
made 2 times of uirong ansu»er(s)
before you finally matched the figure.
Do you think you mere impuisiue or
reflective during this MFFT?
Impulsive nneaning that you tended to
decide too fast without careful
considering, nnQicing unnecessary mistakes
Reflective meaming that you tended to
molce a decision after careful considering,
reducing unnecessary mistalces
Press a number on the keyboard for your
answer.
( T ) I was impulsiue.
f F ) I was reflectiue.

Figure A-3: Sek-evaluation of conceptual tempo in computerized version of
MFFT.
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APPENDIX B
INC CAI PROGRAMS (SCREEN EXAMPLES)
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If!" ii*y j i j i M n n M R i B g g B i ^ ^

i Y^

E d u c a t i o n a l M e a s u r e m e n t and Testing

m

Click me or press down c' on the keyboard when you want me to coach you.

oo«ch

Lesson Menu

D lUwt is educational measurement?
D IWiat are the types of educetkmai decisions?
D Houi shoidd dassroom teachers measure?
D lUiat ore the two typical types of tests?
D Recent/future trends in ed. measurement
D Final test

[ Quit this Program ]

Figure B-1: Menu screen for lesson 1 in INC CAI program.

THHS (Te Has H s s e s s m e n I of Hcademic Skillsl

&

^^^^H^^^^H

DEMO t9*in

B

1 rC'irn^mbtT nig i n i p u l i : i v i < i j

Click me or press down "C on the keyboard if you want me to coach you.

Coach

Lesson Menu

DUUMtis TRRS?
D EHamples of uses of TRRS test results
D Basic concepts for interpreting IMS result (Scores & Standards)
D TRHS test report formats (Standard & Optional)
D tHampies of TRflS test report formats (Demos & Practices) |
QTest

[

Quit the Program

J

Figure B-2: Menu screen for lesson 2 in INC CAI program.
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1

Educational M e a s u r e m e n t and Testmg
This card w i l l show you an embarrassing episode of conversation that might happen to a teacher
who did not have enough knowledge of educational measurement To begin, click the "start
conversation' button And you w i l l see "next" and "previous" buttons Use them to move the
conversation go back and forth You may replay the conversation by clicking the "start" button

s t « i oonvtrMtnn

pr»viou( oanvtrsation

ntxt ccnvtrsjtion

Figure B-3: Gaining attention in INC CAI with an example of episode.

lilliat is ttie Educational M e a s u r e m e n t ?
Click me or press down c' on the keyboard when you want me to coach you.

Us* th* irrow to soroTI

O

Educational heasur^ement
Any professional educator - teacher, principal, or guidance
counselor - is concemed with measurement and testing. Tests
are measurement devices that provide information about
students, and possibly others, although in the educational
enterprise, the emphasis is certainly on students There are
diagnostic tests, achievement tests, academic aptitude tests,
and the list could go on. These are tests purchased from
commercial publishers, as well as teacher-constructed tests.
Why do the schools engage in all this testing?

K«v C«ne«ptx

Ex«npWs

o

t o c f - Q a r c iig<^H t n n r n u i i ^ A i n f n r m a t - i n n a h n i i t q t i i r l p n t
Us* it» trrov to fcroli

60 Back to Main Menu

Figure B-4: Basic screen interface in INC CAI programs.
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e

??

The specific reasons for testing are many and varied
-probably about as many as there are specific tests. But
nonanallw

Extra L»4mwig
Resouroes

2

Episodn

1

S«tf-T«t

Educational Measurement and Testing

OMCh

W, I am your coach. I uiiH sometimes blink in order to coach you to
leam better. My aduice mill appear in the bfm neHt to me. Vou may
dick me (or press doiun 'c' on the keytioard) to see my aduice or you
may depend on your own decisions uiittiout taking my aduice.
Now click me or press doum c' on the keyboard to see houi it uiorksl

ENplain More to Me!

Figure B-5: Introducing a coach in INC CAL

You 11 need to read the lesson field thoroughly. Consider it as your teachers voice of
lecture Did you try to scroll the lesson field up and down?
OMC<<

liH^M^H

^

&3&sf9£

This IS the lesson field area.
It will show the contents of
the lesson. Try the scrolling
arrows now to scroll the
lesson field up and down

1^53

EHplain More to Me!

Figure B-6: Coach's modeling for practicing with lesson fields in INC CAI.
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EtHMbtional M e a s u r e m e n t a n d Testing
C11cl< me or press down c' on the keyboard when you want me to coach you
ootoh

cliclc the second button with my bold face.
ooach

1J

i l l Button I
[ S I Button I D O not s«l»ct

[Hi Button"

But sometimes, you may not
know which information you
need to search for. Then ask
the coach Your coach will tell
and show you which ones are
the important ones, by making
I
m»
he fussy face to bold near
;he important buttons.

fa I B-tton i
LUI Button]

EHplain More to Me!

Figure B-7: Coach's modeling for practicing with buttons in INC CAI.

E d u c a t i o n a l M e a s u r e m e n t and Testing
Click me or press down C on the keyboard when you want me to coach you.
ootoh

^
U
•'
coach

click the second button with my bold face. I
LI

Practice2
This Is the ctose-t>ox of the vflndow you
ne«<]toclKk when you want to close
this viinctowon the screen.

But sometimes, you may not
know which information you
need to search for Then ask
f h r . n>^r.nh

V»..r-<;oach WlIl

tell

ich ones are
les, by making
> bold near
jttons.

How are you today?
saa :ii I wii'wi I

EHplain More to Me!

Figure B-8: Coach's modeling for practicing with handling extra windows in INC
CAI.
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Educational M e a s u r e m e n t and Testing
I r*mrmb*r my in-.pijlnvify

Are you ready for the lessons? The click Start the Lessons
button below

^

o

Finally, this shows the
assessment about your
cognitive style from the
Matching Familiar Figures
Test It is t h e r e f o r you t o
remind yourself about your
cognitive style

Start the Lessons

Figure B-9: Coach's explanation for the cognitive tempo style report button.

Ulhat a r e t h e Types of E d u c d t j o n a l Decisions?

I reme-mber my re-f W c t i v i t y

Look up Stondoraized Test vs. Teacher-made Test' from the Key Concepts next.
Co«ct<
Us* ttw «rrov to scroll

T y p e s of Educational Decisions

O-

Extr« L^imvt^
R*so(jrc*s.

liiii

There are several ways of categorizing educational decisions
Kubiszyn &< Borich (1 996) present one useful way of categorizing |i:
educational decisions f o j * Measurement.Rssessment. O Testing
decisions t h a t can be m_
^ ^
f r o m specific e v e r y d a y i' « " ' ' J « ' " ' « T " * ' * " • ""jectioe Tests
r r o m bpecii ic t;ver yuay ^ Bg,o,jon$hip of Norm O Criterion-referenced Tests
f r e q u e n t a d m i n i s t r a t i v e . categories of Disabling Conditions
• Public L a m 9 4 - 1 4 2

The c a t e g o r i e s of decisions af'tf IflbLIUUIUIiai, qPaaifiy,
pipTf
diagnostic, s e l e c t i o n , placement, counseling and guidance,
||j Jj
p r o g r a m or curriculum, and a d m i n i s t r a t i v e policy. The f i r s t
t h r e e t y p e s of decisions - i n s t r u c t i o n a l , grading, and diagnostic
- are t y p e s of educational decisions e v e r y classroom teacher
miict mal/o

Tho n t h o r fiwo H o r i c i n n g - golAi-tinn

nlarpm^nt
S
U*» tht irrov to fcrotl

Go Back to Main Menu

Figure B-10: Coach's guide to appropriate extra leaming items.
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llitiat a r e t h e Types of Educational Decisions?

T y p e s o f Edui

£xfr4 L*«mn9
Rvsotf'ovs.

Vou didn't complete the right leaming
actluities for this lesson yet. Consult your
coach.

There are s(
is
Kubiszyn S. Bor
•"3
educational de
decisions that
f r o m specific e v e r y d a y in-ciass decision malting t o much less
f r e q u e n t a d m i n i s t r a t i v e decisions.

nr^

h

a

ExvnplM

The c a t e g o r i e s of decisions are i n s t r u c t i o n a l , grading,
diagnostic, s e l e c t i o n , placement, counseling and guidance,
p r o g r a m o r curriculum, and a d m i n i s t r a t i v e p o l i c y The f i r s t
t h r e e t y p e s of decisions - i n s t r u c t i o n a l , grading, and diagnostic
- are t y p e s of educational decisions e v e r y classroom teacher
m i i g f m^tUp

Thp n t h g r fiwo rtoriginnc - c a l o r f ion

K«v Cano«9ts

Episodn

O

nlarpmont
Us» the i r r o v to scroTl

Go Back to Main Menu

Figure B-11: Coach's prevention technique for learners' impulsive skipping during
leaming processes.

HOUI Sfiould Classroom Teactier M e a s u r e ?
Click me or press down c' on the keyboard when you want me to coach you.
Co«ch
' *** **^ M^ftw tn scroll

How t o MeasLi
In t h e classr
teacher, you w

Extra Learning
Resources.

Vou didn't go through all the leaming actiulty
buttons. Do you want to go back to the Main
Menu anyuiay?

c

Ves

DC

1

I'll rmish

K»i Coneaptj

If you w e r e i
decisions? In some cases, a teacher r e h e s solely on personal
judgment. In o t h e r cases a teacher r e l i e s solely on
measurement data In s t i l l o t h e r cases, a teacher combines
measurement data with judgment o r s u b j e c t i v e data. Which
approach is best? Relying solely on a teacher's judgment mean
r e l y i n g on a s u b j e c t i v e decision-making process. Relying solel
on measurement data is t o o o b j e c t i v e .
Toctc ronrpconf

an a t t o m n t

EXXTVIK

3

EpBOdFS

3

S«)f-T»s1

2 '

f n nrnwiHp nhiprfi\/f> rtata that
U » th» » T O v to fcron

Go Back to Main Menu

Figm-e B-12: Coach's persuasion technique for leamers' completing lesson
contents.
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Ulhal is t h e E d u c a t i o n a l M e a s u r e m e n t ?

rMtl-E-ctivTt'j

If you think you leamed enough about this lesson, test yourself about this lesson.

\UM *t.m am.vf.'.. tft s c r o n

Educational ^

Extra L^irmng
Rf«ouro*s.

Vou'ue learned all about this topic. Do you
thinic you'll do well on this self-test for this
lesson?

Any profess
counselor - is (
are measurem(
doubt it 3 l^nhtni^oj
students, and p
enterprise, the emphasis is certainly on students. I here are
diagnostic tests, achievement tests, academic aptitude tests,
and the list could go on. These are tests purchased from
commercial publishers, as well as teacher-constructed tests.
Why do the schools engage in all this testing?

c

iis

El

K«v Conoopts

m

I 31
i

EpiioOw

lih
The specific reasons for testing are many and varied
-probably about as many as there are specific tests But
non<^ra11w

f a c t e ; ^ro

i i c o d fr, n r n v / i H o \r,fnrmMinn

ExvnpWf

lip

Jill

Ii)
2

at^ni if Q f i i r l p n t
Us* tho v r o w to scron

a

Go Back to Main Menu

Figure B-13: Coach's scaffolding technique for leamers' self-evaluating
confidence before taking quiz section.
UJhat a r e t h e Types of Educational Decisions?
vib^r rrig i m p u l j i v i t y

If you can't solve this problem, review the example, 'Categories of Educational
Decisions.'

Exfr*LNmi<9
Rosourovs.

Question *S
Ht the first week of a semester, a pretest was conducted
in a siHth-grade mathematics class in order to group
students into 'advanced,' intermediate,' and 'behind.'
Such a decision is a(n):
[ a . instructional decision
[ b . placement decision

)

D

f c. program or curriculum decision)

LKSons

a
a

K«^ Canoopts

f d. Bdministratit»e policy decision j
EpisotfK

Figure B-14: Coach's task vaUdity feedback in quiz section.
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Ulhat a r e the Types of Educational Tests?
QUIZ
It Is not correct either

Exir« L M r n n f

Vou need to reuiew the lesson field 'What are
the Two Typical Types of Tests.'
Cri
[

Cancel

) |

Open It ^ |

LMSons

1

[ a. reiatiue interpretations of indiuiduai scores ]
[ b. absolute interpretations of indiuiduai scores^

Exjnptes

c. comparisons of indiuiduai scores to others

Epvo4*s

Figvu-e B-15: Coach's cognitive validity feedback in qitiz section.
Ulhat a r e the Types of Educational Tests?

The answer is b. absolute interpretations of individual scores.' Click on the answer
to see the explanation.

Extra LMmtnt

Question * 2
Criterion-referenced interpretations of test results are:

ra7relatiue interpretations of indiuiduai scores J
b. absolute interpretations of individual scores
f t . comparisons of Indiuiduai scores toothers

j

a
I
a

Lossans

Km) Canoo^-ts

Ex«Ttp1rs

EpisodK

4
OoN«ct

Figure B-16: Coach's outcome feedback and cognitive validity feedback in quiz
section.
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E d u c a t i o n a l M e a s u r e m e n t a n d Testing
Click me or press down c' on the keyboard when you want me to coach you
oo*oh

Vou need to master all the lessons before you
take this test.

LWLJJ
D Ulhat are tin types of educational decisions?
D How should dassroom teachers measure?
S IMiat are the two typical types of tests?
D Recent/future trends in ed. measurement
D Final test

( Quit this ProgramJ

Figure B-17: Coach's functional validity feedback for learners' impulsive skipping
to test section.
Confidential Student Label G* EHit Leuel Cumulatiue Label

B

eni^mber rrnj

Click me or press down c' on the keyboard if you want me to coach you.

H
TEST OflTE: 03/94
STUOEHT: UBSHIMOTOM TI
STUOEUT ID <PEinS>: 4'

DISTRICT: 099-001 EXflf
cntff>us: 041 ExnnPLE n
tmima
READWfi

SCALE
SCORE
1380
^

M^THBMHTKS

^

\

g.88

t '" ""'»" Jf

Ves

Ul
8-70

•IDENTIAL

Vou didn't take a look at ail the Dennition
Buttons' that would help you to understand
better. Rre you sure to Jump into the quiz
section now?

-»ESVES

-MOVES

MkmBMTICS 1820
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SD

ivm
•ECT.
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TES
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Definition Buttons •
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C |

0 |

JNoHt Oemo

Figure B-18: Gradual increase in leamers'self- decisions in leaming processes.
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Confidential Student Label & Ei^it Leuel Cumulatiue Label

B

I r*-rf<<*rnter rr.y irripulsti^i^y

Click me or press down c" on the keyboard if you want me to coach you.
CoMh

2. Where do you see the student's score for writing that you can compare with
the standard score and decide whether this student met the Minimum
Expectation? Click the area. Check your answer with the coach's answer
Vou may sicip this quiz. But there are 6 more
questions for this report format. Rre you sure
you want to Jump to another section?

c

3 j^Tinnistri^

Ves

STUDENT 10 ( P E i n S ) : 47081247 0 0 6 : 0 0 / 0 1 / 6 0
DISTRICT: 0 0 0 - 0 0 1 EXHTVlf ISO
CflnPUS: 041 EXHhPLE niOOLE
SCALE
SCOflE
vmmNG
1380
HEADING
k*TVeMTlCS

Ul
g7o
848

hETIwM.
EXPECT.
NO
VES
VES

MikSTBI
ALLOOJ.
NO
NO
VES

CXfinition Buttons •

R » Y W W Buttons

I TBHS?|uses Of THRS7|Basic Concepts?! »> |

B |

C | D |

E |NeKt Question|NeHt Demoj

Figure B-18: Continued.
C o n f i d e n t i a l Student Report

ren-.<?mter my i m p u l s i v i t y

Click me or press down c" on the keyboard if you want me to coach you.
Co4eh

I. There are various report formats for TAAS test. What is this report
format? Click on the area that shows it.

UAS

Vou didn't And the right answer for this
question yet.

NRFC'. ROB
STUOEMT-I
LOCflL-STU
OHTE OF B
CLnSS GROUP: BflRBRm HHRT

«mmH6

nnrnHG coMajatcATioH

[ I'll skip it j
(WWE:

NO

3. Sentence Constniction
6.En0shUs<«t
7. Usa o< Speling, C«)>it«iz«iii«, PunotiWion

NO
NO
VES

TOTALK*JLTIPlE<HOICEOeJECTtf=SMASTHe>: t

ISO

10-EXIT LEUEL

OBJECTIVE
tieUB
• M S T E R V COnRECTTIESTB)

1-4. PtRuMn«Wiitt*nCiMnposi6on Rating: 2

R»vi*v Buttons

|l'H try ageing

PBIFORMANCE STANDAHO:
Sc«l*S«9i<o(l30Otnd
Wrinan Conposiiion o( 2,3, or4
TEST RESULTS:
hMMnmanEivtctitions: ?
SotttSom. 1470

7M4
8(12
11(14
TOTAL
rTBie:2W40

D*finrtion Buttons

pHHS?ili«esnConceptn^^^^^^^TEXjJ_AJ^^

Figure B-19: Gradual increase in learners' self-monitoring skills in solving
problems in quiz section.
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A 4th grade teacher administered a diagnostic test to
the students one month after the beginning of the
semester. The best way of interpreting the test
scores is:
f a. done by a doctor.
b. done by the teacher.

c. done by a counselor.

60 NeHt

For George T. Watson, which interpretation is NOT correct?
[ a. He did not take a test for reading.

)

[ b. He did not meet the minimum OHpectation for math.

)

c. He did not take a test (or mritinaibecause he mas absent.

TEXAS ASSeSStOENT OP ACADENNC SKtLLS
CONFIDENTIAL UST OF STUDENTS' RESULTS
ORRCE: tO-EXIT LEUEL
D I S T F I C T : W 9 - 0 0 1 EXttfLE
ISO
CTTPOS: OOJ E » W > L £ H S
REPORT ORTE: JLtC 1006
OflTE OF TESTING: t W C H 1006

STUPerr
BOOKS)
SHOU
DOWMG
GOLDSTEN
HAVES

TAVLOfl
ONA
TONV
DAVD
BRITTANV

J
A
P
M
L

PORTH1
RA»«^EZ
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TORRES
WATSON
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A
A
T

N
V
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A
X
0
?

- M H M U M EXPECT ATBNS MOT h«T
- M W r * J M EXPECT ATBNShCT
- MASTERED ALL OBJECTIVES
- N O T TESTHXABSEPfT)
-MOT TESTED CE«M>T-ARD)
- N O T SCORED
- MASTERV STATUS UMCNOVN
PEFCNG REIMS D CORRECTION
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B i r m DA1E

457481439
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07(03(77
06(22/77

V+
N
N
N
A

V*
N
N
N
N

V
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408786342
378456662

03(25(77
00(17(77
0S(O«77
06(0W77
07(28(77

V*

V+
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N
N
N

V

READIK
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0
0

x

IM1W
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0

60 Back to Main Menu

Figure B-20: Test sections without coach in lesson 1 and lesson 2 of INC CAI
programs.
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APPENDIX C
TOLC CAI PROGRAMS (SCREEN EXAMPLES)
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Educational Measurement and Testing

(

~

^
Lesson Menu

oHok on » Itssen tttW to 90

1. itMNJt ttiis program
2. Ulhat Is educational meosuwnent?
3. What are the types of educatkinai decislam?
4. How stmuM dassroom teachers measure?
5. IMnt ore the two typical types of tests?
6. Recent/future trends In ed. meastvement
7. Final test

[ Quit this Program ^

Figure C-1: Menu screen for lesson 1 in TOLC CAI program.
A

THHS (Teijas Assessment of Academic Skillsl

[^

1 ren-ierrit>er rriy 1 u'l p 'J 1 J 1V 11 ij

Lesson Menu

1. How to iise this program
2.IMMtis Tins?
3.EHamplc» of uses of THHS test results
4. Basic COncepts for interpreting TRRS restMt (SCOTes 0 Standards)
S.TRRStest report formats (Standard 0 Optional)
6.EHafnptcIS of mns test report formats (Demos ff Practices)

•

7.F1naiTes t

[

Quit the Program

]

J

Figure C-2: Menu screen for lesson 2 in TOLC CAI program.
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lUtiat is ttie Educational Measurement?

I rMr*rr,b*r r.-.y irnpul?ivity

U** th* arrov to tcn>X\

m

Educational Measurement
Any professional educator - teacher, principal, or guidance
counselor - is concemed with measurement and testing Tests
are measurement devices that provide information about
students, and possibly others, although in the educational
enterprise, the emphasis is certainly on students There are
diagnostic tests, achievement tests, academic aptitude tests,
and the list could go on. These are tests purchased from
commercial publishers, as well as teacher-constructed tests.
Why do the schools engage in all this testing?
The specific reasons for testing are many and varied
-probably about as many as there are specific tests But
generally, tests are used to provide information about student
characteristics and performance-information that probably
r ? i n n n t hfj ni-»tainpri i n n t i i i a r w a u c

a t l o a c t n n f n^ p f f i n o n t l u a n d
lis* th* drrov to scroll

Go Back to Main Menu

Figure C-3: Basic screen interface in TOLC CAI programs.
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APPENDIX D
COMPUTERIZED ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST (SCREEN EXAMPLES)
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Test

8

I rrmerTit<«-r mu irripijl;iv ity

Before you answer this question, enter your confidence leuel. Do you thinic
you will be able to correctly answer this question?

Q^^Qffl^

( I doubt it )

Among the interpretations (a, b, and c) for this TAAS report, which one
is NOT correct?
a. This student did not master all objectlues for writing.
b. This student met the minimum eHpectatlon for writing.
c. The score of 1400 Is not enough for the minimum eHpectatlon.

j^4S

CONFIDENTIAL

TEST DATE: OS/94
STUOEMT: UHSHINOTOM TREMT
STUDENT ID ( P E I I I S ) : 47681247 0 0 6 : 0 0 / 0 1 / 8 0
DISTRICT: 0 0 0 - 0 0 1 EXAMPLE ISO
Cfltf'US: 0 4 1 EXflTPLE MIDOLE
SCALE
SCORE
1400

tVRITINQ
REACMG
MMVBiKTKS

TLI
8-70
84«

METMH.
EXPECT.
NO
VES
VES

0
R
A
D
E
08

MASTER
ALL OBJ.
NO
NO
VES

Figure D-1: Self-efQcacy test prior to solving problems in academic achievement
test.
Test s

remernbipr my inipuliiv ity

Cllcic the answer below.

Among the interpretations (a, b, and c) for this TAAS report, which one
is NOT correct?
a. Thi« student did not master all objectiues for writing.
b. This student met the minimum eHpectatlon for writing.
c. The score of 1400 is not enough for the minimum eHpectatlon.

BBSW
lAAS

CONFIDENTIAL

TEST DATE: OS/04
STUDENT: UHSHIMGTON TRENT
STUDENT 10 (PEinS): 47681247 006:00/01/80
DISTRICT: O0O-O01 EXRHPLE ISO
CflMPUS: 041 EXRMPLE MIDOLE
SCALE
SCORE
1400

VIRITINS
READWG
»>MT>e<MTICS

TLI
870
8-68

hETMM WSVm.
EXI'ECT. ALL OBJ
NO
NO
VES
NO
VES
VES

Figure D-2: Solving problems after self-efficacy test.
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APPENDIX E
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST QUESTION ITEMS
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Fifteen multiple choice questions in academic achievement test
1. Texas Assessment of Acadenuc Skills (TAAS) test is an example of a:
a. norm-referenced achievement test
b. criterion-referenced achievement test.
c. criterion-referenced academic aptitude test
2. The best way for classroom teachers to interpret TAAS test scores is:
a. objective interpretation because TAAS is a standardized test
b. objective interpretation with their subjective opinions
c. subjective interpretation only
3. Ms. Shirley is an English teacher who teaches four English classes. She graded the test
scores with 10 percent A's, 20 percent B's, 35 percent C's, 30 percent D's, and 5 percent
F's across the four classes. Her way of grading is:
a. norm-referenced
b. criterion-referenced
c. aU of the above
4. Tom received a score of 81 in science. But his grade was A. His teacher must have
graded the science test scores by:
a. norm-referenced interpretation
b. criterion-referenced interpretation
c. aU of the above
5. A 6th grade math teacher wanted to measure whether the students mastered the math
problem solving sktils in the 6th grade level bytiieend of the year. The teacher needs to
develop a:
a. criterion-referenced test
a. norm-referenced test
c. all of the above
6. Which educational decision below istiieone that classroom teachers need to make more
frequentiy than the other decisions?
a. selection decision
b. instructional decision
c. placement decision
7. According to PubUc Law 94-142,
a. special leamers need to be separated from regular classrooms.
b. special leamers should be included into regular classrooms.
c. special leamers should not be diagnosed in regular classrooms.
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8. Amongtiieinterpretations (a, b, and c) for tius TAAS report, which one is NOT correct?
£9X999

G
R
A
D
E

S^ «

CONFIDENTIAL

TEST DATE; 0 5 / 9 4
STUDENT: UfiSHINGTON TREffT
STUDENT ID (PEIMS;>: 47881247 D O B : 0 9 / 0 1 / 8 0
D I S T R I C T : QOg-OGI EXRrPLE ISO
CHflPUS: 0 4 1 EXHNPLE Ml DOLE
SCALE
SCORE
1380

WRITNG
READING
Kf^kTHEMATICS

TLI

IVETMW.
EXPECT.

MASTER
ALL OBJ.

8-70
8-88

NO
VES
YES

NO
NO
YES

08

a. This student did not master all objectives for writing.
b. This student met the minimum expectation for writing.
c. The score of 1400 is not enough for the minimum expectation.
9. Among the interpretations (a, b, and c) about meeting the minimum expectations for this
TAAS report, which one is correct?
SSTSW
J^S

CONFIDENTIAL

EXIT LEUEL CUMULRTIUE LfiBEL
STUCJENT: WILSON ROBERT U
STUDENT ID CPEINS): 4817332194 DOB:
DISTRICT: 9 9 9 - 0 0 1 EXRNPLE ISO
CRMPUS: 0 0 1 EXRNPLE H S
SCALE
SCORE
1470

WRITNG
READING
MATHEMATICS 1820

TLI
X-89

IVETMW.
EXPECT.
NO
YES
YES

07/28/78

MASTER
ALL OBJ
YES
YES

a. The minimum expectation for writing was met
b. The minimum expectation for reading was met.
c. The minimum expectation for math was not met
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TEST
DATE
03«4
03«4
05^93

G
R
A
D
E
10

10. Click on the area indicating this student's test score for reading.
liAS

TEXAS ASSESSMENT OF ACADENUC SKILL S
CONFIDENTIAL STUDENT REPORT

WRITING

OBJECTIVE
ITEMS
MASTERY CORRECT/TESTED

W R I T I N G COMUtlNICATION
1 -4. Persuaave Written Composition RatlnQ: 2

NO

5. Sentence Constraotion
6. English Usage
7. Usa of SpelEng, Capitalization, PunctuMbon

NO
NO
VES

7/14
8M2
11M4

TOTAL MJLTIPLE-CHOICE OBJECTIVES MASTERED: 1

TOTAL
ITEMS: 26/40

READING

OBJECTIVE
ITEMS
MASTERV CORRECTITESTED

R E A D I N G COIUMUNICATIOH
1 Word MtmttQ
2.Supportirtg Ideas
3 Summarlzsilon
4 Relationships and Outccomes
5. Irtferences amd Qemeraijozatopns
6. Point of View, Propoganda., and Fact and Nonfact

YES
YES
VES
VES
VES
VES

TOTAL OBJECTIVES MASTERS) : 6

3/4
4/4
7/8
8/8
15/16

PBVORIVKNCE STANDARD:
Soaie Score 0/1500 and
Written Compositicr) oJ 2 , 3 , or 4
TEST RESULTS:
Me( Ivfriiirujm Es^tectations:
Scaic Score: 1470

PERFORMANCE STANDARD:
Texas Leaming Irtdexof X-70
TESTRESULTS:
Ntet Mnlmum E>«>ectations:
Texas Leaming Irtdex: X-89
MASTERED ALL O B J E T I V E S

7/8
TOTAL
ITEMS: 44/48

Ll I I I I
X-0

X-30 X-50 X-70 X^SO X-110

11. Which interpretation about this TAAS result is correct?
S

TEXAS ASSESSMENT OF ACADEMIC SKILLS
CONFIDENTIAL STUDENT REPORT

WRITING
WRITING COMMJNICATION
1 -4. Persuasive Written Composition Rating: 2
5. Sentence Construction
6. English Usage
7. Use of Spelling, Capitalization, Punctuation

OBJECTIVE
ITEMS
MASTERV CORRECTTTESTED

NO
NO
NO
VES

TOTAL MULTIPLE-CHOICE OBJECTIVES MASTERED: 1

7/14
8/12
11/14
TOTAL
ITEMS: 26/40

a. The minimum expectation for writing was not met
b. Seven objectives for writing were mastered.
c. The standard score for writing is 1470.
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PERFORMANCE STANDARD:
Scale Score of 1500 and
Written Composition of 2,3, or 4
TESTRESULTS:
Met Mnimum E)^ecteitions:
Scale Score: 1470

12. Which interpretation abouttiiisTAAS result is correct?
TEXAS ASSESSMENT OF ACADEMIC SKILLS
CONFIDENTIAL STUDENT REPORT
READING

PERFORMANCE STANDARD:
Texas Leaming Index of X-70

OBJECTIVE
ITEMS
MASTERV CORRECTITESTED

R E A D I N G COMMUNICATION
1. Word Meaning
2. Supporting Ideas
S.Summaiization
4. Relatiortships arwl Outccomes
5. Irtferemces amd Qemera^ozatopms
6. Point o/ View, Propaganda, and Fact and Nonfact

YES
YES
YES
YES
VES
VES

>: 6
TOTAL OBJECTIVES MKSTERH):

TESTRESULTS:
Mat Mniniuin E)^>«ctations:
Texas Laamtng Indax: X-89

3/4
4/4
7/8
8/8
15/16
7/8

MASTERED ALL OBJECTIVES

TOTAL
ITEMS 44/48

X-0

m

X.30 X.50 X-70 X-90 X-110

a. The standard score for reading is 1500.
b. The minimum expectation for reading was not met.
c. X-89 is enough to meet the minimum expectation.
13. For Tony P. Deming, which interpretation is correct?
TEXAS ASSESSMENT OF ACADEMIC SKILLS
CONFIDENTIAL LIST OF STUDENTS' RESULTS

fAAS

N
Y
Y+
A
X
0
?

ORRDE: 10-EXIT LEUEL
DISTRICT: 999-001 EXRMPLE ISD
CRMPUS: 001 EXRNPLE H S
REPORT DATE: JUNE 1996
DATE OF TESTING: MRRCH 1996

STUDENT
DERNING
BOOKER
SHOU
GOLDSTEM
HAVES

TONV
TAYLOR
GINA
DAVID
BRITTANY

P
J
A
M
L

= MINIMUM EXPECTATIONS NOT MET
- MINIMUM EXPECTATIONS MET
= MASTEf?ED ALL OBJECTIVES
=NOT TESTED (ABSENT)
- NOT TESTED (EXEMPT- ARD)
= NOT SCORED
= M ASTERY ST ATUS UNKNO VN
PEfOING REIMS ID CORRECTION

STUDENT-ID
fPEIMSI

BIRTH DATE

457481439
460329756
485346591
448250610
469422518

05/17/77
08/21/77
01/01/77
07/03/77
06/22/77

READWG
Y+
N
N
N
A

MATR

v+
N
N
N
N

a. He mastered all objectives for reading.
b. He mastered aU objectives for math and writing.
c. He did not meettiienunimum expectation for reading and math.
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WRITWG
V
N
N
N
A

14. For Juanita C. Ramirez, which interpretation is correct?
TEXAS ASSESSMENT OF ACADEMIC SKILL S

fAAS

CONFIDENTIAL LIST OF STUDENTS' RESULTS
N
Y
Y+
A
X
0
?

GRADE: 10-^XIT LEUEL
DISTRICT: 999-001 EXRMPLE ISD
CHMPUS: 001 EXRflPLE H S
REPORT DATE: JUNE 1996
DHTE OF TESTING: NHRCH 1996

STUD0IT-ID
fPEMSI

STUDENT
PORTER
RAMREZ
SCHROEDER
TORRES
WATSON

KATRIA
JUAN
PAKCU
JAtiE
GEORGE

C
C
A
A
T

= M NIMUM EXPECT AT IONS NOT MET
= M WIMUM EXPECT AT IONS MET
= MASTERED ALL OBJECTIVES
=NOT TESTED (ABSENT)
= NOT TESTED (EXEMPT- ARD)
= NOT SCORED
= M ASTERY ST ATUS UNKNOWN
PENDING REIMS ID CORRECTION

BIRTH DATE

459875654
498756512
536898745
498786542
378456682

READING

MATH
V+
A
N
N
N

Y+

03/25^77
09M7/77
08/04/77
06/09/77
07/28/77

Y+
0
0
X

a. She did not have to take the math test
b. She met the minimum expectation for reading.
c. She did not take the writing test due to her absence.
15. For this group of students, which interpretation is correct?
TEXAS ASSESSMENT OF ACADEMIC SKILLS

fAAS

CONFIDENTIAL LIST OF STUDENTS' RESULTS

ORRDE: 1 0 - E X I T LEUEL
D I S T R I C T : 9 9 9 - 0 0 1 EXAMPLE ISD
CRMPUS: 0 0 1 EXAMPLE H S
REPORT DATE: JUNE 1996
DATE OF TESTING: MARCH 1990

STUDENT-ID
fPEIMSI

STUDENT
PORTER
RAMREZ
SCHROEDER
TORRES
WATSON

KATRU
JUAN
PAKELA
JANE
GEORGE

C
C
A
A
T

459875654
498756512
536898745
498786542
378456682

N
Y
Y+
A
X
0
?

= M IN IMUM EXPECT AT IONS NOT MET
=MINIMUMEXPECTAT IONS MET
= MASTERED ALL OBJECTIVES
- N O T TESTED (ABSENT)
= NOT TESTED (EXEMPT-ARD)
- NOT SCORED
= M ASTERY ST ATUS UNKNOWN
PENDING REIMS ID CORRECTION

BIRTH DATE
03/25/77
09/17/77
Oe/04/77
06/09/77
07/28/77

READING
V+
Y+
0
0
X

MATH

WRITMG

Y+
A
N
N
N

a. Everybody met the minimum expectation for reading.
b. More than a half of the students have a difficulty in math.
c. None of them met the minimum expectation for 3 subjects.
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Y
N
0
A
X

WRITING
Y
N
0
A
X

APPENDK F
HYPERCARD SCRIPTS IN INC CAI PROGRAMS
(A portion of scripts that extracted by Script Stripper v 2.0)
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"Script Stripper v2.0" HyperCard script extractor.
©1992,1993. Donald J. Winiecki, allrightsreserved.
cx}oo oooo oooo oooo oooocx) oooo oooo oocx3cx> oooo oooo OO oooo oooo oooo OO oooo

•Name of Stack: "IINC"
• Size of Stack: 275.327 KB.
• Free Space in Stack: 19.328 KB.
• User Level of Stack: 5; "Scripting"
Date of Stripping: Saturday, March 16,1996
Time of Stripping: 7:01 PM
0 0 Starting scripts of Stack: "IINC" 0 0
• • Script of Stack: "IINC" • •
on openStack
global openStackTime
put the sees into openStackTime
setClear
hide menubar
end OpenStack
on closeStack
global name,names,gender,stackName,lineNo,-<
masteryMarkl,masteryMark2,masteryMark3,masteryMark4,masteryMark5,masteryMark6,
—I

openStackTime,closeStackTime,howLong
put the sees into closeStackTime
put (closeStackTime-openStackTime) into howLong
put
masteryMarkl&&masteryMari^&&masteryMark3&&masteryMark4&&masteryMark5&&
masteryMark6&&-'
howLong&&gender into-i
line HneNo of cd fid "record" of cd "record card2"
put lineNo-i-1 into lineNo
get word 1 of name
put it into names
put names&&"Lessonl"&&"-tiie end oftiiedata" into Une HneNo of cd fid "record" of
cd "record card2"
get the short name of this stack
put it into stackname
open file "data:"&names&&stackname
write cardfield"record" of card "record card2" to file "data:"&names&&stackName
close file "data:"&names&&stackName
end closeStack
on openCard
global windowTime, clickNo,coachClick, startTimeJineNoonfft
put the sees into startTime ~ set the starting idletimeto zero on opening each card
coach
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put "Click me or press down 'c' on the keyboard when you want me to coach you." into
bg fid "coach message"
put mfft into bg fid "mfft"
-There are fids of cUckNo, windowTime, coachClickNo on each card only for myself to
check
end OpenCard
on closeCard
global clickNo,windowTime,coachClick4ineNo
get the short name of this card
put it&&clickNo&&windowTime&&coachClick into line lineNo of cdfid"record" of cd
"record card2"
put (lineNo-i-1) into lineNo
end closeCard
on coachClickNo
global coachClick
put (coachClick+1) into coachClick
end coachClickNo
on coach
set the hilite of bg bm "coach" to tme
wait 10 ticks
set the hilite of bg bm "coach" to false
wait 10 ticks
end coach
on coach 1
show bg btn " coach 1"
settiiehilite of bg bm "coach 1" to tme
wait 10 ticks
settiiehilite of bg bto "coach 1" to false
wait 10 ticks
end coach 1
on coach2
show bg bto "coach2"
settiiehilite of bg bto "coach2" to tme
wait 10 ticks
settiiehtiite of bg bto "coach2" to false
wait 10 ticks
end coach2
on coach3
show bg bto "coach3"
settiiehitite of bg bto "coach3" to tme
wait 10 ticks
settiiehilite of bg bto "coach3" to false
wait 10 ticks
end coach3
on coach4
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show bg bto "coach4"
settiiehilite of bg bto "coach4" to trae
wait 10 ticks
settiiehtiite of bg bto "coach4" to false
wait 10 ticks
end coach4
on arrowBlink
repeat 2 times
set the hilite of cd bto "arrow" to trae
wait 10 ticks
settiiehilite of cd bto "arrow" to false
wait 10 ticks
end repeat
end arrowBlink
on addClick
global clickNo
put (clickNo+1) into clickNo
end addClick
on keyDown whichKey
get the short name of background
if it is not "tests" then
if whichKey is "c" or whichKey is "C" tiien
set the hilite of cd bto "coach" to tme
wait 10 ticks
set the hilite of cd bto "coach" to false
wait 10 ticks
send "mouseUp" to cd bto "coach"
else
answer "You can not use any other keys than 'c' in this program." with "OK"
end if
end if
end keyDown
on setClear
global ctickNo,windowTime,coachCUck,lineNo,-'
masteryMarkl,masteryMark2,masteryMark3,masteryMark4,masteryMark5,masteryMark6,
—I

lessonCHckl4essonClick24essonCHck3,lessonCUck4,lessonCtick5,-«
defCtickl l,exClickl 1,-.
defClick21 ,exClick21 ,exCtick22,-.
defCUck31 ,epCUck31 ,epCUck32,epCUck33,-.
defCUck41 ,epCUck41,-.
defCUck51 ,defCUck52,exCUck51
put "n" into lessonClickl
put "n" into lessonClick2
put "n" into IessonCIick3
put "n" into lessonCUck4
put "n" into lessonClick5
put "n" into defCUckl 1
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put''n""intoexClickll
put' 'n"" into defClick21
put' 'n"" into exClick21
put' 'n"" into exClick22
put' 'n""intodefClick31
put' 'n"" into epClick31
put' 'n"" uito epClick32
put' 'n"" into epClick33
put' 'n"" into defCHck41
put' 'n"" into epCtick41
put' 'n"" into defCHck51
put' 'n"" into defClick52
put' 'n"" into exClick51
put' 'n"" into masteryMarkl
put' 'n"" into masteryMark2
put' 'n"" into masteryMark3
put' 'n"" into masteryMark4
put' 'n"" into masteryMark5
put' 'n"" into masteryMark6
set the hilite of cd bto id 6 of cd "main menu" to false
set the hilite of cd bto id 7 of cd "main menu" to false
set the hitite of cd bto id 9 of cd "main menu" to false
set the hilite of cd bto id 35 of cd main menu" to false
set the hilite of cd bto id 38 of cd main menu" to false
set the hilite of cd bto id 51 of cd main menu" to false
put zero into windowTime
put zero into clickNo
put zero into coachQick
put 1 into lineNo
end setClear
0 Scripts of Background 1; "lessons"
on openCard
—set up all the cUcked btns for leaming activities to "unleamed" in each card
lock screen
hide bg button "coach 1"
hide bg button "coach2"
hide bg button "coach3"
hide bg button "coach4"
hide bg button "coach5"
set the scroti of bg fid "lessonfield"to 0
unlock screen
pass OpenCard
end openCard
on openPictore
idle
global openTime
put the sees into openTime
addCUck
pass openPicture
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end openPicture
on closePicture
global openTime, closeTime, spentTune, windowTime
put the sees into closeTime
put (closeTime-openTime) into spentTime
put (spentTime+windowTime) into windowTime
send mouseDown
pass closePictore
end closePicture
on idle ~ showtiiecoach's message (to rentindtiiem)iftiiereis no response for every min.
global StartTime, idleTime, spentTime
put the sees into idleTime
put (idleTime-startTime) into spentTime
if ((spentTime div 60=2) or (spentTime div 60=4)-t
or (spentTime div 60=6) or (spentTime div 60=8)-i
or (spentTime div 60=10) or (spentTime div 60=12)-or (spentTime div 60=14) or (spentTune div 60=16)) and (spentTime mod 60 = 0) tiien
coach
put "If you need my advice, ctick me or press down 'c' on the keyboard." uito bg fid
"coach message"
end if
pass idle
end idle
on mouseDown
global StartTime
put the sees into startTime
pass mouseDown
end mouseDown
on lessonUpDown
set the hilite of cd bto "lessonDown" to tme
wait 10 ticks
set the hitite of cd bto "lessonDown" to false
wait 10 ticks
end lessonUpDown
• Script of Card Button: 3; "lessonDown" of Card 1 of Background 1
on mouseStillDown
set the hitite of me to tme
set the scroti of bg fid "lessonfield"to ->
(scroti of bg fid "lessonfield"+ (6 * textsize of bg fid "lesson field"))
end mouseStillDown
on mouseUp
global StartTime, lessonCUckl
put the sees into startTime
put "y" into lessonCUckl
end mouseUp
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• Script of Background Button: 8; "Key Concepts" of Background 1
on mouseUp
global defCUckl l,defCUck21,defCUck31,defCUck41,defCUck51, defCUck52
get the selectedText of me
if it is "• Measurement,Assessment, & Testing" tiien
picture "M.A.T. Definitions", file, document, trae, 0, trae
put "y" into defCUckl 1
else if it is "• Standardized Tests vs. Teacher-made Tests" then
pictore "Standardized vs. Teacher-made", ftie, document, trae, 0, trae
put "y" into defCUck21
else if it is "• Subjective Tests vs. Objective Tests" then
picture "Subjective vs. Objective", ftie, document, trae, 0, trae
put "y" into defCUck31
else if it is "• Relationship of Norm & Criterion-referenced Tests" tiien
pictore "Norm-Criterion", ftie, document, trae, 0, trae
put "y" uito defCUck41
else if it is "• Categories of Disabling Conditions" tiien
pictore "DisabUng Conditions", ftie, document, trae, 0, trae
put "y" uito defCUck51
else if it is "• PubUc Law 94-142" tiien
picture "PL94-142", fUe, document, trae, 0, trae
put "y" into defCUck52
end if
select line 0 of me
end mouseUp
• Script of Background Button: 15; "Examples" of Background 1
on mouseUp
global exCUckll,exCUck21,exCUck22,exCUck51
get the selectedText of me
tf it is "• Examples of Tests" then
picture "Examples of Tests",fUe,zoom, trae,0,trae
put "y" into exCUckll
else if it is "• Categories of Educational Decisions" then
pictore "Categories of Decisions",file,document, trae,0,trae
put "y" uito exCUck21
else if it is "• Frequent Educational Decisions" then
pictore "Educational decisions",fne,document, trae,0,trae
put "y" into exCUck22
else if it is "• Texas Goals 2000" tiien
picture "TexasGoals2000",file,document, trae,0,trae
put "y" into exCUck51
end if
select Line Oof me
end mouseUp
• Script of Background Button: 14; "Episodes" of Background 1
on mouseUp
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global epCUck31,epCUck32,epCUck33,epCUck41
get the selectedText of me
if it is "• Pinch of Salt" tiien
pictore "Pinch of Salt"/tie,document, trae,0,trae
put "y" uito epCUck31
else if it is "• Mr. Walsh & Mr. Carter" tiien
picture "Mr. Walsh & Mr. Carter" ,file,document, trae,0,trae
put "y" uito epCUck32
else if it is "• Mrs. Norton" then
pictore "Mrs. norton"iUe,document, trae,0,tiiie
put "y" into epCUck33
else if it is "• Teacher and Counselor" tiien
pictore "Teacher&Counselor",file,document, trae,0,trae
put "y" into epCUck41
end if
select Une Oof me
end mouseUp
• Script of Background Button: 13; "Self-Test" of Background 1
on mouseUp
global lessonCUckl,defCUckl l,exCUckl 1,-.
lessonCUck2,defCUck21 ,exCUck21 ,exCUck22,-.
lessonCUck3,defCUck31,epCUck31,epCUck32,epCUck33,-lessonCUck4,defCUck41,epCUck41,-.
lessonCUck5,defCUck51,defCUck52,exCUck51,-.
seAc
get the short name of this card
put it into menuTitie
if MenuTitieis "Lesson 1" then
if GessonCUckl is "y") and (defCUckl 1 is "y") and (exCUckll is "y") tiien
askSelffifficacy
answer "You wtil have 9 questions in this quiz." with "OK"
visual effect dissolve
gocd"qll"
else
answer "You didn't complete therightleaming activities for this lesson yet. Consult
your coach."-"
witii "OK"
end if
else if NIenuTitie is "Lesson2" then
if aessonCUck2 is "y") and (defCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck22 is
"y") tiien
askSelfEfficacy
answer "You wiU have 10 questions in this quiz." with "OK"
visual effect dissolve
gocd"q21"
else
answer "You didn't complete therightleaming activities for this lesson yet. Consult
your coach."-!
witii "OK"
end if
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else if MenuTitie is "Lesson3" tiien
if aessonCUck3 is "y") and (defCUck31 is "y") and (epCUck31 is "y") and (epCUck32 is
"y") and (epCUck33 is "y")
tiien
/ /
vF
y J
y h-askSelfEfficacy
answer "You wtil have 6 questions uitiusquiz." witii "OK"
visual effect dissolve
gocd"q31"
else
answer "You didn't completetiierightleaming activities fortiuslesson yet. Consult
your coach."-!
witii "OK"
end if
else if MenuTitie is "Lesson4" then
if aessonCUck4 is "y") and (defCUck41 is "y") and (epCUck41 is "y") tiien
askSelfEfficacy
answer "You wiU have 10 questions in this quiz." witii "OK"
visual effect dissolve
gocd"q41"
else
answer "You didn't complete therightleaming activities for this lesson yet. Consult
your coach."-!
witii "OK"
end if
else if MenuTitie is "I-(esson5" then
if aessonCUck5 is "y") and (defCUck51 is "y") and (defCUck52 is "y") and (exCUck51
is "y") tiien
adj:SelfEfi&cacy
answer "You wtil have 8 questions in this quiz." with "OK"
gocd"q51"
else
answer "You didn't complete therightleaming activities for this lesson yet. Consult
your coach."-!
witii "OK"
end if
end if
end mouseUp
on askSelfEfficacy
global seAcJineNo
answer "You've leamed aU about this topic. Do you think you'U do weU on this self-test
for this lesson?" -i
witii "I doubt it" or "Itiunkso"
put it into se Ac
put seAc uito Une lineNo of cd fid "record" of cd "record card2"
put (UneNo+l) into lineNo
end askSelfEfficacy
• Script of Card Button: 2; "coach" of Card 1 of Background 1
on mouseUp
global lessonCUck 1 ,defCUck 11, exCUckl 1
if (lessonCUckl is "y") tiien
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if (dejOickll is "n") and (exCUckll is "n") tiien
put ''Look up "Measurement, Assessment, & Testing'fi-omtiieKey Concepts next." -.
mto bg fid "coach message"
J
^
coachl
else if (defCUckl 1 is "n") and (exCUckll is "y") tiien
put "Look up "Measurement, Assessment, & Testing' from Key Concepts. You may
look at tiie example, 'Examples of Tests' again." -.
into bg fid "coach message"
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUckl 1 is "y") and (exCUckll is "n") tiien
put "Look up 'Examples of Tests' from Examples, and compare them with your own
examples. You may look attiiekey concept 'Measurement, Assessment, & Testing'
again." -•
into bg fid "coach message"
coach2
coachl
else if (defCUckl 1 is "y") and (exCUckll is "y") tiien
put "If you think you leamed enough about this lesson, test yourself abouttiuslesson."
—I

into bg fid "coach message"
coach4
end if
else if GessonCUckl is "n") then
if (defCUckl 1 is "n") and (exCUckl 1 is "n") tiien
put "Read the lessonfieldfirst Usetiiescrolling button (up and down)." -i
into bg fid "coach message"
lessonUpDown
else if (defCUckl 1 is "y") and (exCUckll is "n") tiien
put "Read the lessonfieldfirst, and look up the 'Examples of Tests' from Examples.
You may look at the key cocept, 'Measurement,Assessment, & Testing' again." -<
into bg fid "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coach2
coachl
else if (defCUckl 1 is "n") and (exCUckll is "y") tiien
put "Read the lessonfieldfirst,and look up "Measurement, Assessment, & Testing'
from Key Concepts. You may look at the example, 'Examples of Tests' again." -i
into bg fid "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUckl 1 is "y") and (exCUckll is "y") tiien
put "You didn't readtiielessonfield.You may look at the key cocept,
'Measurement,Assessment, & Testing' & the example, 'Examples of Test' again." -•
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
coach2
end if
coachCUckNo
end if
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end mouseUp
• Script of Card Button: 5; "Go Back to Maui Menu" of Card 1 of Background 1
on mouseUp
global seBconasteryMarkl
if masteryMarkl is "y" then
visual effect dissolve slow
go cd "main menu"
else
answer "You didn't go through aUtiieleaming activity buttons. Do you want to go back
to the Main Menu anyway?"-witii "Yes" or "m finish"
if it is "Yes" tiien
answer "Do you think you'U do weU on thefinaltest witiiout finishing leaming tius
lesson?" -!
witii "I doubt it" or "Itiiinkso"
get it
put it into seBc
put it into bg fld "se"
visual effect dissolve slow
go cd "main menu"
end if
end if
end mouseUp
• Script of Card Button: 2; "coach" of Card 2 of Background 1
on mouseUp
global lessonCUck2, defCUck21,exCUck21,exCUck22
if (lessonCUck2 is "y") then
if (defCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck22 is "n") tiien
put "Look up 'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made Test' from the Key Concepts next."
—I

into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
else if (defCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck22 is "n") tiien
put "Look up two examples, 'Category of Decisions' and 'Frequent Educational
Decisions.' You may take a look at 'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made Test' again." -«
into bg fld "coach message"
coach2
else if (defCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck22 is "n") tiien
put "Look up the example, 'Frequent Educational Decisions.' You may take a look at
'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made Test' & 'Category of Decisions' again." ->
into bg fld "coach message"
coach2
else if (defCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck22 is "y") tiien
put "Look up one more example, 'Category of Decisions.' You may take a look at
'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made Test' & 'Frequent Educational Decisions' again." ->
into bg fld "coach message"
coach2
else if (defCUck21 is "n") and (exClick21 is "y") and (exCUck22 is "n") tiien
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put Look uptiiekey concept, 'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made Test' & tiie
example, 'Frequent Educational Decisions.' You may take a look at 'Category of
Decisions' again." -•
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck22 is "y") tiien
put "Look uptiiekey concept, 'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made Test' & tiie
example, 'Category of Decisions.' You may take a look at 'Frequent Educational
Decisions' again." -!" -i
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck22 is "y") tiien
put "You didn't look up the key concept, 'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made Test'
yet. You may take a look at 'Category of Decisions' &'Frequent Educational Decisions'
again." -i

into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
else if (defCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck22 is "y") tiien
put "If you itnnk you leamed enough about this lesson, test yourself about this lesson."
—1

into bg fld "coach message"
coach4
end if
else if (lessonCUck2 is "n") then
if (defCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck22 is "n") tiien
put "Read the lesson first. Use the scroU button (up and down)." -•
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
else if (defCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck22 is "n") tiien
put "Read the lesson first. Use the scroU button (up and down). You may take a look at
'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made Test' again." -<
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
else if (defCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck22 is "n") tiien
put "Read the lesson first And look up the example, Trequent Educational Decisions.'
You may take a look at 'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made Test' again." -y
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coach2
coachl
else if (defCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck22 is "y") tiien
put "Read the lessonfirst.And look uptiieexample, 'Category of Decisions.' You may
take a look at 'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made Test' again." -^
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coach2
coachl
else if (defCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck22 is "n") tiien
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put "Readtiielesson fist and look uptiiekey concept 'Standardized Test vs. Teachermade Test You may look attiieexample, 'Category of Decisions' again." -.
mto bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck22 is "y") tiien
put "Readtiielessonfirstand look attiiekey concept 'Standardized Test vs. Teachermade Test' You may look attiieexample 'Frequent Educational Decisions' agaui." -.
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUck21 is "n") and (exCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck22 is "y") tiien
put "Readtiielesson and look uptiiekey concept, 'Standardized Test vs. Teacher-made
Test.' You may look attiieexample 'Category of Decisions' agaui." -into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck21 is "y") and (exCUck22 is "y") tiien
put "You didn't readtiielessonfieldyet You may look attiiekey concept
'Standardized vs. Teacher-made Test' & the example 'Category of Decisions' agaui." -«
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
coach2
end if
end if
coachCUckNo
end mouseUp
• Script of Card Button: 2; "coach" of Card 3 of Background 1
on mouseUp
global lessonCUck3,defCUck31 ,epCUck31 ,epCUck32,epCUck33
if (lessonCUck3 is "n") tiien
put "Read the lessonfieldfirst" into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
else if GessonCUck3 is "y") then
if(defCUck31is"n")tiien
if (epCUck31 is "n") and (epCUck32 is "n") and (epCUck33 is "n") tiien
put "Read the key concept, 'Subjective Tests vs. Objective Tests' next" -!
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
else if (epCUck31 is "y") and (epCUck32 is "n") and (epCUck33 is "n") tiien
put "Read the key concept, 'Subjective Test vs. Objective Test'. You may read the 'A
Pinch of Salt' again." -«
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
coach3
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else if (epCUck31 is "y") and (epCUck32 is "y") and (epCUck33 is "n") tiien
put "Readtiiekey concept, 'Subjective Test vs. Objective Test'. You can take a look
at tiie episodes 'Puich of Salt' & 'Mr. Welsh & Mr. Carter' again." -.
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach3
else if (epCUck31 is "y") and (epCUck32 is "n") and (epCUck33 is "y") tiien
put "Read the the key concept, 'Subjective Test vs. Objective Test' You can take a
look at tiie episodes 'Puich of Salt' & 'Mrs. Norton' again." -into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach3
else if (epCUck31 is "n") and (epCUck32 is "y") and (epCUck33 is "n") tiien
put "Read the key concept, 'Subjective Test vs. Objective Test' You can take a look
at tiie episode 'Mr. Welsh & Mr. Carter' again." -into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach3
else if (epCUck31 is "n") and (epCUck32 is "n") and (epCUck33 is "y") tiien
put "Read the key concept 'Subjective Test vs. Objective Test' You can take a look
at the episode 'Mrs. Norton* again." ->
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach3
else if (epCUck31 is "n") and (epCUck32 is "y") and (epCUck33 is "y") tiien
put "Read the key concept, 'Subjective Test vs. Objective Test.' You can take a look
at the episodes 'A Pinch of Salt' and "Mrs. Norton' again." -•
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach3
else if (epCUck31 is "y") and (epCUck32 is "y") and (epCUck33 is "y") tiien
put "Read the key concept, 'Subjective Test vs. Objective Test.' You can reread the
episodes 'A Pinch of Salt,' 'Mr. Welsh & Mr. Carter' & 'Mrs. Norton' again." -«
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach3
end if
else if (defCUck31 is "y") tiien
if (epCUck31 is "n") and (epCUck32 is "n") and (epCUck33 is "n") tiien
put "Read the episode, 'A Pinch of Salt' and apply the analogy to classroom
sitoations. You may take a look at the key concept,'Subjective vs. Objective Test' again" into bg fld "coach message"
coach3
coachl
else if (epCUck31 is "y") and (epCUck32 is "n") and (epCUck33 is "n") tiien
put "Look up two episodes 'Mr. Walsh & Mr. Carter' and 'Mrs. Norton' next. You
may take a look at the key concept,'Subjective Test vs. Objective Test' again." -^
into bg fld "coach message"
coach3
coachl
else if (epCUck31 is "y") and (epCUck32 is "y") and (epCUck33 is "n") tiien
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put Look uptiieepisode, 'Mrs. Norton.' You may take a look attiiekey
concept. Subjective vs. Objective Test' agaui." -.
into bg fld "coach message"
coach3
coachl
else if (epCUck31 is "y") and (epCUck32 is "n") and (epCUck33 is "y") tiien
put "Look uptiieepisode, 'Mr. Walsh & Mr. Carter.' You may take a look attiiekey
concept'Subjective vs. Objective Test' agaui." -<
into bg fld "coach message"
coach3
coachl
else if (epCUck31 is "n") and (epCUck32 is "y") and (epCUck33 is "n") tiien
put "Look uptiieepisode, 'A Puich of Salt' You may take a look attiiekey
concept,'Subjective vs. Objective Test' &tiieepisode 'Mr. Walsh & Mr. Carter' agaui." ^
into bg fld "coach message"
coach3
coachl
else if (epCUck31 is "n") and (epCUck32 is "n") and (epCUck33 is "y") tiien
put "Look up the episode, 'Puich of Salt.' You may take a look attiiekey
concept'Subjective vs. Objective Test' & "Mrs. Norton' again." -«
into bg fld "coach message"
coach3
coachl
else if (epCUck31 is "n") and (epCUck32 is "y") and (epCUck33 is "y") tiien
put "Look up the episode 'A Pinch of Salt.' You may take a look at the key
concept,'Subjective vs. Objective Test' again." -•
into bg fld "coach message"
coach3
coachl
else if (epCUck31 is "y") and (epCUck32 is "y") and (epCUck33 is "y") tiien
put "If you think you leamed enough about this lesson, test yoiu^self about this
lesson." -!
into bg fld "coach message"
coach4
end if
end if
end if
coachCUckNo
end mouseUp
• Script of Card Button: 2; "coach" of Card 4 of Background 1
on mouseUp
global lessonCUck4, defCUck41,epCUck41
if (lessonCUck4 is "n") and (defCUck41 is "n") and (epCUck41 is "n") tiien
put "Read the lessonfieldfirst. Use the scroti buttons (up and down)." -•
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
else if (lessonCUck4 is "y") and (defCUck41 is "n") and (epCUck41 is "n") tiien
put "Look up the key concept 'Relationship of Norm- & Criterion-reference Tests'
next" -«
into bg fld "coach message"
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coachl
else if (lessonCUck4 is "y") and (defCUck41 is "y") and (epCUck41 is "n") tiien
put "Look uptiieepisode Teacher and Counselor.' You may take a look attiiekey
concept 'Relationship of Norm- & Criterion-reference Tests' agaui." -into bg fld "coach message"
coach3
coachl
else if aessonCUck4 is "y") and (defCUck41 is "n") and (epCUck41 is "y") tiien
put "Look uptiiekey concept 'Relationship of Norm- & Criterion-reference Tests.' You
may read the episode Teacher and Counselor' agaui." -•
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach3
else if (lessonCUck4 is "n") and (defCUck41 is "y") and (epCUck41 is "n") tiien
put "Read the lessonfieldfirst,and look up the episode Teacher and Counselor. You
may take a look at the key concept 'Relationship of Norm- & Criterion-reference Tests'
again." -!
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coach3
coachl
else if (lessonCUck4 is "n") and (defCUck41 is "n") and (epCUck41 is "y") tiien
put "Read the lessonfieldfirst, and look up the key concept 'Relationship of Norm- &
Criterion-reference Tests.'" -!
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
else if aessonCUck4 is "n") and (defCUck41 is "y") and (epCUck41 is "y") tiien
put "You didn't read the lesson field. Use the scroti buttons (up and down)." ->
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
else if (lessonCUck4 is "y") and (defCUck41 is "y") and (epCUck41 is "y") tiien
put "ff you thirtic you leamed enough about this lesson, test yourself about this lesson."
into bg fld "coach message"
coach4
end if
coachCUckNo
end mouseUp
• Script of Card Button: 5; "coach" of Card 5 of Background 1
on mouseUp
global lessonCUck5, defCUck51 ,defCUck52, exCUck51
if (lessonCUck5 is "y") then
if (defCUck51 is "n") and (defCUck52 is "n") and (exCUck51 is "n") tiien
put "Read the key concept 'Categories of Disabling Conditions' next" -^
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
else if (defCUck51 is "y") and (defCUck52 is "n") and (exCUck51 is "n") tiien
put "Look up 'PubUc Law 94-142' from Key Concepts next. You may rereadtiiekey
concept 'Categories of Disabling Conditions' again." ->
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into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
else if (defCUck51 is "y") and (defCUck52 is "y") and (exCUck51 is "n") tiien
put "Look up tiie example Texas Goals 2000.' You may reread tiie key concepts
Categories of DisabUng Conditions' & "Public Law 94-142' again." -.
into bg fld "coach message"
coach2
coachl
else if (defCUck51 is "y") and (defCUck52 is "n*") and (exCUck51 is "y"") tiien
put ""Look up "PubUc Law 94-142"firomKey Concepts' next. You may reread tiie key
concept "DisabUng Conditions' & tiie example 'Texas Goals 2000' again." -.
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUck51 is ""n") and (defCUck52 is "y"") and (exCUck51 is ""n") tiien
put "Read the key concept "Categories of Disabling Conditions." You may look up tiie
key concept 'PubUc Law 94-142' again." -!
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
else if (defCUck51 is "n") and (defCUck52 is "n") and (exCUck51 is "y"') tiien
put "Read tiie key concept 'Categories of Disabling Conditions" & "PubUc Law 94142." You may look up the example 'Texas Goals 2OO0" again." -i
into bg fld "coach message'"
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUck51 is "n"") and (defCUck52 is ""y"') and (exCUck51 is ""y"") tiien
put "Read the key concept "Categories of Disabling Conditions." You may look up the
key concept 'PubUc Law 94-142" & the example "Texas Goals 2000' again." -•
into bg fld "coach message"
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUck51 is "y"") and (defCUck52 is ""y"') and (exCUck51 is "y"') tiien
put "If you thirtic you leamed enough about this lesson, test yourself about this lesson"
—1

into bg fld "coach message'"
coach4
end if
else if (lessonCUck5 is ""n"') then
if (defCUck51 is ""n") and (defCUck52 is ""n") and (exCUck51 is "n") tiien
put "Read the lesson first Use the scrolling button (up and down)"" -i
into bg fld ""coach message"
lessonUpDown
else if (defCUck51 is "y") and (defCUck52 is "n") and (exCUck51 is "n") tiien
put "Read the lesson first You may reread the key concept 'Categories of Disabling
Conditions' again." -!
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
else if (defCUck51 is "y"') and (defCUck52 is ""y"") and (exCUck51 is "'n") tiien
put "Read the lesson first You may reread the key concept 'Categories of DisabUng
Conditions' & 'PubUc Law 94-142' agaui." ->
into bg fld "coach message"
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lessonUpDown
coachl
else if (defCUck51 is "y") and (defCUck52 is "n") and (exCUck51 is "y") tiien
put Read tiie lesson first You may reread tiie key concept 'Categories of DisabUng
Conditions & tiie example Texas Goals 2000' agaui." -.
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUck51 is ""n"") and (defCUck52 is "y") and (exCUck51 is "n") tiien
put "Read tiie lesson first. You may reread tiie key concept 'PubUc Law 94-142'
again." ->
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
else if (defCUck51 is ""n"") and (defCUck52 is ""n") and (exCUck51 is "y") tiien
put "'Read tiie lesson first. You may reread tiie example 'Texas Goals 2000' again." -.
into bg fld "coach message""
lessonUpDown
coach2
else if (defCUck51 is ""n") and (defCUck52 is "y") and (exCUck51 is "y") tiien
put "Read tiie lesson first. You may reread tiie key concept 'PubUc Law 94-142' & tiie
example 'Texas Goals 2000' agaui." ->
into bg fld "coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
coach2
else if (defCUck51 is "y"") and (defCUck52 is ""y") and (exCUck51 is "y") tiien
put "Read the lesson. You may reread the key concept 'Categories of Disabling
Conditions' & 'PubUc Law 94-142,' & tiie example 'Texas Goals 2000' again." -into bg fld ""coach message"
lessonUpDown
coachl
coach2
end if
end if
coachCUckNo
end mouseUp
• 0 Scripts of Background 2; ""Quizzes"'
on openCard
-set up answers uncUcked for each card
lock screen
hide bg bto "coachl"
hide bg bto "coach2"
hide bg bto "coach3"
hide bg bto "coach4"'
hide bg bto "go next"
global cUckWrong,cUckedAnswer,seAc
put 0 into cUckWrong
put empty into cUckedAnswer
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put seAc into bgfld""seAc""
urtiock screen
pass OpenCard
end openCard
on closeCard
global cUckedAnswer
if there is a cd bto id cUckedAnswer then
set the hiUte of cd bto id cUckedAnswer to false
end if
put empty into bg fld "coach message"
pass closeCard
end closeCard
on openPictore
idle
global openTime
put the sees into openTime
addCUck
pass openPicture
end openPictore
on closePicture
global openTime, closeTime, spentTime, windowTime
put the sees into closeTime
put (closeTime-openTime) into spentTime
put (spentTime+windowTime) into windowTime
put windowTime into bg fld "windowTime"~inactivate it later not to show on the screen
send mouseDown
pass closePictore
end closePicture
on idle - show the coach's message (to remind) if there is no response for every min.
global StartTime, idleTime, spentTime
put the sees into idleTime
put (idleTime-startTime) into spentTime
~ put SpentTime into message box
if ((spentTime div 60=1) or (spentTime div 60=2) or (spentTime div 60=3)-!
or (spentTime div 60=4) or (spentTime div 60=5) or (spentTime div 60=6)-"
or (spentTime div 60=7) or (spentTune div 60=8) or (spentTime div 60=9)-or (spentTime div 60=10) or (spentTime div 60=11)) and (spentTune mod 60 = 0) tiien
coach
put "If you need my advice. CUck me or press down 'c.'" into bg fld "coach message"
end if
pass idle
end idle
on mouseDown
global StartTime
put the sees into startTime
pass mouseDown
end mouseDown
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• Script of Card Button: 2; "coach" of Card 14 of Background 2
on mouseUp
global cUckWrong,cUckedAnswer
tf cUckedAnswer is not "6" then
if cUckWrong is 0 then
put "If you can't solve this problem, review the example, 'Categories of Educational
Decisions.'" ->
into bg fld "coach message"'
coach3
else if cUckWrong is 1 then
put "It is not correct"" -i
into bg fld ""coach message""
else if cUckWrong = 2 then
put '"This was your second trial, but it is sttil not correct. Review the example,
"Categories of Educational Decisions.'" -into bg fld "coach message"
coach3
else if cUckWrong = 3 then
put empty into bg fld "coach message"
answer "'You need to review the example, 'Categories of Educational Decisions' agaui.
Read tiie definition of 'Placement.'"' witii "Cancel" or "Open it'"
if it is "Open it" tiien
pictore "Categories of Decisions",ftie,document,tme,0,trae
end if
else if cUckWrong>=3 then
put "The answer is "b. placement decision." CUck on the answer to see the
explanation."" ->
into bg fld "'coach message"
set hiUte of cd bto "b. placement decision" to trae
show bg bto "go next"
end if
else if cUckedAnswer is "6" then
put "Right. The pretest scores were used to PLACE tiie stodents m tiie nght group. This
wtil help tiie teacher to teach tiie stodents witii a proper level of difficulty."' -into bg fld "coach message"
show bg bto ""go next"
end if
coachCUckNo
end mouseUp
• Script of Card Button: 4; "a. instractional decision" of Card 14 of Background 2
on mouseUp
global cUckWrong,cUckedAnswer
put (cUckWrong +1) uito cUckWrong
get tiie id of me
put it into cUckedAnswer
send mouseUp to cd bto "coach"
end mouseUp
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• Script of Card Button: 5; "b. placement decision"" of Card 14 of Background 2
on mouseUp
global cUckedAnswer
get the id of me
put it into cUckedAnswer
send mouseUp to cd bto "'coach"'
show bg bto "go next"
end mouseUp
• Script of Card Button: 6; "c. program or curriculum decision" of Card 14 of Background
2
on mouseUp
global cUckWrong,cUckedAnswer
put (cUckWrong +1) into cUckWrong
get tiie id of me
put it into cUckedAnswer
send mouseUp to cd bto '"coach"
end mouseUp
• Script of Card Button: 7; "d. administrative poUcy decision" of Card 14 of Background 2
on mouseUp
global cUckWrong,cUckedAnswer
put (cUckWrong +1) into cUckWrong
get tiie id of me
put it into cUckedAnswer
send mouseUp to cd bto ""coach""
end mouseUp
• 0 Scripts of Background 3; ""Tests""
on OpenCard
global cUckedAnswer,answer
put empty into cUckedAnswer
put empty into answer
pass OpenCard
end openCard
on closeCard
global cUckedAnswer, answer4ineNo
if there is a cd bto id cUckedAnswer then
set tiie htiite of cd bto id cUckedAnswer to false
end if
get tiie short name of tius card
,
put it&&answer into Une UneNo of cd fld ""record" of cd record card2
put (lineNo+1) into UneNo
end closeCard
• Script of Card Button: 2; "'a. diagnostic tests'" of Card 1 of Background 3
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on mouseUp
global cUckedAnswer,aiiswer
get the id of me
put it into cUckedAnswer
put "'n" into answer
end mouseUp
• Script of Card Button: 3; "b. achievement tests" of Card 1 of Background 3
on mouseUp
global cUckedAnswer,answer
get the id of me
put it into cUckedAnswer
put "'y" into answer
end mouseUp
• Script of Card Button: 4; "c. academic aptitude tests'" of Card 1 of Background 3
on mouseUp
global cUckedAnswer,answer
get the id of me
put it into cUckedAnswer
put "'n" into answer
end mouseUp
• Script of Card: 1; "Titie"" of Background 4
on OpenCard
global name, gender,lineNo,stackName,ethruc,age,nifft
hide menubar
hide message box
put 1 into lineNo
repeat untti the mousecUck
settiiehiUte of cd bto ""coach"" to trae
wait 30 ticks
settiiehtiite of cd bto ""coach"" to false
wait 30 ticks
end repeat
ask "Enter your assigned number (1 or 2)"'
if it is 1 or it is 2 then
put it into mfft
else
ask "Your number should be 1 or 2. Type it again."'
if it is 1 or it is 2 then
put it into mfft
else
answer "'If you have a question, asktiieuistractor." witii "OK"'
end if
end if
if it is 1 then
put "impulsivity"" into mfft
else if it is 2 then
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put "'reflectivity" into mfft
end if
ask "Type yourfirstname and last name"'
put it into name
ask "Type your age""
put it into age
ask "Type your ethnic background"
put it into ethitic
put riame&&"Lessonl"&&age&&etimic into Une UneNo of cd fld "record" of cd "record
carQ^
put (UneNo -i-l) into lineNo
answer "What is your gender?"' witii "Female" or "Male"
put it into gender
ifitis'"Female" tiien
visual effect dissolve slow
go card "female card"'
else ifitis "Male" then
visual effect (Ussolve slow
go card "male card"
end if
end OpenCard
• Script of Card: 15; "Main Menu" of Background 4
on openCard
global
masteryMarkl,masteryMark2,masteryMark34nasteryMark44nasteryMark5,masteryMark6
put "CUck me or press down 'c' on the keyboard when you want me to coach you." into
cd fld "coach message"
if masterymarkl is "y"tiiensettiiehitite of cd bto "What Is educational measurement?" to
trae
if masterymark2 is "y"tiiensettiiehtiite of cd bto "What are the types of educational
decisions?" to trae
if masterymark3 is ""y"'tiienset the hiUte of cd bto "How should classroom teachers
measure?" to trae
if masterymark4 is "y" then set the hitite of cd bto "What aretiietwo typical types of
tests?" to tine
if masterymark5 is "y" then set the hitite of cd bto "'Recent/futore trends in ed.
measurement" to trae
if masterymark6 is "y" then set the hitite of cd bto "Final test" to trae
pass openCard
end openCard
• Script of Card Button: 12; "Final test" of Card 15 of Background 4
on mouseUp
global masteryMarkl4nasteryMark24nasteryMark34nasteryMark44nasteryMark5
if masteryMarkl is "n" or masteryMark2 is "n" or masteryMark3 is "n" or-!
masteryMark4 is "n"" or masteryMark5 is ""n"' then
answer '"You need to master aU the lessons before you take this test." witii "OK""
else if masteryMarkl is ""y" and masteryMark2 is ""y"' and masteryMark3 is "y"" and-«
masteryMark4 is "y" and masteryMark5 is '"y"' tiien
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answer '"You wiU have 10 questions ui this test.'" with "OK""
visual effect dissolve
gocard"Testl"
end if
addCUck
end mouseUp
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